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1fansfators Preface 

Reinhard Kammer's Die Kunst der Bergdlimonen1 presents a 
unique challenge to the translator. Kammer has translated into 
German an original Japanese work entitled Tengu-geijutsu-ran 
by Chozan Shissai, first printed in the year 1729. The translation 
comprises the second section of his book. The first section, 
approximately one-third of the entire book, consists of Kammer's 
historical and philosophical background material to the 
Tengu-gtijutStHon, together with his own critique and interpre
tation of the work. The two sections are tightly interwoven and 
neither is meant to be dealt with in isolation. At the same time, 
however, each of the two sections is stylistically and con
textually distinct from the other. 

From the translator's viewpoint, the most important aspect 
of Kammer's book is that it contains a translation of a Japanese 
work which thus requires re-translation into English. It is my 
belief that re-translations are generally undesirable if the 
preservation of the style and feeling of the original text is the 
primary concern of the translator. It is impossible for a trans
lator to maintain that his translation of an original work is a 
faithful rendition of that original if it is based on another 
translation. The first translation will unavoidably bear to some 
degree the mark of the first translator and his emotional, 
intellectual and cultural environment on the one hand, and the 
characteristics of the first target language and its ability or 
inability to render the original work on the other. In terms of 
the latter point, it is well known that languages have their own 
unique characteristics and lend themselves more easily to some 
particular st.yles and terminologies than to others. This might 
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even serve as the basis for an argument in favour of re-transla
tions, since it may be that an author's style, cumbersome in 
his native language, might be rendered much more naturally 
in another language. The same might apply to terminology, 
as well, where the vocabulary of a second language proves 
more expressive of the subject area than the text's original 
language. 

The potentials here are particularly intriguing for lyrical and 
philosophical texts, the former because of certain expressive 
characteristics such as onomatopoeia or rhythm and the latter 
for conceptual clarity. Artistic expression, therefore, may be 
well served by the use of a second language. For scholarly 
accuracy, however, there seems to be little justification for 
re-translations unless the original work has been destroyed and 
can be perpetuated only from existing translations. 

In Kammer's work the problem presents itself somewhat 
differently, however. In the first place, Kammer's work must be 
considered and therefore translated as an entity. It would be 
wrong to extract his translation of the Tengu-geijutsu-rv-n and 
substitute for it another translation from the original Japanese. 
Such an action would challenge Kammer's endeavours as an 
author and a translator and disturb the integrity and continuity 
of his book. Second, I do not know the Japanese language. 
Were I then to include an original translation of Shissai's 
treatise into English, it would of necessity be the work of yet 
another translator for whose accuracy I could not assume full 
responsibility. As Kammer's translator, this would present me 
with an untenable situation. Thus, I have proceeded with the 
re-translation of the German into English relying heavily on 
Kammer's interpretation and rendering of the Tengu-geijutsu
nm. 

At the same time, this approach has not absolved me from the 
translator's obligation to provide his readers with accurate 
information to the best of his ability. In those instances where 
the author, whether in an original or translated text, has 
committed errors, his translator is bound to alert his readers 
to the error and provide accurate information. Such instances 
occurred in the following translation. In matters related to the 
Japanese translation and Japanese history, culture and 
philosophy, I consulted regularly with Professor Jun Mink, 
head of the Japan~c Studies Program at. the Monterey Institute 
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of Foreign Studies in Monterey, California, and a specialist in 
the Japanese language and literature. She pointed out transcrip
tion and possible translati~m errors committed by Kammer and 
verified them by reference to standard Japanese reference 
materials, a partial listing of which is attached to this preface. 
We considered each of the cases, and those which would have 
seriously impaired the reader's appreciation or understanding of 
the text were changed and a translator's footnote appended to 
explain the nature of and reason for the change. 

In some instances, reference to the original Japanese text 
would have alleviated some doubts regarding the German 
translation and Kammer's interpretation of the Japanese. 
Despite extensive efforts, however, I was unable to obtain a 
copy of the original Japanese text, and I had to rely on my own 
research and the guidance and instruction provided by Professor 
Mink to decidc how most nc('urnteiy to rend('r these problematic 
passages. 

In addition to the types of difficulties outlined above, there 
arose certain terminology questions which revolved around 
philosophical and conceptual considerations. Here is an instance 
in which the German language lent it.£elf more easily to the 
Japanese concept than English. One of the major concepts of 
the work is ki. Kammer explains the concept and his translation 
choice, das Flu.ir/ulI/ , beginning on page 20 below. As it happens, 
Fluidum is an excellent Ciluh-alcnt hut does not hn\'e a corre
sponding lexical equivalent in "':nglish. Some background 
explanation of the concept will point out the complexities 
involved. 

Daisetz T. Suzuki l explains that: 'Ch' i (Chin., Jap. lei) is a 
difficult term to translate into English. [t is something 
imperceptible, impalpable, that pervades the entire universe. 
In one sense, it corresponds to spirit (pneuma), it is the breath 
of heaven and earth.' Kammer describes ki as 

a kind of fine substance which must circulate through 
and fill the entire body. It can vary in it.'i consistency, 
and in accordance with this has diUerent ertects upon 
the physical and spiritual existence of man. When it 
is strong and buoyant, uncongested and Huid, if it is 
properly distributed throughout the body and docs 
not concentrate in t.he wrong pll\ees. then it 
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guarantees ... that the functions of the body and the 
acts of the person can occur in harmony with the 
Principled (p. 21). 

Further, the Wildhagen German·EngUsh Dictionary3 defines 
Fluidum as follows: '1. fluid/l(phys) elektrisches (etc.) "'" 
electrical fluid 2. (fig). aura (L) (of a person; of malevolence); 
atmosphere, aura (of a room)11 geistiges "'" fluidic atmosphere.' 
It is evident that the range of the German word combines 
certain physical and non-physical aspects which correspond 
well to the Japanese range and makes it an accurate semantic 
equivalent. 

It is also evident that there is no lexical equivalent in English 
for either of the two words which would encompass the same 
semantic range. My solution to the problem was the compound 
'LiCe Force'. The particle 'force' denotes physical energy whieh 
possesses the above-described liquid-like properties of ki and 
Fluidum in respect to its ability to amass and subsequently 
disperse through a physical space. The particle 'life' connotes 
the vitality, the 1ife-giving and -sustaining characteristics which 
Suzuki discusses in the above quote. I believe that the com
pound accurately conveys this elusive concept and establishes 
in the proper conceptual context for the reader's accurate 
comprehension of the text. 

The last point is the matter of style. The two sections of the 
book are written in two very different styles. Kammer's style in 
the introduction is dry, syntactically complex and at times 
obscure. I did not attempt to change Kammer's style, i.t'. to 
enliven it or in any way alter its tone or intent. I do not believe 
this to be the prerogative of the translator. My intention was to 
preserve Kammer's style as accurately as possible wit.hin the 
framework of syntactically accurate English. There were only a 
few instances where I deliberately changed the style. An 
example was a case in which the original idiomatic expression 
was of decidedly substandard style and did not transfer well into 
English. This instance occurs on page 11 below. In the original 
Kammer wrote of <das 60 mit dem Bade ausgeschiittete Kind .•. ' 
(p. 28). English has a corresponding idiom: 'throw out the baby 
with the bath water'. When discussing the history of Japanese 
swordsmanship in a tone as serious as that Kammer has 
established in this work, howe\'er, the idiom is seriously out of 
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range, and I felt obliged to rewrite it simply as 'this extreme 
action'. 

The style of the second section contrasts sharply with that 
of the first. Here the style flows smoothly; it is clear, concise 
and direct yet powerful. The style here maintains a balance 
that makes it slightly archaic yet timeless, eloquent but not 
pompous, and instructive but not pedantic. To render this style 
adequately, I found it helpful to read related Japanese works 
in English translation; a listing of the most important of these is 
appended to this preface. 

In conclusion, I wish to express my appreciation to the 
following people for their dedication of time, expertise, and 
guidance in the preparation of this translation: Professor 
Thomas E. Schultze of the Monterey Institute of .Foreign 
Studies for expending great amounts of time, energy, encourage~ 
ment and linguistic guidance; Professor Jun Mink whose profes
sional dedication and insatiable curiosity added not only to 
the quality of this translation but to my education as well; 
a.nd to Professor Elizabeth Trahan, also of the Monterey 
Institute of Foreign Studies, for oltering invaluable advice and 
professional guidance. 

Note~ 

1 Reinhard Kammer, Die Ku·nst der Bergdiim(men, Wilheim/ 
Obb.,1969. 

2 Daisetz T. Suzuki, Zen and J apamse Culture, Princeton, 1973. 
8 Dr Will Heraucourt and Dr Karl Wildhagen, The New 

Wildhagen German Dicticmary. Chicago. 1965. 
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Before long, the Japanese art of fencing, I.:endo or the Way of 
the Sword, will have gained a prominent position in the 
Western consciousness alongside judo, which has long been 
familiar to Europeans. Kelldo associations already exist in 
England and America and, in view of the growing interest in 
Far Eastern culture, arc expected to continue to flourish. Y d, 
in addition to its athletic tradition, kClUlD has a far older and 
richer artistic and philosophical tradition. The l'ellgu-geijuls/J.
nm, a treatise on swordsmanship from the carly eighteenth 
century, provides an insight into the spiritual background of 
this art without delving too deeply into its technical details. It 
seems particularly appropriate, therefore, to point out some 
typical characteristics of kendo which clearly distingui!ih it 
from the :European art of fencing, even though in such 
depictions as the duel with the bear in ]~Ieist's MariomJiell
theater, Western images of perfect fencing are discernible that 
certainly resemble the Japanese art. 

At this time I wish to express my deep appreciation to 
Professor Horst Hammitzsch, my teacher of many years, under 
whose thoroughly gracious and patient patronage this work 
came into being. 

.xvii 
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Introauction: 
A Surve~ of the Historica[ 
Deve{opment of Japanese 

SlVorasmansbip 

The sword, along with the spear, has played an important role 
in the Japanese consciousness since ancient t imes. Swords of 
bronze existed together with those of stone as earl y as the 
Yayoi culture (th ird century Be to third century AD), which 
was brought into Japan by as yet unidentifiable immigrants and 
which displaced the 'original' J apanese Stone Age culture of t he 
J omon Period. The forms and decoration of these swords indicate 
that they had been made not fo r use as weapons but rather [or 
ritualistic purposes - as were the bronze bells, dOiaku, of the 
same period,l Giving a sacred value to their ' tool ' was as 
necessary and natural a development for a people of warrior 
conquerors, which the Yayoi people certainly were, as was thc 
worship or deification of other powers and objects whieh 
strongly in fluence human life, such as thc sun or the repro· 
ductive organs. We can assume that t he sword thus gained 
special significance through direct association with the 
mysteries of life and death, even though we cannot reconstruct a 
detailed picture of the religious beliefs of the Vayoi people. 
Here, however, we can consider the origins of the concept of the 
'Holy Sword', a concept whieh has persisted throughout 
Japanese history. 2 

A record of the early cult of the sword is found in the 
mythology of the Japanese people, particularly as transmitted 
in the historical works KQjiki (712 AD) and N ihonslwki 
(720 AD) . .Even Iza nagi no Mikoto, the father of the deities, 
used the sword 'l'otsuka no tsurugi to kill the fire god Kagutsuchi 
no Kami, whose birth had l ed to the death of his wife 
Izanami. 3 The Ama no murakumo no tsurugi (the Heavenly 
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Cloud-Gathering Sword) OJ' the h:usanagi no tsurugi (the Grass
)[owing Sword), which Amaterasu Omikumi gan her grandson 
Xinigi no Mikoto to take with him to Yamato, is one of the 
Three Divine Treasures," along with mirrors and jewels. 
Susanoo no ::\likoto had removed it from the tail of the eight
headed serpent monster Yamata no orochi, whieh he had slain, 
and presented it as a 'wondrous' (lIy08hiki) sword to the 
Heavenly Spirits. 5 There are Illany other examples. Even 
today, various shrines worship divine swords as religious relics, 
e.g. the Iso no Kami-jingll (Nara-ken), the }'utsu no mitama no 
tsurugi, as well as the Kashima-jingll (later a treasured relie of 
swordsmanship), the Atsuta-jingu, and others. e 

Just as mythology blends with history in the A"ojiki and the 
NilumsllOki, semi-historical and historical heroes align with 
deities who derive power from the sword. These people are 
accredited with masterful skill in handling many weapons, 
including the sword, although it may not be the most importallt . 
]n the NillfJll.~llf)ki, for example, cxtraordinary mastery in the 
martial arts is attributed to Sui:tei '1'enn6, the se('ond ruler 
according to traditional chronology. 7 Thc son of Sujin (Shujin) 
Tl'lln{), Toyoki no ::\likoto. 8 gained similar fame, as did a later 
prince, the SOli of :\[Ollmu Tenn{) (uxa--7U7), Prim'c Otsu. \I 

]n 6HH, thc third year of thc rulc of Jito Tenno (6-1.5--702), 
Takata no Obito ]wanari was honoured for his achievements ill 
the !>an hyo, the t.hree disciplincs of hattie: arclwry. swordsman
sh ip. and spearsmanship.l0 

During the Xara Period (71O--7X.J.), China also contributed to 
the dC\'elopment of this aspect of Japanese culture. Kibi no 
?\Jakihi (:i\ labi, 603--775). the great ad\'ocate of Chinese culture 
ill Japan, brought from (,hina the military writings of the two 
renowned and highly respected Chinese military experbi Sun 
Wu and Wu eh'i.lt It is likely that these were not the only 
works on Chinese strategy /lilt! weaponry which eallle to 
Jupan at that time. 11 Bccause the young State was still 
threatened by the Emishi or Ainu and the situation in the more 
immediate empire was still tense, superiority in the technology 
of weapons and military skills was necessary. Several rebellions 
broke out during the lifetime of Kibi no Makibi alone: those of 
1\agaya-o (729, staged by the Fujiwara), Fujiwara Hirotsugu 
(7.J.0), Taehibana Narama.ro (757), and j.'ujiwara Nakamaro 
(7fi.J.) .13 Hence, great emphasis was placed on military excellence, 
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lind during the next few years, the martial artr; - horsemanship, 
flrt'hery, fencing, fllJd spearsmanship - den'loped along the lines 
of Chinese tradition. \Ye do not ha\'e a dear picture of this 
de\'e!opment today. howcwr. Written documentation did not 
begin until the end of the ~Iuromflchi Period (1838- 1578). Yery 
little is known, therefore, about the further denlopment of the 
sword and the martial arts during the Heian Period (79.+-1185) 
and the Kamakura Period (1185-1338). 

It is possible, however, that during the Heian Period the 
still-present Chinese sword tradition was not the only one in 
existence. The development of a purely Japanese art of 
swordsmanship may have begun during this period, especially 
in its later years. Following the military unrest of the tenth and 
ele\'enth centuries ('l'enkyo no ran, 9.t.O; Zen Kunen no eki, 
1(5) [105.J.}-62; Go Sannen no eki, 1085-7; repeated battles and 
continued unrest among the armies of monks; later the conflict 
between the Taira and Minamoto clans), If the sword, now given 
a more or less pronounced eurn (Jap. t..ol'i). had become the 
basic weapon of most warriors, whereas in earlier times when 
the sword had been relatively expensive, the bow and arrow 
and the spear had been the weapons used by most armies. After 
the Heian Period. a steady increase was evident in the number 
of swordeutlers known to us by name: from about .J.5O in the 
Heian Period, their numbers grew to 1,550 in the Kamakura 
Period, and to approximately 3,550 in the ~luromachi Period.l~ 

It ('an be deduced from the lIeike-1I/0/wgatal'i (pre-1220) 
that the perfection of specialized techniques closely associated 
with the curved sword had made notable progress by then. HI 

It remains unclear, however, whether and to what extent the 
specialization and training of more than a very limited circle 
had denloped in the field of swordsmanship. Ueference is 
made to this in a number of sources, including the legends of the 
lleij;-monogatari (pre-1219) which revolve around the youthful 
hero l\1inamoto no Yoshitsune (1l59-89) and his stay at 
Sojogatani in the mountains of Kurama. where he is said to 
have been initiated by a stranger or by one or more l'engu into 
the secrets of swordsmanship.17 The Hogen-monogatari (pre-
1221) reports that the famous warrior and archer Minamoto no 
1'ametomo (1139--77) learned fencing from a master in thc 
province of Higo and eventually far surpassed him. 18 Almost 
nothing definite can be deduced from these references about the 
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state of the deveJopmt:llt of the art of swordsmanship, no 
matter how valuable a source military histories may sometimes 
be. The great emotional value of these obscure traditions is 
made clear by the fact that the later art drew on them 
repeatedly; even Chozan Shissai uses the Yoshitsune episode 
with the Tengu as the point of departure for his tale-within-a
tale in the 'Disl.'Ourse on the Art of the Mountain Demons ' 
(Tengu-geijutsu-ron) in order to lend more weight to his state
ments. Legends such as those about the master of the martial 
arts. Ki'ichi (Oni'ichi) Hogen, and his activity in Kyoto with 
his many students, should be seen as a later development. It 
Their purpose was. perhaps, to educate the naive and tradition
impoverished Inaka-bushi, the uncivilized provincial warriors, 
and to instill in them respect for the dignity of certain schools. 

Even the Kamakura Period (1185- 1333)* provides no reliable 
data on the art of swordsmanship. Yet during this period the 
general trend towards military matters, towards everything 
having to do with weapons and weaponry, became increasingly 
pronounced. A new type of person came to the fore, the warrior, 
the bushi, who during the highly refined and emotionally
charged Heian culture had been scorned and only marginally 
tolerated as a necessary evil. 

To a great extent, the bus~i of this period were the very 
embodiment of what the overly sophisticated nobility scorned: 
crude, uneducated, primitive warriors and butchers. The new 
rulers of the Kamakura clearly recognized the importance of 
providing s uch souls with a spiritual support which, while 
ennobling them ethically, would not estrange them from their 
obligations as warriors. They found a means to this end in Zen 
Buddhism and in Confucianism. Zen and the warring profession 
at that time created a symbiosis similar to that which the 
Heian nobility had established with the esoteric schools of 
Buddhism, e.g. Tendai, Shingon, Kegon, and others. The H6j6 
regents Tokiyori (1227- 63) and Tokimune (1251- 84), in 
particular, did much to promote Zen. Nagayoshi Saburo20 
emphasized two specific areas in which Zen and the warring 
profession agreed profoundly: liberation from life and death as 
absolute values, and the regard for a state of mind which arises 

• K ammer seellUl to be in error here ; he gives these dates as 1185--1338. 
See, among other works, Joseph M. Goedertier, DictiQrwry of JapantBe 
History, New York, 1968, p. 118. (Tr.) 
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from this a.ttitudc and has nothing to do with mere dare· 
devilry or recklessness. It is complete dedication and surrender 
to an action which, because it is committed unconditionally and 
without regard to selfish motives, assumes or is concurrent with 
the stature and value of the exercise of the spirit or Heart 
(shugy5), as defined by Zen Buddhism, for the attainment of 
enlightenment (satori). It is no surprise, therefore, that many 
of thc later sword masters, e.g. Tsukahara" Bokuden, Iba 
Hideaki, and Miyamoto Musashi, were also Zen masters or had 
at least devoted some time to the practice of Zen. 

Confucianism was able to gain a new and strong influence 
over the ethos of the warrior class by way of the Zen monasteries, 
especially those of the Cozan, the 'five mountains' in Kamakura 
and Kyoto, which became the guardians of education in the 
Chinese tradition.21 The concept of 10yalty,22 absolute sub· 
mission to the master, was quite familiar to the Japanese even 
'before the introduction of Confucianism, but under Con
fucianism it took 011 a broader and morc profound meaning 
which made it, for all practical purposes, the central concept of 
the entire bushi ethic. Through the Confucian philosophers of 
the Tokugawa Period, Confucianism eventually attained a 
position in swordsmanship which placed it, if not above 
Buddhism, at least equal to it, and it became a yital element in 
the art's philosophical and theoretical basis. 

The establishment of actual schools of swordsmanship and 
the development of a system of rules unique to each school can 
be substantiated only in the middle of the Muromachi Period. 
The external reasons for this development are to be found mainly 
in the political situation of the country where the embittered 
battles of the most powerful feudal lords continued incessantly, 
left scarcely a single area of the country untouched and forced 
not only the bushi but other large sections of the population to 
take up the sword. Respect for the bushi grew, of course, in 
proportion to their skill with weapons - during this Period of 
the Warring Provinces (Scnguku-jidai) a man could scarcely be 
more successful or attain more power and respect than through 
his reputation as a master of the sword. The non-bushi found 
that knowledge in handling the sword was equally necessary 

" Kammer gives this name as Tsukawara. The spe]ijng incorporated 
above is based on, among other sources, P. G. O'Neill, Japwleu Namu: 
A (,qmprehtlaive lildez by ('harQCUu and R~(Ulillgll, New York, 1012. (Tr.) 
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fo r them as a defence against bands of robbers, marauding 
peasants, or deserting soldiers, jf they were not among one of 
these groups themselves. 

According to Yamada, the elevation of swordsmanship to a 
sacred and artistic status did not originate with the bushi, who, 
despite their great experience in battle, had neither the time nor 
the inclination to practise technique. It arose, instead, from 
people who had been forced to compensate for the lack of the 
warrior's physical strength and battle experience by handling 
the sword in a manner that was technically expert. It may be 
difficult to single out any specific group of persons here, even 
though the details of Yamada's arguments may be perfectly 
valid. In general, the development of swordsmanship might 
well have been the result of the combined efforts of both 
groups, regardless of their composition. In addition, Zen had an 
externally strong formative crrect through the transference of 
its psycho· technical methods to the mastery of a more mech
anical activity. 

At first glance it might appear paradoxical that kend8 
attained perfection during a pcriod which historians extol as 
one of relatively stable peace following centuries of battIe and 
war. The paradox becomes comprehensible only whcn one 
understands that the kend8 of the 'l'okugawa Period is not the 
cu lmination of an uninterrupted development, but that one 
aspect of this development - the purely martial aspect - was 
suppressed for the sake of another aspect which consisted of 
morc social and philosophical factors. These factors, in turn, are 
intimatcly connected with Japan's political history, thus a 
brief discussion of the latter seems appropriate here. 

The long peace of nearly two-and-a·half centuries, the 
trademark of the Tokugawan government, was, of course, an 
ideal towards which the founder of the 'l'okugawa shogunate, 
Tokugawa Ieyasu (15.J.2- 161B), strove. At the outset of the first 
shogun's reign, however. it was not at all obvious that this goal 
could be realized. Up into the time of the third shogun, 
'l'okugawa lemitsu (160-1--51), the peace in the empire was 
interrupted repeatedly by military unrest. The siege of the 
castle of Osaka and the obliteration of the Toyotomi (IBI5), 
the uprising of Shimabara (1B37), and the rebellion (crushed at 
its inception) of Yu i Sh(isetsu and Marubashi Chuya (1615) 
were extremely critical situations for the bakufu. 23 Tn any case. 
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the system was later sufficiently stable so that even under inept 
shoguns and during the peasant uprisings, a general civil war 
was no longer an a priori danger. 

During the Tokugawa Period, the sword ultimately returned 
to the hands of the bushi, the samurai, as a symbol of status. 
Thus, it need hardly be emphasized how closely related the 
social development of the samurai and the development of the 
art of swordsmanship were. 

The samurai (shi) class was at the top of the social ladder as 
the State-supporting and State-preserving element above the 
peasants (nO), the mere providers; the craftsmen (kO), the tools; 
and the merchants (sliD), who were regarded as necessary but 
morally inferior middlemen because of their overt striving for 
profit. This arrangement is prudent in times of war when t.he 
success or failure of the State depends on the sharpness of the 
swordbJade and needs no moral or other theoretical justifica
tion. It becomes problematic, however, when it is maintained 
at all costs during peacetime as well, and when those who 
profit by it are obviously dispensable not only because of this 
peace but also because of their irrespons.ible way of life. 

Originally the samurai, with whose help the shogunate had 
been established, were a necessary pillar of the system. But 
when the system stabilized and gained some security, the need to 
sublimate the purely warlike endeavours of this class became 
evident. (Demoting it to a lowcr status was out of the question, 
since the ruling families belonged to this class.) In general the 
means for this sublimation was Confucianism in its specifically 
Tokugawan forms: most importantly Shushi-gaku, Yomei
gaku, and Kogaku-ha. The bushi were provided with more than 
an ideal philosophy of life through the fulfilment of Confuci
an ism's ethical demands, especially those of filial piety (ko) and 
loyalty (chu). Their preoccupation with Confucianism also 
allowed them entry into the world of the officials and scholars 
who were educated in Confucian thought. A typical and, at the 
same time outstanding representative of this blend of Con
fucianism and the professional warrior was Yamaga Soko 
(1622-85), the foremost representative of Kogaku-ha and a 
strategist of renown who gave rise to his own school, the 
Yamaga-ryu. 24 

The greatest danger to the bushi ethos was life in the 
metropolis of Edo. Drawn there both by the sankin-kotai 
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system!" and by the lure of the city itself, they fell into moral 
find financial ruin, and despite the drastic measures taken by 
the government (cancellation of debts under Tokugawa 
Yoshimune and Matsudaira Sadanobu, action against t he 
ronin,211 establishment of schools, etc.), their corrupt ion con
tinued. It can b e said that from the eighteenth century on, the 
bushi class steadily lost its importance as the representative of 
the bushido ideal, although this ideal itself spread to the masses, 
particularly during the Meiji Period, and has survived into 
modern times. 27 

The development of kendij during t he Tokugawa Period 
parallels that of bushido. As with the latter, the seventeenth 
century is considered the highpoint of thc development of 
swordsmansh ip (if onc disregards the period between the First 
and Second World Wars with its manipulated and nationalistic 
swordsmanship which had nothing whatsoever to do with the 
professional warrior). Tokugawa Ieyasu had, even in his time, 
been greatly interested in swordsmanship, and there were 
many famous sword masters among his followers , including 
Yagyll Tajima no Kami .Muneyoshi, Yagyu Munenori, and Ono 
Tadaaki (.l\likogami Tadaaki), representatives of the Shinkage 
and Itt6 trad it ions, the resident schools of the Tokugawa 
shoguns. The third shogun, Tokugawa Iemitsu (Hill·l-51 ), was a 
particularly enthusiastic advocate of swordsmanship and sum· 
moned famous sword artists from all parts of the country to 
Edo for regular tournaments. It was a period when, since the 
bushi had not yet lost their memory of battle, t heir self· 
concept still corresponded to their position in society, and, 
therefore, a solid foundation existed upon which swordsmanship 
could stand. The old schools of the art split up, new schools 
arose, and their numbers becamc legion. 28 The g reat majority 
of schools arose during the eras of Keicho (1596-]615), Kanei 
(1624--44), Kanbun (1661- 78), and Genroku (1688-1704), and 
in t he sixteenth century particularly during the era of Tensho 
(1573--92). It need not be emphasized that many of these schools 
were short-lived and had an extremely limited circle of students; 
but as phenomena representative of the times they had the 
same importance as the greater and more lasting movements . 

As indicated above, swordsmanship acquired the philosophical 
reinforcement during this time which ultimately made it one of 
t he Japanese 'ways' .29 This reinforcement, again , came from 
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basically two directions: Confucianism and Zen Buddhism. 
Zen Buddhism directly related the correct practice of swords
manship to exercises for attaining enlightenment and to the 
desired and sought-after condition of selflessness. The com
plete, non-conscious blending of weapon, weapon-bearer and 
action is nothing other than the condition of complete empti
ness; a condition which is also the goal of all other Zen exercises, 
absolute and without value. In contrast, Confucianism 
emphasized the ethical meaning of swordsmanship, although it 
agreed with Zen in method despite their dirferences in termin
ology. ,For the Confucian. swordsmanship was only seeondarily 
a renunciation of the self. Primarily it meant ethical perfection 
and therefore, since the Confucian ethic is basically the ethic 
of the State, service to the State. 

The era of Genroku (1688- 170..J.). symbol of the golden age of 
the urban upper·class culture of Edo, and the period under the 
shogun Tokugawa Yoshimune (168 ....... 1751, reign 1716- M) mark 
the beginning of the deeline of the professional warrior and of 
swordsmanship. Just as the samurai had lost contact with their 
true calling. fighting for the protection of the country and its 
institutions, swordsmanship also suffered the loss of its original 
discipline and resoluteness, its spiritual earnestness. It developed 
into a highly formalized and even aesthetic, fashionable, and 
elegant activity. A significant factor in this decline was probably 
the protective armour still in use today for the face, underarms, 
and hips, introduced by Naganuma Shirozaemon of the Jiki
shin-kage-ryu in the era of Shotoku (1711- 16), and by 
Nakanishi Chuzo of the Itto-ryu in the era of Horyaku (1751-
64). The 'Holy Sword', like the Western cavalier's rapier, 
symbolized people 'of rank' and was used very irresponsibly. 
The danger was not inconsiderable at that time that simple 
people might well lose their heads only because of an arrogant 
master's desire to test his skill or the sharpness of his blade. 30 

Yet the sword, complained the Kenen·hitsuroku,31 had become 
useless in actual battle. There was no lack of people deploring 
this state of affairs, such as Hosokawa Shigekata (Kindai) 
(1720- 87). Uesugi Yozan (1746-1822), and others, but their 
effectiveness was limited. 

Swordsmanship experienced another brief upswing near the 
end of the Tokugawa Period during the first half of the nine
teenth century. New schools came to the fore such as the 
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.liki-shin-kagc-ryli, the Hokushin-itto-rYll, thc Shinto-munen
:ryli, the Shinkatato-ryu, and the Kyoshin-meichi-ryu. Then, 
howeycr, came the far-reaching changes of thc Meiji Restora
tion, which banished the old art of swordsmanship as practised 
with the blade but permitted the continued existence of the art 
of the bamboo sword (shinai). 

During the Tokugawa Period, as indicated earlier, bearing a 
sword had been a privilege of the samurai class and later of 
those members of other classes - especially the merchant class -
who had bought the right to do so by making sizeable donations 
to the government. Thus, the practice of swordsmanship had 
been generally limited to t hese circles. After the l\1eiji Restora
tion, however, it was forbidden to bear swords (1875). As a 
result, swordsmanship lost its status as the representative art 
of the bushi and became accessible to practically everyone -
of course, it had already lost its character as a martial art to a 
great extent, partly due to the development of firearms during 
the late Tokugawa Period. It retained its symbolic value as a 
masculine activity par e.l.'cellence, however. and from 1879, 
when it was introduced as training for the police. 32 who after 
1874 had again borne swords, it received a new impetus and 
acquired more the character of a military sport. This develop
ment was encouraged by the awakening militarism which had 
been affirmed in the spectacular victory over China in 1895. In 
the twenty-eighth year of the l\leiji (1895), in celebration of the 
llOOth anniversary of the founding of Kyoto (founded in 795 
by Kanmu l'enno), the Dai-I'\iholl Butokukai was established, a 
society in which all crrortl; to promote the martial arts through· 
out Japan conycrged. The work of this society was so well 
received in the government and among the people that swords
manship, now commonly known as 'kenda', the '''tay of the 
Sword', was introduced in 191] into the intermediate schools 
as required study. On the occasion of the Tairei Ceremony and 
the birth of the crown prince, great tournaments were held in 
1929 and ] 984 for the ten no .... The misuse of kenda as a means 
for the military training of youth (in 19~1 it was even required 
training for schoolchildren from the fifth grade on!) led to its 
discredit in t he period following J apan's defeat in the Second 

• Emperor. Kummer ill referring here to the present Emperor, whose 
reign heg-.lll in l{)26. (Tr. ) 
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World War when the Dai-Xihon Butokukai was disbanded and 
kendo associations were outlawed. This extreme action was soon 
remedied, however, and in 1952 the ban was lifted. The Zen
Nihon Kendo-renmei took the place of the Dai-Xihon llutokukai. 
Since 1953, kelUio has again been taught in the schools. 
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The l'engu-geijuisu-ron, 'Discourse on the Art of the Mountain 
Demons', i.c. swordsmanship, presented below in translation, 
is a lso known by the name of Buyo·geijutsu·ron, • Discourse on 
the Martial Arts', It is a treatise in four parts on the correct 
practice of these arts, with a foreword and an epilogue. The 
foreword comes from the brush of Kanda Hakuryushi and 
dates from 1728; the work W&'i first printed in 1729. The present 
translation· is based upon the edition provided by Saigusa 
Hirota and Miyagawa Akira in the collection entitled Ni/wlt 
l'elsugakwl/tisO-:..enshu33 alld on that of Hirota Yiltaro in the 
collection Bujutsu-solJlw. 3f 

The author of the 'l'engu-geUut.m-rrm is Niwa (Jiirozaemon) 
Shissai, also called Chozan Shissai (Chozanshi). The exact 
dates of his life are unknown, but he lived around the era of 
Kyoho (1716-35) in Osaka, where he was very active as a 
writer. He studied both Japanese and Chinese affairs with equal 
zeal; he had a particular preference for the Chinese Taoists 
Lao Tzu and Chuang '[zu. Among his works, the l'engu
geijutsu-mn was especially famous as evidenced by its appear
ance in various collections dealing with philosophy and the 
martial arts. lS He is also the author of Inaka S!,shit (1727; 
the provincial Chuang Tzu), which belongs to the literary 

• i.e. Reinhard Kammer's transill.tiOIl into German, which served as the 
busis for this English translation, (Tr.) 
t Kummer hM Soji. The pronunciation Soshi is based on A. N. Nelson, 
7'he Modern Reader', Jnpan(Be-EIIgluh Character Dictiollary, Tokyo, 
Tuttle, 1971, and Shinmur.1 I:l.lIru , Kojien, Tokyo, 1969. ('1'r.) 
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gcnre of satire (kokkcibon), and the mornl work butku jk/,;yu 

(1728; the provincial Ikkyii), also known as lkkyu-mondo or 
(lnaka) Sairai Ikkyu-1IIcmdo. 

Philosophical 7'rend.~ and Objectives 

In the foreword to their edition of the l'engu-geijutstHon, 
Saigusa Hiroto and his co-publisher Miyagawa Akira called 
this work 'unique' because it extended the scope of the principles 
of Japanese swordsmanship to univcrsal, generally applicable 
dimensions, something that waS rare in comparison with other 
contemporary literature on this art. The reader can certainly 
agree with this evaluation, even though he might often desire a 
more concise and somewhat more specific treatment of these 
arts and their general application. It may be added that even 
though the work is not unique, it nevertheless typifies the 
philosophical controversies which were prevalent in nearly all 
areas of life during the Tokugawa Period (1603-1867) and which, 
of course, had a distinct effect on the arts in particular. Similarly, 
swordsmanship also became a subject for extremely divergent 
views. The Tokugawa Period was definitely not a period of 
sterile isolation benevolently imposed by an orthodox State 
philosophy which purported to provide the one and only key to 
salvation - even though these characteristics do appear to 
dominate the pieture to some extent. In contrast, this was a 
period which boldly confronted all forms of religion, scholar
ship, philosophy, the fmc arts, and all other cultural clements 
which had been accessible to the Japanese throughout the 
course of their history. In its pronounced syncretism and 
eclecticism, this period can even be likened with some justifica
tion to the T'ang Period in China and the Hellenistic Period in 
the Mediterranean. The l'engu-geijutsu-rOil must also be seen 
as a typical product of this syncretism and eclecticism. 

There were essentially four religious and philosophical 
systems that shaped the thought of the Tokugawa Period. 
Predominant among them was Confucianism with its three 
major schools: Shushi-gaku or 'rationalistic' sehool; Yomei
gaku or 'idealistic' school; and Kogaku-ha, which, in contrast 
to the other two schools, practised 'pure' Confucianism in the 
unadulterated form of K'ung Tzu and l\1eng Tzu. Second was 
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Shinto, with its sllccessful revival of Koku-gaku, and third, 
Buddhism, which continued to exert considerable influence on 
the thinking of the period in the form of Zen Buddhism, 
although it had certainly lost the dominant position it had held 
in earlier periods. The fourth area consisted of two separate 
systems: Taoism and the natural sciences of the West, although 
the latter and Christianity, introduced at the same time, were 
to develop for only a short time. All of these systems opposed 
one another, compromised, blended and thereby pervaded the 
extraordinarily rich tapestry of Tokugawan culture. 

Except for the ""estern sciences, all of these directions have 
found expression in the l'engu-geijutsu-ron to a greater or lesser 
degree. Shinto is the least apparent, mentioned in only one pas
sage about Outer and Inner Cleanliness, although the influence 
it had on the theory of swordsmanship through its mystification 
and idealization of the sword should not be underestimated. 

Daisetsu Suzuki devotes a chapter in his book Zen and 
Japanese Culture to the relationship between swordsmanship 
and Zen Buddhism.36 The reader is introduced to the pheno
menon of swordsmanship with great sensitivity and is provided 
with invaluable insights, which suggest, however, that swords
manship and Zen are nearly identical. This may be true to a 
certain extent, but one must not lose sight of the fact that none 
of the Japanese arts, including swordsmanship, is the sole 
property of any single philosophical vehicle. It is more accurate 
to say that the spiritual system, whether philosophical or 
religious, uses an art form, which first conforms to its own laws, 
as a means of self-clarification and by so doing can elevate and 
guide the art to perfection, suggesting that the one could not 
exist without the other. Nevertheless, there is still the possi
bility that a single art form could simultaneously serve as a 
vehicle for various spiritual contexts which exist separately 
but on a parity with one another. Applied to Japanese swords
manship, this means that although Zen Buddhism certainly 
exerted considerable influence on the art, it was not the single 
formative influence. The l'engu-geijutsu-ron makes clear the 
important role played here by Confucianism, which, as men
tioned previously, had provided the samurai class with its 
ethical beliefs after its rise to the upper strata of the social 
order during the upheavals of the Kamakura Period. The 
orientation of the 'Way of the Warrior', bushido, is primarily 
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Confucian and only secondarily Zen Buddhist. In addition, 
because of the partial, fanatical rejection of Buddhism by many 
of the Tokugawan Confucians, which is grotesquely if not 
crassly depicted in the Tengu-geijut.m-ron, it was only natural 
that a great effort was made to incorporate the central art of 
the bushi, i.e. swordsmanship, into the Confucian philosophy 
and to assimilate their differences. It goes without saying, 
however, that a one-sided Confucian interpretation of the 
historical facts is no more justified than a one-sided Zen 
Buddhist interpretation. Zen, of course, should not be eliminated 
from the Japanese art of swordsmanship, and the author of the 
Tengu-geijutsu-Ttm argues his anti-Buddhist theories ad 
abRUrdu-m, for in his systcm he invariably exhibits the same 
strong Buddhist influence that is c\'ident in Keo-Confucianism. 
This will be elaborated upon later. 

l'engu-geijut.'l'U-TOn, the art of the Tengu (i.e. swordsmanship), 
dominates Chozan Shissai's observations, yet there are no 
technical directions or suggestions for attaining perfect skill in 
handling the weapon. Such technical mastery is self-evident to 
the Japanese swordsman. Its importance and necessity are 
continually emphasized, but it can be attained only through 
actual practice and not through theoretical discussions, which, 
therefore, need not be repeated here. The Japanese swordsman 
is much more concerned with the search beyond technique for 
what Shissai repeatedly circumscribes as I.:el~jutsu IIf) goi or 
kenjutsu no kyokusoku, as the secret or deepest essence of the 
art of the sword. Furthermore, when this essence has been 
discovered, it not only serves fully to integrate into the swords
man 's total personality the once purely mechanical action, 
which is devoid of every profound relationship to this total 
personality, but also to reveal to this personality a completely 
new dimension of existence, thus allowing it to ebb and flow in 
the vital rhythm of nature and the universe through absolute 
surrender to the action and elimination of all conscious subject
or object-bound thoughts. What Chol,an Shissai pre!;enls in his 
l'ellgu-geijutsu-ron are, for the most part, observations with 
only a few practical suggestions for attaining this great harmony 
with the laws of nature and the universe, from which source 
alone perfect swordsmanship is possible. 

Since these laws possess universal validity, however, they 
do not apply only to swordsmanship, and it is not only through 
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swordsmanship that a person can realize them. On the contrary, 
they actually demand to be applied more broadly to all other 
areas of life and other arts; Shissai does, in fact, attempt this 
though rtl.rely in any detail. In addition to the arts, he enters 
another arca of life which is very important to him as a Con
fucian: that of the human relationships between, for example, 
master and subject, individual and commuuity, people and 
government. Nevertheless, his work is still basically concerned 
with art theory. and thus it seems necessary briefly to discuss 
Shissai's concept of art in so far as it can be inferred from the 
Tmgu-geijul$u-ron. 

When Shissai uses the word art (geijuUu, jutsu), the word or 
concept has a different range of meaning than in Western 
culture and, to some extent, in Japan itself - it is both broader 
and narrower than these. In Shissai's work this range does not 
encompass (at least not in so many words) the arts which strive 
for the creation of an object in which the soul of the creator 
becomes permanently and tangibly manifest. For Shissai, art 
is rather a perfected instance of behaviour, a perfected action 
which allows no traces to be left behind, which is transitory. 
It does not mcan 'creating' something of perfection, but rather 
'doing' something perfectly. The arts of this type which Shissai 
discusses in the Tengu-geijutsu-rQn are, in the first place, the 
so-called martial arts (bugei): swordsmanship, spearsmanship, 
archery, horsemanship, and even strategy. Secondly there are 
those activities which the Western reader would more easily 
recognize as art: the tea ceremony, the kemari game, the 
sarugaku dance, and go game. The Westerner would, however, 
also classify as art the pure acrobatics which he mentions: 
juggling balls, balancing plates on the tips of sticks. Finally, 
Shissai extends the concept of art to encompass the activities 
of the roofer, woodcutter, farmer, and sailor. 

The phrase 'ls8ai· -no koto milia ~hika1'i ' - so it is with all 
things - is continually repeated. All activities are subject to the 
same laws and the same demands as the higher arts. While each 
has its individual Way, all are at the same time forms of the 

• . Kammer trnnscribes this us 188e18u. "'hile the character 
has both pronunciations setau and sui, the Ilrst docs not exist in 
combination with the character . See Nelson, 0/1. cit., and KenkYlishu, 
K ClIkymhu', Nru; Japallu c-EJlglillh ChaTacter DictiollunJ, Tokyo, 
Koh MfUillda, 197 .... (Tr.) 
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great Way (Chin. ta tao, Jap. OOida) which determines the 
workings of the entire universe. 37 

In this context, Shissai's concept of scholarship is intimately 
connected with his concept of art. It, too, is at once broader 
and narrower than the "'estern concept of scholarship. Scholar
ship is first the study of the Confucian writings, the loving 
immersion into the works of the 'saints and sages', and only 
secondarily is it the accumulation of knowledge of another sort 
in this sense scholarship cannot be separated from study. 
Study and scholarship, however, have no value in and of them
selves; they gain value only when one actually lives the know
ledge one has gained, expresses it in one's behaviour in the most 
nearly perfect form possible. To recognize the Way is to practise 
the Way - thus, for all practical purposes, the concepts of 
scholarship and art merge at this point. Furthermore, since 
Confucianism holds scholarship to be moral, art is also moraL 
This will be elaborated upon later. 

'If one were to practise with heaven and earth and all things 
of this world as one practises with a sword, and were to destroy 
this box (of unenlightenment), then the entire world would be 
filled with light .. .' (p. 59), says Shissai. The art of the sword is 
'the art of the universe'. Yet, despite the universality to which 
swordsmanship lays claim in Shissai's interpretation, it must 
be said that from a contextual viewpoint his discussions some
times appear somewhat paltry and stylistically long-winded, 
not always doing justice to the grand theme. But for just that 
reason his Tengu-geijutsu-ron can be viewed as a representative 
work - not always to be equated with one of genius - on the 
theory of the art of swordsmanship, which reAects the frame
work within which this art was viewed by a relatively large 
number of its practitioners and adherents during the Tokugawa 
Period. 

The Role o/Con/mia'nisl//. 

The object of the following sections is not to examine in great 
detail the origins of Shissai's thought processes nor to correlate 
with a specific system of thought every single one of the terms 
he used in constructing his theory. Keo-Confucianism, which is 
the basis of his system, had, of course, integrated and re
structured a broad spectrum of Buddhist elements even during 
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it..- early years in the T'ang Period (6]8-907), particularly 
through the philosopher Li Ao (died about 8.J..J.). It can even be 
said that Confucianism rose in importance and increased its 
range of acceptance only through the relatively close relation
ship that it established with certain aspects of Buddhism after 
being forced into the background during the T'ang Period by 
the hegemony of Buddhism. During the Sung Period (960-
]297), even Taoist ideas were adopted by Neo-Confucianism, 
particularly by Chou Tun-i (1017- 73) and Shao Yung (1011- 77). 
In the time that followed, up to Chu Hsi and Wang Yang-ming, 
who were the main proponents of Nco-Confucianism, the 
mixture and re-interpretation of the heterogeneous elements 
continued. Therefore, if Confucian and (Zen) Buddhist elements 
in the Tengu-geijutsu-ron are discussed separately below, then 
it is done essentially to clarify the position of the author Chozan 
Shissai with regard to Buddhism and Confucianism, and thereby 
to point out a typical attitude of certain Tokugawall scholars 
and theoreticians of swordsmanship. 

The Principle is without form. Its function derives 
from the instrument. Without the instrument the 
Principle is unrecognizable. The awesome revelation 
of the Great Source appears in the interchange of yin 
and yang, and the Divine Principle of the human 
Heart distinguishes itself in its perception of the 
Four liundamental Virtues. Swordsmanship is indeed 
directed towards victory and defeat (battle). Yet when 
one attains its essence, one must recognize that this 
essence is the marvellous simplicity of the Heart in 
self-revelation ... (p . .J..J.). 

These sentences, with which the Tengu begin their discussion 
in the Tmgu-geijutsu-roll, typify in form and content the debate 
that follows. They are Confucian in the sense of the Nco
Confucianism propounded mainly by the Sung philosopher 
Clm Hsi (also ehu Tzu, Jap. Shushi, 1130- 1200), whose interpre
tation of Confucianism under the name Shushi-gaku (Doctrine 
of Shushi) was the official State philosophy of the Tokugawa 
Period and exerted the greatest influence on contemporary 
thought, although sometimes only as an object of criticism. 
Chu Hsi and his predecessors, Ch'eng I (1033-1l0R) among 
others, steered pragmatic Confucianism decidedly towards the 
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metaphysical, and in doing so opened up dimensions which 
allowed it to give all phenomena of this world a. Confucian 
interpretation. If all things of this world bear their eternal, 
unalterable principle within them, then the Confucian virtues 
are likewise securely anchored in eternity. This was undeniably 
true for Shissai as well, but it is not the primary theme of his 
work. He was much more concerned, as mentioned earlier, with 
anchoring his concept of art in that of eternity. 

Chu Hsi, however, was not the only influence on the creation 
of the Tengu-geijutsu-ron. The voice of his great adversary 
Wang Yang-ming (1472- 1528) also comes through clearly, 
less with his thesis concerning the universality of the human 
Heart, which is discussed only once in connection with Buddhism 
(p. 54), than in his criticism and rejection of Buddhism. 

The following is an attempt briefly to outline the most 
important Confucian or non-Confucian concepts appearing in 
the Tengu·geijutsu-ron upon which Shissai constructs his theory 
of swordsmanship, and to point out their relation to the art. 
There will be no attempt to present a conclusive definition, 
but only one which applies to their use in this particular work. 

Principle (Chin. U, Jap. ri). The character li, originally meant 
'to polish, to string precious stones on a cord'. From this 
developed the meaning 'logical sequence, reason' . During the 
T'ang Period (618-906), li, originally a Buddhist philosophical 
term, assumed the meaning of 'essence, core', in contrast to 
shih (Jap. ji, kota ), 'manifestation, form of appearance'. The 
Neo-Confucians broadened the concept to meall 'principle', 
which is unalterable and eternal and is inherent in all things and 
appearances. It is the reason for all existence: without it no 
existence is possible. The Principle, however, is also to be 
understood ethically as the basic moral principle which en
compasses the Confucian virtues jell (Jap. jin)* - humanity; 
i (Jap. gi) - justice; Ii (Jap. rei) - propriety; and chih (Jap. chi) 
wisdom. The Princip1e is as valid for the universe as for the 
individual. It pervades all areas of the individual's existence 
and activity, which can only attain perfection when in complete 
harmony with the Principle. 

• . Kammer transcribes HS ',in, which pronunciation means 'ft 

kernel'. The ahove pronuucifl.tion jin means 'perfect virtue, 
benevolence, humanity, charity; man'. See Nelson, 01'. cil., and 
KenkYl1shu, OJi. cit. ('l'r.) 
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Thus, swordsmanship is also oriented in the Principle and the 
person who practises the art must attain harmony with it. But 
how does one realize the purely abstract Principle in an art 
such as swordsmanship which is so strongly dependent upon 
physical and concrete conditions? For 'the Principle is without 
form' (po 44), it cannot directly influence the behaviour of man 
nor can it be directly grasped. That is done with the aid of its 
more material component, the Life Force (ki). 

Ki (Chin. ch' i) originally meant 'breath'. Writings are extant 
from the time Meng Tzu which indicate that from this original 
meaning there developed the concept of a vital power that is 
inherent in nature and man, and upon whose strength or 
weakness, paucity or abundance the actions of man and the 
functions of his body are greatly dependent. The concept will 
henceforth be translated consistently as 'Life Force'. 'fhe Life 
Force is directly related to the ri, the Principle, which it helps 
to realize. In rank it is neither above nor below the Principle, 
and neither one can change the other; any question regarding 
the primacy of either of the two would be meaningless and could 
not be answered in any case . . 'For man 's practical life, however, 
the Life Force is of greater and more direct importance. For in 
contrast to the Principle, man can influence the condition of the 
Life :Force, and by doing so, since there exists a direct reciprocal 
errect between the Life Force and the Principle, he can bring 
his behaviour into harmony with the Principle. It is small 
wonder, therefore, that the essence and elrect, care and 
strengthening of the Life Force occupy a distinctly central 
place in Shissai's theories. 

Technique (of swordsmanship) is practised by means of 
the Life Force. The Life Force is that which defines the 
form by means of the Heart. One must therefore keep 
the Life Force Ih'ely and uninhibited, strong and 
balanced. By comprehending the Principle inhere-nt in 
the technique, one conforms to the nature of the 
instrument. i-rom mastery of technique follow the 
harmony and balance of the Life Force; the technique's 
inherent Principle reveals itself of its own accord. And 
when it is understood in one's Heart, and no longer 
generates doubts, then technique and Principle converge, 
the Life Force is cOllccntratC'"rl ... (p. H ). 
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(,hozan Shissai was not the only one to have difficulties in 
clearly defining the nature and essence of the Life Force (he 
tends more towards verbose discussions on how it should be 
rather than actually saying what it is), there are even dis· 
agreements among the Chinese philosophers on the subject. 
Shissai 's statements can be summarized somewhat as follows: 

The Life Force should be thought of as a kind of fine substance 
which must circulate through and fill the entire body. It can 
vary in its consistency, and in accordance with this has different 
effects upon the physical and spiritual existence of man. When 
it is strong and buoyant, uncongested and fluid, if it is properly 
distributed throughout the body and does not concentrate in 
the wrong places (p. 85), then it ensures - at least to a 
significant degree - that the functions of the body and the acl .. 
of the person can occur in harmony with the Principle. If, 
however, the Life Force is only sparse and thin and does not 
manifest the desircd characteristics, then the necessary basis 
for a person's functioning and behaving in accordance with the 
Principle will not exist. Physical and spiritual inadequacies will 
develop; illnesses, moodiness, emotions, and desires will 
entangle the person in a thousand trivialities and estrange him 
from the Principle and the Way (du, daido, Chin. tau, La tau). 

Thus, the perfcct art of the sword can only develop upon the 
foundation of a healthy, vital Life Force, Despite its indispens
ability, however, it is nevertheless no more than the foundation. 
Shissai makes that clear in his example of the vital, robust 
swordsman (p. 50) - thus well equipped with respect to his 
Life Force - who is certainly superior to many master swords
men of the time - which Shissai sees as a time of decline -
because of his unbridled natural power, but who still cannot be 
called a master of the sword. Here this observation is based, of 
course, upon his lack of perfected teChnique, but it can also 
scn'{' as an illustration of a Life Force which, despite its 
strength, has not yet attained perfection. 

The 'material' Life Force has an equally important and 
highly sensitive non·material component: the 'Heart' (Chin. 
"sin, Jap. shin, l.:ukorQ). Shissai says about it: 

The non-material portion of the Life Force is called the 
Heart. It bears the Dioine Principle within it and is 
superior to this Life ForC'c. 
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Originally, the Heart is without form or sound, without 
colour or scent; it acquires function only by means of 
the Life Force ... (p. 57). 

In this passage the Heart appears to be analogous to the 
Principle, except that it is intimately bound to the individual 
what the Life Force is to the Principle, the Heart is to the 
material side of the Life Force. But it differs from the Principle 
on one crucial point: it is impressionable; it can develop good or 
evil characteristics. It has the closest possible interrelationship 
with the 'material' Life Force, whose conditions are com· 
municated directly to the Heart. The Heart must be balanced, 
peaceful, and empty; it must be clear; it cannot be ensnared by 
the self or by emotions (p. 48); it must not desire. By nature it 
possesses the ability of intuitive awareness (ryach-i) and is 
inherently good. It loses all of these characteristics, however, 
when the Life Foree manifests inadequacies. It can atrophy, 
become dark, dull, evil. It is absolutely necessary for the 
perfection of swordsmanship, however, that the Life Force and 
Heart be in absolute possession of their good qualities. They 
must build a unity in goodness. Shissai does not tire of des
cribing the interrelationship between the Life Force and the 
Heart: 'The life of the Heart in the Life Force is like a fish 
swimming in the water. The fish is as free as the water is deep. 
If large fish do not have depth, they cannot swim about. And 
if the water dries up, then the fish become desperate; if the 
water disappears, then they die. The Heart is as free as the 
Life Force is strong and healthy. If the Life Force is in
sufficient, then the Heart atrophies, and if the Life Force is 
exhausted, the Heart retreats into a void. Thus, fish are 
terrified when the water begins to move, and the Heart becomes 
anxious if the Life Force begins to move .. .' (p. 76). Or 
further below 'An example: If a ship sails forth smoothly, the 
passengers are calm, but if the waves rise and the ship is 
endangered, they are not calm ... .' (p. 84). These examples 
suffice here, although Shissai elaborates upon this relationship 
in much greater detail. 

From the undisturbed harmony between the Life Force and 
the Heart, therefore, stems the possibility of perfection in 
swordsmanship. But what is the actual nature of this perfection 
which is so demanding ill it .. prerequisites? 'Swordsmllnship is 
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the natural reaction of the Heart, in retreat without form and 
in approach without a trace,' is the terse reply (p. 46). 'Although 
swordsmanship is directed towards victory and defeat (battle), 
when one attains its essence, one recognizes that this essence 
is the marvellous simplicity of the Heart in self·revelation' 
(p. 44). It is only a matter of reacting naturally, of perceiving 
and manifesting every change in the situation within one's 
actions spontaneously and immediately. In this context, 
however, neither of these words does justice to t.he event, for 
the reaction occurs simultaneously with the stimulus. ' ... it is 
like the moonbeams which appear immediately when a door is 
opened, the tone that arises as soon as an object is struck' 
(p. 58). It would, therefore, be a disastrous mistake to see in this 
immediate reaction simply a quick reaction, being tensed and 
ready to act. It is not a state which a person imposes upon 
himself for a specific length of time and can then put aside 
again when the situation no longer demands it. It is rather a 
state which, once attained, is always present and determines the 
person's total behaviour and not just that demanded in a 
critical situation. It is also a state, howenr, which cannot be 
forced to appear even by the strongest act of the will. Shissai 
explains this state of absolute openness in the face of each 
change in situation, which alone enables a person to be over· 
powered by no situation, with the paradox: ':Motionless while 
moving, in stillness not stilL He illustrates this with two 
situations of battle: 

What does it mean 'to be motionless in motion' ... t In 
terms of swordsmanship this means: if a man is 
confronted by a superior enemy force, even though he 
may dispense his cuts to the right and to the left, his 
spirit will remain completely still in respect to life and 
death and his thoughts unmoved by the superior enemy's 
power; this is called 'motionless in motion' (p. 67) .... 
Xow what is the meaning of 'being not still in 
stillness'? ... In terms of swordsmanship this means: 
A person confronts the enemy with his sword or spear 
in hand. If in this act he is impartial, without hate or 
fcar, without thinking 'should I do this or that? ', and 
from this frame of mind adjusts to the approaching 
opponpnt, then thAt person's reActions will hc 
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unhindered and free. Although the form moves, the 
Heart does not lose its essence, which is stillness, and 
although the person is still, the Heart's function, 
which is movement, is not interfered with (p. 68- 9). 

The arch-enemy of this state of absolute openness and non
entrapment, of motionless motion, is the state of consciousness 
(i, 1·shiki). This concept, which is used in the translation for 
lack of a morc appropriate term, is not identical with the 
Western concept of consciousness. One essential difference is 
the inferior value, the expressly negative connotation which 
characterizes the Buddhist-East Asian concept of consciousness. 
Shissai says in this regard: 

The clevcrness of imperfect knowledge (shiX:lti 'IW saikaJ,:Il) 
arises from the realm of the consciousness. Consciousness 
is the perceptions of the Heart. Although in its ori~inal 
nature consciousness also possessed divine purity, it is 
influenced by good or evil feelings, and this is the form in 
which it becomes manifest., and therefore the ronsciousness 
also exhibits ril!ht and wrong, good and evil. By 
assuming appearance in this way, it reinforces good and 
evil feelings and thereby gives rise to a cleverness which is 
trapped in one's self. This is called imperfect knowledge (p. 62). 

In order to attain perfection in swordsmanship, however, it 
is absolutely necessary that one free oneself from this limited 
knowledge and return to the comprehensive knowledge (chi) 
that emanates from the divine clarity of the Heart: 'If the 
consciousness follows this path and no longer submits to the 
deceits of self-entrapment., then it will successfully restrain the 
emotions and will not be ensnared by them, and it will take 
care that they obey the Divine Laws of the Heart' (p. 68). 
Only then can the consciousness also attain harmony with 
rli\"ine clarity, i.e. merge with it and leave no trace behind. This 
in turn creates the conditions for unselfconscious behaviour (in 
the most profound meaning of the word) towards oneself and 
one's surroundings, from which alone perfect swordsmanship is 
possible. 

In eontrast to the combined concepts of Principle - Life 
Forcc - Heart, the' ideM whie'h rf'"\"olve around motionless 
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motion, emotions, the consciousness and the yarious states of 
consciousness are closer to the conceptual world of Buddhism 
than to that of Confucianism. If they have already been 
incorporated into this explanation of Shissai's thought system, 
then it is because they are an integral part of his system and it 
appeared desirable to do so for the sake of logical sequence and 
smooth presentation. 

Apart from mere terminology, however, the most pro
nounced Confucian element in Shissai's theory is the meaning 
that he gives swordsmanship. The meaning of swordsmanship 
lies in being good and not evil. To be good is to have achieved 
perfection in the context of the Confucian doctrine of virtue, 
in the context of the wu lun (Jap. gorin), the five relationships 
which regulate people's interpersonal behayiour, and of the 
s::.u tuan (Jap. shiton), the four fundamental yirtues. For 
swordsmanship the most important of these are, of course, the 
relationship between master and subject and the yirtue of 
loyalty. Shissai illustrates these with the example of Benkei, 
the Joyal vassal of Minamoto Yoshitsune, and the highwayman 
Kumasaka, who was killed by Yoshitsune: 

He who studies swordsmanship and masters it, but then 
uses it to become a successful highwayman and considers 
that to be the Way of the hero, will bring injury to his 
body through the art. Dut that is not the fault of the 
art; the wrong will is responsible for it. Benkei and 
Kumasaka were equal as masters of swordsmanship; 
they were both men of animal strength, equally 
endowed with intelligence and cleverness. Benkei used 
these gifts to fight loyally for his master, while 
Kumasaka used them to pursue his thieving ways 
(p. XI<- 9). 

And further: 

The fact that Bcnkei struck his mastcr Yoshitsune with 
a caue at the border station of Ataka in the province 
of Kaga is not loyal in itself. That by doing so he helped 
his master out of trouble, that was loyal ... (p. 89). 

This is the point at which Confucian-oriented swordsmanship 
dirfers most profoundly from the swordsmanship of Zen 
fluddhism. It is true t.hat in Z('n Buddhism, like ConfuciAnism, 
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the art cannot pursue evil goals, not because it is inherently 
good, rather because it had to transcend the concepts of good 
and evil. It is thereby totally freed from values, which for the 
Confucian is synonymous with lacking values since the art is 
then stripped of personal relationships with the surrounding 
world and fellow men - relationships without which the Con
fucian cannot exist. Here, too, Shissai sharply criticizes 
Buddhism when he quite obviously simpli fies the position of 
Buddhism with respect to death (p. 5-1 ). More will be said of 
this, however, in the following section, which dcals with the 
role of Zen Ruddhism in the l'ellgu-geijut.lu-nJII. 

The Role of Zen Buddhism 

Chozan Shissai's attitude towards (Zen) Buddhism IS, as 
indicated above, extremely ambivalent. Shissai was a Con
fucian, and to make the matter more complex, a Confucian of 
the Tokugawa Period. As such, he was largely influenced by the 
preyailing prejudices and misjudgments regarding everything 
connected with Buddhism. These prejudices nrc yc'ry evident 
in the 1'engu-geijulRU·ron. As a Confucian with an expressly 
positive view towards all areas of human existence having to 
do with social and governmental order, and a morality actively 
directed towards earthly life, he bears a deep distrust and a well
rooted disdain for the Buddhist doctrine, which he considers 
destructive and pessimistic. That becomes particularly clear 
in the passage where he speaks of the Buddhist's attitude 
towards life and death (p. 51): 

The Buddhist lives in fear of the cycle of rebirth. He 
therefore dismisses the creation as deception and 
illusion, he denounces thinking and avoids knowledge, 
and he becomes the Buddha himself by returning to the 
void where there is no coming or going. The fear of the 
cycle of rebirth is not a part of the doctrine of the 
Holy One. which teaches that a person simply returns 
by way of each metamorphosis to a state of 
dissolution. 

To the Confucian, the Buddhist's fear of rebirth into a life that 
is synonymous with suffering makes him unable to fulfil with 
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dignity his place HS a human being and member of the com
munity in this world and in this life, which for the Confucian 
form the only acceptable arena for srlf-realization. That is 
possible only when olle is in harmony with the great Way or the 
Principlc - but the fear of rebirth makes it impossible, In 
Shissai's systcm of the fOl'('es that determinc human life, every 
fear is a consequence of the inadequacy of the Life Foree 
(p. H6), which obstructs the clarity and natural simplicity of 
the lIeart and thus also the freedom gained from a life that is in 
harmony with the great Way. Thus, in Shissai's view, a Zen 
monk can never really attain perfection in swordsmanship 
because he has a dinerent attitude not only towards life, hut 
towards dcath as well. 

Swordsmanship is an art whieh is concerned with life 
and death. It is easy to give up life and die, yet it is 
diflieult not to perceive life and death as a duality. 
Howe"er, hc who does not pereein life and death as a 
duality will attain liberation (in swordsmanship) 
without dillieulty (p. 5:1). 

Y ct according to Shissai. the Zcn monk who en'n attempts to 
do this is on the wrong path: 

The monk hatcs thc c)'ele of rebirth and lives in 
anticipation of his total extindioll. lIc has estranged. 
himself frollllife and death hy hinding his Heart to 
death from the beginning. H(' r('jeets the demands of 
life:'. The ooly thing that he docs not do is hate death. 
But to say that life and death form a unity for the 
Holy One is dirrerent from this attitude. '1'0 fiurrender 
to life while alive Rnd to death at dying is not to 
divide the HC'art. Fulfil it.-; Way by following what is 
just! In this way, olle does attain Hhl:'ration (p. 7H- 9). 

Total extinction is the most important thing for that 
person, the demands of life do not interefit him; for him 
only death is a pofiitiw-. For precisely this reason, he 
doefi not suee('ed in freeing himself from the demands 
of life (p .. H). 

This eyaluation agret's with Wang Yang-ming's criticism 
of Huddhism. lIe fiays that although the Buddhists claim that 
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they are not bound by material things, in actuality they are 
by virtue of their fear that those things might bring them 
suffering. 38 

This is not the place to examine the justification of such 
criticism. It is only of interest here as an essential point in 
Shissai's theory of swordsmanship. His criticism becomes even 
more intense a few lines later when he ridicules what, according 
to him, is the most unforgivable offence of the (Zen) Buddhist, 
one which places an unsurmountable obstacle in his path to 
perfect swordsmanship: 

That is obvious in the way in which he conducts his 
daily business. He remains aloof from literature, he 
rejects (the ranks of) lord and subject as being useless, 
makes no distinction between punishment and reward, 
takes no military precautions, and regards the worship 
and government of the Holy Men as child's play (p. s.J.). 

From this perspective it becomes only too clear that Shissai 
is endeavouring by any means possible to underrate the influence 
of Zen Buddhism on swordsmanship. He cannot deny that 
masters of the sword have often joined with Zen monki'i (p. 56). 
Yet he concedes to the Zen monks only the possibility in 
certain situations of assisting a swordsman, who by his own 
eUorts cannot break through the stagnation which his develop· 
ment has reached, by teaching him the Zen version of the 
'Principlc of Life and Death' . They give the adept swordsman a 
spiritual push, so to speak, which set.., him on the right path, 
even though the initiator of this sudden push had intended for 
him to go in a totally different direction. Yet 'he who is nol yet 
mature in the art (i.e. does not possess a I>olid foundation in 
practice and technique) may follow the famous and wise hOll'l.es 
and he still will not gain enlightenment' (p. 56). 

This argumentation is weak, and it appears that Shissai 
himself did not feel perfectly at ease with it. His spasmodic 
attempts to underrnte Buddhism are themselves clear indica
tions that he thoroughly understood the great importance of 
(Zen) Buddhism in the development of swordsmanship, although 
it causes him great annoyance. In another passage he judges 
Buddhism much less harshly. There he concedes to Buddhism, 
as well as to Taoism and the other movements in Chinese 
philosophy, the same honourable intentions as Confucianism, 
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although the latter doctrine at once is superior to and embraces 
all of them, 

Lao Tzu, Buddha, Chuang-Tzu, Lieh Tzu, Ch'ao Fu, and 
Hsii Yu are all agreed in their concept of a Heart that 
is no longer ensnared by the self and is free of desires. 
Therefore, they do not entangle the Heart in the most 
insignificant and selfish thoughts. Only the landscapes 
which they have seen along the path are different. And 
for this reason alone did a schism occur and different 
schools arise. The way of the Holy One has the heavens 
above it and the earth below it and omits neither 
mountain nor stream nor plain (i.e. it is universal) , , , 
(p. 7"). 

Yet apart from this one outburst of tolerance, he misses no 
chance to polemize against Buddhism. 

Apparently it does not disturb Shissai at all that a great 
part of his argumentation would not have been possible were 
it not for the existence of (Zen) Buddhism in the first place. 
Even his terminology is largely Buddhist, due to the fact that 
many of the lines of thought on Buddhism (particularly Zen 
Buddhism) which he presents, considers, and modifies, had been 
integrated into the universal system of Keo-Confueianism, 
Fung Yu-lan even goes so far 8..'> to say that the Keo-Confucians 
adhered more closely to the fundamental tencts of Buddhism 
than the Buddhists themselves. 3t In view of the philosophical 
emphasis in t.he Tengu-geijut,<m-1'01I.. it appCRfS t.o he almost an 
irony of history when, in his earlier-mentioned book Zen and 
Japanese Culture, Daisetsu Suzuki illustrates the esscnce of the 
concept mushin with a passage from the Tengu-geijutsu-roll. 40 

It is the passage (p. 69) in which Shissai discusses the concept 
of the ' moon in the water' , The origin of this concept, both as to 
form and content, cannot be determined precisely. Chtl Hsi uses 
it as the image for the essence of the 1"ai Chi, the Absolute, 
or in the formulation of J<'ung Yu-Ian, the 'Supreme Vltimate', 
which is contained in all things of this world in its entirety. 
is in every indi"idual thing, and yet is indj"isible and complete. 
Fung Yu-lan noted that this concept is similar to certa in 
images and doctrines of the Buddhist Hua-yen and T'ien-t'ai 
schools, and that Chu Hsi could well han been influenced by 
these two schools in the matter.41 Howt'\'er, attributinll' the 
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image completely to Zen Buddhism, as Suzuki does, seems to 
be one-sided at best. 

If there is no greater elaboration in the 1'engu-geijutsu-rQn 
on Taoism, it is not because its contribution to the swordsman
ship of Chozan Shissai was insignificant or totally absent. 
Taoism, certainly a sound and essential component of Neo
Confucianism, does have its place in Shissai's theory. It 
becomes apparent in his interpretation of Chuan Tzu's parable 
when he asserts that the training of a fighting cock has an aim 
analogous to that of swordsmanship. The cosmic imagery 
surrounding the 'Sword of Heaven's Son' in Chuang Tzu's 
chapter 'Joy of Fencing' may also fit into Shissai's concept to a 
great extent, although curiously he deduces from this story 
merely that in ancient times there existed no art of the sword 
in China other than one whose sole aim was killing (p. 79). 
The influence of Taoist traditions also emerges clearly when 
Shissai incorporates thc original cosmic powers yin and yang, 
the negative and positive elements in the universal Life Force, 
into his discussions on the nature and conditions of the human 
Life Force, In general, however, Shissai sees Taoism only as a 
first step along the 'Way of the Holy One'; a splinter doctrine 
which, although it agrees with Confucianism in certain essential 
points such as a Heart not bound by the self and the goal of 
desirelessness, still does not completely attain the latter's 
stature (p, 73). Shissai provides no support for this judgment 
except onc image of the various landscapes in which teachings 
of this type are entrapped. In view of the extremely strong 
tendency towards a moral interpretation of swordsmanship 
that characteri1.es Shissai's work, it may be appropriate to 
look to the lack of a social and moral orientation in 'l'aoism to 
justify this evaluation. Kevertheless, Taoism is not a point of 
contention for Shissai, and it appears neither as a negative 
stimulus nor as a positive goal. Thus, further examination of its 
role in the 1'engu-geijutsu-ron would have to be made strictly 
in the form of a detailed analysis of its philosophical clements, 
which would be interesting but cannot and should not be gin·n 
here. 

The 1'ellgu-geijulsu-rolt is more than an informative and 
essential source for gaining nn understanding of the interplay 
of Confucian and (Zen) Buddhist elements in swordsmanship. 
lts discussions also toueh upon oth('T consideration!; im'olyed 
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in the practice of the art, which arc no less spiritual and have 
no lesser claim to general validity and universality than do its 
purely philosophical discussions. Two of these considerations 
will be touched upon below: that of instruction and learning, 
and that of form and technique, and the value and position of 
each within Shissai's philosophy. 

Form lind Technique 

Although form and technique cannot be taught or explained 
theoretically but only attained through unrelenting practice, 
Shissai seizes every opportunity to point out their importance 
and indispensability to the true art of swordsmanship . .For, 
along with his more scholarly contemporaries (one is reminded 
here of the foreword to the Tel1gu-gel)utsu-1'OIl by the scholarly 
expert of military science. Kanda HakurYI-lshi ), he is well aware 
of the fact that swordsmanship is just as susceptihle to an 
overemphasis of its spiritual elements as to a decline into a 
purely mechanical skill. Shissai was also aware that the period 
in which he lived was vulnerable to the temptation of realizing 
both extremes. Shissai seems to see the greater danger in over
emphasizing the spiritual aspects at the expense of the mech
anical skill when he says: ' ... the students ... strive to reach 
Heaven without allowing themselves sufficient practice! That 
is today's trend! ' (p. 52). "hc demand which he makcs many 
times is that the student prove himself in t echnique (1['0;:0), 
and that he mature within the technique. 

This applies, quite naturally, not only to swordsmanship. In 
this context Shissai again takes t.he opportunity to criticize 
Zen Buddhism: 

How could the Zen monk, who is said to have an 
enlightened Heart and who is entrusted with the 
government and made superior war-lord of the entire 
country, distinguish himself in confrontation with the 
enemy? Howe"er free his Heart may be from impurity 
and "anity, he will fail because his technique in military 
command has not attaincd maturity (p. '+6 ). 

Without training and the mastery of technique. the correct 
Conn will not evoh-e. Form. furthermore- - the tnlc form thnt 
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denlops from within and not the mere formalism exhausted in 
thc use of the technical tricks one ha<; If'arned - is very import
ant to him as a Confucian. Form means correct order. corH'd 
order means propriety, propriety means ethically correct 
behaviour, and ethically correct behaviour, ill turn, is a basic 
condition of the true art of swordsmanship according to 
Shissai's concept. It is certainly 110 coincidence that Shissai 
alludes to the death of Tzu Lu, the unruly disciple of Confucius, 
who even in the moment of his death was intent upon maintain
ing the appearance of a nobleman, a eldin-tzu, and therefore set 
straight his cap, the symbol of nobility (p. 50). The connexion is 
not made literally, but it can be deduced quite naturally in 
view of the demand that swordsmanship be a natural reaction 
of the Heart. For, 'the Divine Principle of the human Heart 
distinguishes itself in its perception of the Four Fundamental 
Virtues (shitau), (p, 44), which include rei, propriety, and gi, 
justice. Form, in addition, arises from the concerted ereorts of 
the Heart and the Life Force. 

'l'hus, the ethical aspect of swordsmanship is also expressed 
in the concept of form. This form, however, does not possess 
the inflexibility often engendered by the Confucian ethic. True 
form applies equally to weapon, swordsman, and the changing 
situation. It flows, free from congestion, exactly like the ideal 
state of the swordsman and his Heart: like peaceful water or a 
mirror which immediately reflects every change in the situation, 
that is, reacts without even slightly becoming involved itself. 
Involvement means confusion, turbidity, disorder. A form 
that is clear and peaceful within itself can never develop from 
this. The ideal form, then, is better represented by the word 
'formlessness', although it is dimcult to redefine the negative 
\restern meaning of the word in a positive sense. In the positive 
sense formlessness means freedom, impartiality with respect to 
every learned rule and absolute assurance in its application. 
Only this will enable the swordsman to deny t.he opponent any 
opportunity for attack within the form. 

Closely connected with form is the relationship between the 
artist and his medium, be it horsemanship, archery, swordsman
ship or any other art. The perfect form of formlessness arises 
only when the practitioner has not just fully mastered his 
medium technically, but also creates an indestructible unity 
with it, Thus, in the art of archery: 'Bow and arrow arc. of 
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('ourse, made from woud and bamboo; yet if the archer's spirit 
blends into a union with them, then the bow is also filled with 
the l'ipirit and is an equally man'ellous creature' (p . . 'iJ. Or in 
horsemanship: 'The horse forgets the rider and the rider forgets 
the horse; they form a spiritual unity and are no longer two 
distinct entities. One could say of this situation that there is 
"no rider in the saddle and no horse under the saddle'" (p. 68). 
It must be said that Shissai did not actually address these 
remarks directly to the subject of form. Nevertheless, this 
interpretation seems justified by the profound interrelationship 
of the individual elements of the art (of swordsmanship). 

Even the formulation of the last-quoted sentence - it could 
be a Zen Buddhist kaan - very clearly demonstrates the 
significant role Zen Buddhist ideas play in Shissai's theory of 
swordsmanship. 

Instruction and Learning 

Although swordsmanship can be mastered only through the 
totality of man's existence and does not simply claim a limited 
part of him, it can nevertheless bc learned. 

What do you mean, it (the Way of the Sword) is 
inaccessible? A person call attain the stature even of a 
holy man through study - how much more easily, then, 
mastery in a limited artistic skill such as swordsmanship? 
Swordsmanship is basically the exercising of the Life 
Force ... (p. 53). 

The student need only apply a steadfast will and pursue his 
study along the proper path, then the art will reveal itself to 
him, too. Whether he attains his goal quickly or over a long 
period of time depends on his natural gifts (p. 53), and also, of 
course, on the extent to which the previously mentioned 
modifiable elements of his total constitution blend together. 

The Master plays an essential role in this process; it is often 
up to him alone whether or not the student attains his goal. 
He is not merely the purveyor of technical skills but is also the 
student's spiritual leader, whose instructions must be followed 
unconditionally. 'The teachings of the Master are to be trusted,' 
as Shissai says (p. 51 ). Only in this way does the student enable 
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the art cannot pursue evil goals, not because it is inherently 
good, rather because it had to transcend the concepts of good 
and evil. It is thereby totally freed from values, which for the 
Confucian is synonymous with lacking values since the art is 
then stripped of personal relationships with the surrounding 
world and fellow men - relationships without which the Con
fucian cannot exist. Here, too, Shissai sharply criticizes 
Buddhism when he quite obviously simpli fies the position of 
Buddhism with respect to death (p. 5-1 ). More will be said of 
this, however, in the following section, which dcals with the 
role of Zen Ruddhism in the l'ellgu-geijut.lu-nJII. 

The Role of Zen Buddhism 

Chozan Shissai's attitude towards (Zen) Buddhism IS, as 
indicated above, extremely ambivalent. Shissai was a Con
fucian, and to make the matter more complex, a Confucian of 
the Tokugawa Period. As such, he was largely influenced by the 
preyailing prejudices and misjudgments regarding everything 
connected with Buddhism. These prejudices nrc yc'ry evident 
in the 1'engu-geijulRU·ron. As a Confucian with an expressly 
positive view towards all areas of human existence having to 
do with social and governmental order, and a morality actively 
directed towards earthly life, he bears a deep distrust and a well
rooted disdain for the Buddhist doctrine, which he considers 
destructive and pessimistic. That becomes particularly clear 
in the passage where he speaks of the Buddhist's attitude 
towards life and death (p. 51): 

The Buddhist lives in fear of the cycle of rebirth. He 
therefore dismisses the creation as deception and 
illusion, he denounces thinking and avoids knowledge, 
and he becomes the Buddha himself by returning to the 
void where there is no coming or going. The fear of the 
cycle of rebirth is not a part of the doctrine of the 
Holy One. which teaches that a person simply returns 
by way of each metamorphosis to a state of 
dissolution. 

To the Confucian, the Buddhist's fear of rebirth into a life that 
is synonymous with suffering makes him unable to fulfil with 
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and e\'en strive to reach heaven without gaining 
sufficient practice! (p. 52). 

Therein lies the real task of the Master: to delegate to the 
student exactly those tasks which he is capable of mastering, 
and then to leave him as far as possible to himself and his 
innate abilities. Then the study of swordsmanship can begin 
at a very early age. Here, too, Shissai draws from Confucius 
when he says: 'In ancient times they had to irrigate and sweep, 
answer and respond. ,.'43 For ' ... a person does not use a 
young tree with two leaves as a support, rather he must gin the 
tree some support and take care that it does not bend' (p. 66). 

Shissai attempts to point out the profound relationships that 
exist between learning and knowledge, student and Master. 
He does not concern himself with trivial school problems. He is 
also remarkably outspoken with regard to the decorative 
trappings of the teaching profession. Secret teachings and 
traditions related by the Master to chosen students, and 
progressive initiation into the closely guarded secrets of the 
school are characteristics which have developed in all types of 
art instruction in Japan and China since ancient times. They 
have served to mystify the practice of an art and have often 
placed it in direct relationship to magic and the performance 
of miracles. '" Shissai, on the other hand, openly points out that 
such secretive practices are didactic aides. In doing so, he de
mystifies them without challenging the authority of the 
teacher. Thus he says: 

If it is not treated with secrecy, then thc beginner has 
no trust in it .... The beginner has no ability to 
discriminate; he accepts blindly, understands 
incorrectly, and naturally considers what he 
understands to be the truth. If he passes it on to others 
in this form, then this too is dangerous. Therefore, it 
seems, he is taught only those things that he can 
understa.nd. If a person has penetrated to the heart of the 
matter, then he shares it with the beginner 
in detail and hides nothing. even if he should belong to 
another school (pp. 79- RO). 

But 'it is not desirable to have an outsider observe this, mis
understand its meaning, consider it imperfect, Rnd wildly 
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criticize it. For that reason , too, thcre must be secrecy! l t 
should not be blindly denoul\ced~' (p. l'\O ). 

In these discussions Shissai prons himself to be a clear
thinking and rcsponsible pedagogue whose opiniol)s, although 
Confucian in naturc, are nenr pedantic or rigidly ideologicaL 
On the contrary, they demonstrate more human maturity and 
understanding than are found in his other discussions. :For this 
rea<;on they may comprise one of the most yaluahle elements of 
thc l'engu-geUutsu-roll. 

Summary 

'fhe l'mgu·geijut.5-u-ron of Chozan Shissai is certainly not the 
most important or profound work on the theory of swordsman
ship. If, for example, one were to compare the FudOchi Shimnyo. 
roku (sec p. 80) written by 1.'akuan Saha, one would find that 
Takuan had a much firmer grasp on his material and presented 
his thescs with greater authority and logic and, thus, with 
greater conviction. But what makes the unabridged Tengu
geijutsu·roll worth presenting in translation is the extra
ordinary quantity of thoughts and theses of the most diverse 
origins and the wealth of images and analogies which often 
sketch a concept better than many words could. Outstanding as 
well are the urgency and human frankness with which the 
author defends his conviction that the Way which he represents 
is the only and the true Way upon which all men, not only 
swordsmen, can do justice to their existence. That he occasion· 
ally becomes intolerant must be ascribed to his good llnd not 
his bad intentions. Another value of the 1'engu-geUulsu-rrm 
lies in its attempt to free swordsmanship from its reputation as 
all activity directed solely towards death, which it had for 
many of Shissai's contemporaries, and to incorporate it into the 
system of Confucianism and its positive approach to the world, 
life, and man. If, in doing this, Shissai resorts to Buddhist 
thoughts and concepts, then he personally bears only secondary 
responsibility for confusing the issue. Primary responsibility 
must be borne by the system of Keo·Confucianism, which itself 
demonstrates many Buddhist influences and to which Shissai 
belongs. A further value of the work lies in its unrelenting 
empha<;is on the general applicability of the laws of swordsman· 
ship to all areas of human life and in its rational and frank stand 
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t'is-a-6s all attempts to mystify the art. The form of a story
within-a-story, which places Shissai's views in the mouths of 
the Tengu, is a purely literary device and does not support 
such attempts at mystification even though this form and the 
choice of title might perhaps appeal to an audience which 
Shissai wanted to convert - for one can hardly deny the 
instructive and proselytizing character of the work. 

Below is a brief summary of Shissai's most important theses 
which may serve the reader as a guide to the translation of the 
7'engu-geijutsu-ron which follows: 

1 'fhe perfect art of swordsmanship consists of two com
ponents: technical control and spiritual awareness. The two 
together must form a unity; each is unalterable by the other. 

2 Spiritual awareness manifests itself in the 'natural simplicity 
of the Heart'. The swordsman must spontaneously conform to 
each new situation without being even slightly diverted by 
emotions or intentions. The reaction must follow as immediately 
as a mirror reflect .. an image; it must not cling to any situation. 

3 Absolute openness to the situation is possible only if the 
individual components of the spiritual-physical constitution 
(Principle, Life .Force, Heart) can develop without restriction. 
This can be mastered only through practice . 

..J. Perfect swordsmanship, which is gained through the 
technical control and spiritual perfection described above, has, 
however, no value in and of itself. It must be practised in 
harmony with the ethical foundations of humaneness, propriety, 
and loyalty, which are rooted in the universe. It is of value only 
in proportion to its usefulness to society and the State. The 
Buddhist, because he rejects these values, cannot become a true 
master of swordsmanship. Mastery is reserved for those who 
follow the \Yay of Confucius and thereby the \Yay of thc 
universe. 

Chozan Shissai is strict in his demands. He takes man and the 
claims made upon him by his environment very seriously. He 
is not irresponsible in his approach to an art in which the life 
or death of a human being can be decided. Thus, his work is 
alsn a treatise on humanity. despite it. .. warlike theme' and 
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pespite its disagreements with Buddhism. Within the frame· 
work he has established he has fulfilled the demand of ('on
fucius when he said to Tzu-hsia: 

'.\ s a scholar be a nobleman and n ot a commoner.' 
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•• TenfJu-fJelJutsu-ron 
(Discourse on the Art of 
the Mountain Demons) 

[n genera l, the primary goal of swordsmanship is to gain 
physical proficiency in handling the sword. To this end, the 
various schools have developed a wild profusion of inward and 
outward forms. If after a time onc acquires the necessary 
physica l abilities, the knowledge of how to adapt to changing 
situations, and faith in the body's movements, if one adjusts 
to the still ness or motion of a particular situation, recognizes 
one 's own strengths and weaknesses as well as those of the 
opponent, and if one's thoughts and emotions a rc properly 
channelled , then one will come to know spontaneously t he 
behaviour to be ma nifested in future contests. Form alone, 
however, cannot explain the phenomena known as the 'Sword 
that kills' and the 'Sword that grants life' . It is only when 
emotion and intellect, hands and feel can meet the demands of 
the c hanging situatio n that the decision over life and death 
lies with oneself and not with the opponent. Today there are 
warriors who have gained uni versa l fame for their swordsman
ship . .Each school div ides into tell thou~and spl inter schools 
which indiscriminately adopt the ru les of the main school and 
pass them on to their students. Onc group bases its instruction 
on lofty principles and asserts that the thorough assimilation of 
these principles would enable the student to become ruler of the 
world and the empire. Another grou p maintains that with its 
perfect technique, an individual could take on ten opponents 
at a time. The third group says that if a person simply learns 
to develop and properly channel the H eart and Life Force, he 
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could easily prevail O\·er all of life·s oppositions. Oh, these are 
all haughty and eccentric teachings and han nothing at all to 
do with t.he true art of swordsmanship. Students acquire the 
mistakes of their teachers and proceed to pass them on to their 
own students. It is like the proverb: 'What one hound bellows 
incorrectly, ten thousand return as correct!' Is this not dis· 
heartening? It is for these reasons that many have strayed from 
the proper course, and there may be few left indeed who not 
only strive for mastery of technique, but practise the art of 
educating the Heart as well. Chozanshi Shissai is onc of these. 
For many years he has devoted himself to the teachings of the 
saints and the sages and has been deeply concerned about those 
who practise the martial arts. He laments that those who study 
swordsmanship as it is practised throughout t.he world have 
lost sight of the essence of the art, have become preoccupied 
with trivialities, misunderstood its Principle, rejected its 
technique, and have, without exception, strayed from the 
correct Principle of swordsmanship. He composed his work 
Tellgu-geijutsu-ron to instruct the young and the uninitiated . 
Using the cryptic discourse of the Tengu, he speaks first of the 
true Principle of swordsmanship. Then he discusses the most 
profound Principles of various other arts such as horsemanship 
and strategy and finally concludes the work by once again 
taking up the discussion on the care of the Heart and the Life 
:l<'orce. 'What he does is to make the warrior aware of the original 
"Oay of his art. He also makes it exhaustively clear in his work 
that the path from the insipid to the profound from the base to 
the lofty, also embraces the laws and the order of the world. 
When the true warrior has gained a firm foundation in these 
teachings, has learned the martial arts, and practised swords
manship, then he will have the earnest desire never to deviate 
from that path! 

\Vritten in the thirteenth year Ky5h6 (1728), tsuchinoe
saru, on an auspicious day of the last month by a recluse from 
the district Toshima of K6jo (Edo) in T6bu,46 Kanda 
Hakuryushi. 41 

I 

Man is a creature of movement. If he does not move in goodness, 
he will of necessity moY(' in non-goodness. 47 If a thought does 
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not arise from the realm of one, then it will arise from that of the 
other. It is the Heart of mall that overcomes the most diverse 
changes and never remains still. Man will never succeed in 
comprehending his Heart, and thus in directly following the 
Divine Laws of his nature, if in his Heart and through his 
great strength of mind he does not attain mastery in his studies. 
Thus, the Holy One first taught the Six Arts to new students 
who came to him,48 and by doing so first created the vessel. 
Only then did he endeavour to introduce them by means of 
practice to the laws of the Heart's education, which emanate 
from the Great \Yay. 

If a person has been schooled in the Six Arts from his earliest 
youth, he regards the Heart as the essential element; thus 
completely of his own accord he avoids common speech, and his 
Heart remains untainted by games and cheap entertainments. 
Mischievousness, prejudice, malevolence, and vanity do not 
endanger his body. Outwardly he makes his body firm and thus 
remains free from illness. His demeanour makes him a guardian 
of the empire, of whose blessings he is not unmindful. When at 
last he attains and understands his Heart's essence, he becomes 
a helper in the Great \Yay. Think not lightly of an art because 
of its limitations, but neither make the mistake of elevating it 
to the stature of a Way! 

There are men of the sword. I once contemplated thus: 
Long ago, when Minamoto no Yoshitsune was still called 
Ushiwakamaru,4t he travelled deep into the mountainous 
country of Kurama where he met greater and lesser Tengu.50 
After they had initiatcd him into the ultimate secret of swords
manship, he encountered the powerful robber Kumasaka at the 
inn of Akasaka in the province of Mino. Ushiwaka single
handedly routed the great number of the bandits in battle and 
slew Kumasaka. So the tale is told.51 I also worked steadfastly 
in the Way, though years went by and I still had not learned its 
ultimate secret, which caused me to despair. I thought: If I 
were also to go into the mountains and join the Tengu, perhaps 
they would disclose the secret of the Way to me too. 

In the middle of the· night I went alone deep into the mount
ains. I sat down on a rock, meditated, and many times called 
out to the Tengu. Dut no one answered me, although I repeated 
t.his night after night. Then one night a wind rose in the moun
tains that disquieted me. An untold nllmher of extraordinary, 
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rcd-face<l, long-nosed, winged creatures collided into one 
another in the clouds, and their cries rang out powerfully. 
After a while, however, they settled upon the tops of the cedar 
trees, and one of them spoke: 'The Principle is without form. 
Its function derives from the instrument. \\" ithout the instru
ment the Principle is unrecognizable. The awesome revelation 
of the Great Source appears in the interchange of yin and yang, 
and the Divine Principle of the human Heart distinguishes itself 
in its perception of the Four Fundamental Virtues. {i2 Although 
swordsmanship is directed towards victory and defeat (battle), 
when one attains its essence, one recognizes that this essence iti the 
marvellous simplicity of the Heart in self-revelation. The novice, 
of course, is hardly able to penetrate these rea lms overnight. 
Thus, the instruction of the ancients followed the natural 
development of form, and so they mastered the technique of 
lunging and piercing, of attack and parry. Everything proceeded 
with ease and without strain. They improved the harmony 
between bone and muscle, practised hand- and footwork. They 
mastered the handling of the sword and became prepared to 
meet the demands of every situation. If a person has not fully 
mastered the technique, t hough his Heart may be strong, he 
will fail to fulfil its function. Technique is practised by means of 
the Life Force. The Life Force is that which defmcs the form by 
means of the Heart. One must therefore keep the Life Force 
lively and uninhibited, strong and balanced. By comprehending 
the Principle inherent in the technique, one conforms to the 
nature of the instrument. From mastery of technique follow the 
harmony and balance of t.he Life Force, the technique's in
herent Principle reveals itself of its own accord. And when it is 
understood in one's Heart and no longer generates doubts, 
then technique and Principle converge, the Life ].'orce is con
centrated, the spirit calmed, and reactions follow unhampered. 
This has been the correct method of practising an art from the 
oldest times. Thus, in an art it is a matter of practical training. 
If the technique has not been mastered, then the Life Force 
will not be harmonious and balanced, thc appropriate form 
will not ensue, Heart and form become two separate entities, 
and, therefore, one will not attain liberation.' 

Still another said: 'The sword is a thing with which one strikes, 
and the spear is a thing with which one thrusts. What else is 
one to do with it? Now the form follows the Life Force, and the 
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Life Force follows the Heart. If the Heart is motionless, then 
the Life Force will be motionless as well. If the Heart is peaceful 
and undisturbed, then the Life Force will also be harmonious 
and follow the Heart in this and very naturally do justice to the 
technique. Yet if there are irritations in the Heart, then the 
Life Force will be inhibited, and the hands and feet will not 
perform their function properly. Too much attention to tech
nique inhibits the Life Force and causes it to lose its harmony 
and balance. If one devotes oneself to techn ique too much, then 
the effects will be useless and weak. If a person sets his con
sciousness in motion, then he will fare as a fire which is kindled 
and wood which burns . If he breathes freely, he will get a dry 
t hroat, and if he holds his breath, he will swell to the point of 
exploding. 

' In the art of swordsmanship, he who attempts to meet his 
opponent while waiting, concerned on ly with his own safety, 
develops into what is called a hesitater. He is his own hindr
ance, and he makes no progress whatsoever. On the contrary, 
he makes a fool of himself. He does not correctly understand 
what it means to "wait during attack and attack while waiting" 
and therefore he takes refuge in his consciousness and deals 
himself great harm. There are many who, while attempting to 
wait here and parry there, are kept in check by an unskilled but 
strong opponent, forced into a position of defence and do not 
manage to thrust. And all simply because they have taken 
refuge in their consciousness. 

'That unskilled opponent neither knows how he should react 
nor has he a Heart which desires to attack here and parry t here. 
Since he is a robust fellow by nature, however, he fears nothing, 
and because he values the opponent no more than he would an 
insect, he does not involve his Heart and has no desire to force 
anything. But he neither is without agility nor has he a closed 
mind, he does not wait and does not hold himself back, he 
neither doubt .. nor is he agitated, and when he faces his oppon
ent in this state, he does not pause to renect. His Life Force and 
Heart are equally uninhibited. The quality of his Life Force 
surpasses that of most master swordsmen who enjoy the world 's 
recognition. But, in spite of this, he cannot be considered good. 
Although he is as uninhibited as the power of the approaching 
flood, his spontaneous behaviour is a result of his unenlighten
ment and his surrender to the Life Force of his blood. 
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'Swordsmanship is the natural reaction of the Heart, in 
retreat without form and in approach without a trace. That 
which possesses form and structure is not the wondrous un· 
folding of the simplicity (of the Heart). As soon as the slightest 
refuge is taken in thoughts, the Life Force assumes form, and 
the opponent defeats that which has thus gained form. If the 
Heart is free of irritations, then the Life Force is harmonious 
and peaceful, and when the Life Force is harmonious and peace· 
ful, then it is lively and moves frcely and is without rigid form. 
Without using strength, it is naturally strong. The Heart is 
like a clear mirror or still water. As soon as consciousness and 
thoughts disturb the Heart in the slightest, its clarity is des
troyed, and it cannot unfold freely. 

'The artists of today do not know what it means to react 
freely and without inhibition from the stillness of the Heart. 
They bring to bear the tricks of the consciousness, they expend 
their spirit on nonessential things and thus believe to have 
achieved mastery on their own. For this reason they fail in the 
other arts as well. There are many arts, and if one desrres to 
practise each individual one, a lifetime would not be sufficient 
to master them. However, if a person devotes himself com· 
pletely to a singlc art, then he will also have knowledge of the 
others without having actually practised them.' 

Still another spoke: 'It is obvious that the sword is a thing 
with which one strikes and the spear is a thing with which one 
thrusts. However, he who transcends the Principle does not 
know about the function of the thing. The cut has its rules, and 
thrust has its rules, and if a person does not know their function, 
then he will not do full justice to them. Even though the Heart 
may he strong, if the form is not appropriate, then the stroke 
will fall where it should not fall. If onc deviates from the 
Principle of technique, one will not attain what onc desires. 
Then it is as my Master often said: "imprccise in choice, unclear 
in speech". How could the Zen monk, who is said to have an 
enlightened Heart and who is entrusted with the governmentll.nd 
made superior war·lord of the entire country, distinguish him· 
self in confrontation with the enemy? However free his Heart 
may be from impurity and vanity, he will fail because his 
technique in military command has not attained maturity. 

'Everyone knows how to draw a bow and shoot an arrow. 
Yet he who has not based this action in the Way (of archery) 
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will easily miss the target if he indiscriminately draws thc how 
and lets fly the arrow, and he will not pierce the opponent's 
armour. It must be so: The will is firm, the form is correct, the 
Life Force fills the entire body and is lively, the nature of the 
bow is not violated, bow and archer form a unity. And when the 
bow is drawn and the archer is completely filled with this action 
as the spirit fills heaven and earth, then the spirit is calm, 
nothing moves the thoughts, and the arrow is released spon
taneously. After the shot, the archer is the same as before it. 
After the target is hit, the bow is calmly put straight. '!'hat is 
the practice of the Way of archery. When followed, the arrow 
flies far and effortlessly pierces the opponent's armour. How and 
arrow are, of course, made from wood and bamboo; yet if the 
archer's spirit blends into a union with them. then the bow 
is also filled with th(' spirit and is nn cquall~· mfln:('llous 
creature. 

'This is not attained by the cleverness of consciousness. Of 
course, its Principle call be reeog-nizcn bcforclumd, but if it i!-i 
not understood from the Heart, if techniquc has not been 
ma.sterro nor HUUlual precision gained through prfletiee. then 
its wonders will not be penetrated. If inleflla.lIy the will is Ilot 
firm and externally the physical posture is ineorrect, then the 
harmony between bone and muscle will not be maintained. If 
the Life Force does not fill the entire body, not enn the greatest 
strength will endure. If the spirit is not ealm and the Life Fore(' 
is not !i\'ely, then the archer resorts to the shrewdness of a selfish 
consciousness and does not rely upon his (the' archer·s) Wa~· . 

If the bow is forcedly bent and the string drawn, then the 
nature of the bow is violated, bow and areher oppose and 
contradict one another, and there is no mutual permeation 
of their spirits. Instead, the strength of the bow is inhibited , 
and it is robbed of its power, and when that happens, the 
arrow will not fly far and will not pierce the opponent's 
armour. 

'It is the same in everyday dealings with men. If the will is 
not firm and behaviour not correct, then there will exist no 
loyalty towards the master and no filial respect for parenh, no 
trust between relatives and friends, the individual will become 
arrogant and the masses debauched. It is no longer possible to 
fit into the order of things. If the Life Force does not fill the body, 
then the laUer will dew lop illnesses within itself. the Heart 
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will atrophy, a person will be fearful within and outwardly 
inhibited, and he will lose the ability to recognize sublime relation
ships. If the nature of things is violated, a person acts contrary 
to human emotions. If a person severs himself from things and 
is not in harmony with them, then conflict will develop. If the 
spirit is not calm, many doubts will arise and the person will 
remain indecisive about himself. If the thoughts are agitated, 
then the inner being will not be balanced, and the person will 
make many mistakes in his life. 

'When the Heart is motionless, the Life }<'orce is also motion
less. 'fo say that technique is natural is merely to say that its 
Principle derives from the natural potentials of the body and is 
directed towards its goal. It cannot be said that it is useless to 
practise technique. The Principle derives from above while a 
person strins from below in his practice. That is the rule. 
:\[8n's Heart is not originally eyil. If lie allows himself to be 
guided by his nature and is not led astray by passions and 
desires, then his spirit will be free from need and his reactions 
towards things will be unhampered. Thus, the words of tJle 
1'(1 Hsueli: "the purposc of the Way of the Great Doctrine is 
the re"elatioll of the light-gi"ing drtue",53 and those of the 
Chung rUllg: "the 'Yay is following one's nsture",H are 
guiding lights for students because they eomc from the heights 
of the Great Source. 

'Xe,'ertheiess, the errors of a Heart ensnared by passions are 
most often "ery profound; one cannot simply exchange one's 
temperament and return immediately to the simplicity of one's 
nature. Thus, it is important to teach men how to acquire dis
cretion, great insight, forthright convictions and an honest 
Heart, to teach them to acquire personal awareness and self· 
discipline, and thereby to place them on the solid ground of 
practice - that is, to guide them towards mastery in technique. 
[t is the same in swordsmanship. If one forgets life in the face 
of an opponent, forgets death, forgets the enemy, forgets one
self, if one's thoughts are motionless and one is free from the 
disturbances of the consciousness, and if one surrenders spon
taneously to the natural Row of one's feelings, then one will be 
free in e,'cry changing situation and uninhibited in one's 
reactions, Even though form may disintegrate to dust when one 
is surrounded by numcrous opponents, and one may disburse 
one's ('uts and thrusts to the right and the left and forward and 



Samurai training with spears 
From. an earlier edition ()f the Ten,!Zu-gcijutsu-ron 
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back - not even the slightest fluct.uation will appear because the 
Life Force is balanced and the spirit still . .Even if it were as with 
Tzu Lu when he straightened his cap, $$ how could one fall with 
an empty hand? That is the whole secret of swordsmanship. 
That is, however, not a path which can be followed straightaway 
and without cost. Technique must be proven, the Life Force 
disciplined, and the Heart exerted. If one does not master these 
skills through great e£fort, then one will not attain this state. 
These words of my master may help the beginner on his way: 
"The error lies in mistaking inanity for an empty Heart, and 
perceiving sluggishness as harmony." 

'What my master cared to call "strong but ·unskilled" is the 
same, except for one detail, as the kind of martial action which 
the various schools call yoburu (destroy with violence). That 
which my master described simply has no method. l"obum 
means, howe\'er, that the swordsman drives down his opponent 
from the strength and buoyancy of his Life Force, that he 
rushes unerringly at the central power of his opponent without 
8\'oiding force and without searching for a vulnerable spot, 
and strikes like a falling boulder. Yet no matter how abundant 
the Life Force is, if the method is absent, then he will be tricked 
by an opponent with superior technique. If a person does not 
know the advantages and disadvantages of form, then he will 
make mistakes. Therefore, form must also be practised. If form 
is heeded, control will not be lost, life and death will be forgotten, 
the Life Force will neither be absorbed nor restrained, and one 
will proceed without being troubled by_ doubts. There is a 
yabUl'u of the Life Force and one of the Heart, yet they are one 
and the same. If Heart and Life Force do not build a unity, 
then a person will not be capablc of Y(luurn, That is the model 
path which novices and beginners in swordsmanship must tread. 
Yet, if the Life Force is weak, and the slightest doubt exists, 
then the art cannot be practised. The swordsman exerts the 
Life .1<'oree$6 and takes care to free his Heart of doubts. Yet 
because this bears the character of partiality. it is not the 
wondrous art of freeing the Heart and making it unhampered 
in its reactions, for to accomplish this requires tremendous 
erfort, If the Jlrinciple is clear, technical skill has been attained, 
and a zealous Life Force has become peaceful, then one will 
attain mastery and progress towards the essence. If, from the 
heginning of study, theory is til(' on ly ('onsideration, th" student 
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will lack his outer armour and, despite all ecrorts, will never 
attain technical perfection.' 

One of them appeared to me to be a Great Tengu. His nose was 
not so long, his wings were scarcely to be seen; he sat upon his 
seat properly attired in ceremonial clothing and began to speak: 
'All that you have discussed here is not unreasonable. Since 
ancient times, it is has been true that the emotions are friendly 
and the will amiable; that working towards technique is a 
respcctable activ ity, that one should be persistent and should 
never neglect technique; that the teachings of the Master are 
to be trusted and exercised wholeheartedly from morning to 
night; that technique is to be practised, confusing things 
resolved, mastery of technique attained, and one's essence and 
Principle comprehended. In this way, deep inner awareness is 
attained. The Master first teaches technique without wasting a 
word about its significance; he simply waits for the student to 
discover this himself. This is called 'drawing hut not shooting'. 
1\ot because he is wicked does he withhold explanation. He 
does it simply because he wants the student to attain mastery 
through practice and the involvement of his Heart. If the 
si;udcnt has worked with his whole Heart and achicved some
thing through his ow n power, then he departs and comes before 
thc Master. And the Master, if his Heart tells him to, merely 
confirms it to him. There is no instruction on the part of the 
Master. 

'This is not only true in the arts. K'ung Tzu says: "If 1 draw 
one corner, and he cannot transfer it to the three others, I do 
not repeat it."67 The ancients took care to instruct according 
to this method. Thus, the arts and scholarship were equally 
important a nd profound for them. For men of our time, feelings 
are shallow and the will unsteady; from childhood they shy 
away from exertion and love comforts to the point that they 
take the quickest possible advantage of every small oppor
tunity they perceive. If, indeed, they should be instructed 
according to the method of the ancients, there is nevertheless 
hardly anyone who practise it. Today the Way is revealed to 
them by the Master; he reveals the secrets of the Way in words 
evcll to the beginner and shows him where it leads; he takes the 
student by the hand and pulls him on - it is no more than that! 
Yet because they are led in t his way, many become bored and 
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proceed no further. As regards the Principle, the students 
certa inly do reach a high level after a time, therefore they 
reject the ancients for their inadequacy and even strive to 
reach H eaven without gain ing sulncient practicc! And that is 
today's trend! Guiding a person is like steering a horse. The 
Life Force wh ich C'ompcls it to break loose must bc suppressed, 
and the proper Life Forcc which compels it to remain in 
Illation of its OWJl accord must be encouraged, but wit.hou t 
employing force! 

' If the Heart is too dccply involved in technique, this will 
bind t he Life Force, and it will not be harmonious and 
balanced. One might say that th is is like forgetting the beginning 
in the search for the end. Yet it is also wrong totally to discard 
practice and say that it is unnecessary. Thc function of swords
mnnship is technique. If its function is discarded, what reference 
shall the Principlc of its essence havel lly practising its function, 
one becomes aware of its essence, and it is in this awarcness that 
the liberation of the fUllction lies. Essence and fUllction have 
one origin, therc is no disparity between outward appearance 
ancl substance. Of course, sudden awareness of t he Principle is 
possible, bu t i f technique has not bcen mastered, t he Life Force 
bccomes rigid and the form unfree. Technique s prings from the 
Principle; formlessness reigns over that which is formed. Thus, 
technique is practised from the Life Force and t.he Life Force is 
exercised from t he Heart - that is the order in which t hings 
occur. Y ct when maturity in technique has been attained, the 
Life Force is balanced and the sl)irit is calm. 

'The bou tman grabs the rudder and ru ns along the gunwale 
as if he were walking along a wide road. What dforts were 
necessary for him to do this? :\ skilled swimmer dares to venture 
into a large body of water. H e knows how to handle himself so 
that he will not drown and therefore his spirit is still and 
grants him this freedom. The woodcutter treads a narrow path 
with a heavy load of firewood on his back, the roofer climbs the 
town's tower and lays his shingles. They have all mastered their 
technique, are frce of doubts, and unafraid, and t herefore their 
spirits are still and grant them freedom in their ac ts. It is 
exactly the same in swordsmanship. ff a person is mature in 
this art, if his H eart has penetrated it., and he has prO\'en him
self in technique. if a person i s no longer doubtful or fearful, 
then his Life Force will be lin·ly and his spirit still , he will 
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react to every change in the s ituation freely and without 
inhibition. Yet the knowledge of this grows directly from the 
exercise of, as well as trust in the Life Force. Therefore, words 
only serve to help us explain it. That natural , spontaneous 
propriety of reaction, in retreat without form and in approach 
without a trace, its wondrous unfolding and unfathomable 
character - this is not reached only by being e ncountered in t he 
Heart, it cannot be acquired simply by hearing about it from 
others, nor is it taught by the Masters. It is only acquired 
naturally by gai ning technical skill through practice. The 
Master's involvement is limited to pointing the student in the 
proper direction. That is not easy to explain, and therefore rare 
in this world. ' 

One asked a question and said: ' If that is so, then i s it not a 
Way which remains inaccessible to people like me, despite any 
amount of practice?' 

H e answered: 'What do you mean, inaccessible? A p erson 
can attai n the stature even of a holy man through study - how 
much more easily, t hen, mastery in a limited a rtistic skill 
such as swordsmanship? Swordsmanship is basically t he 
exercising of the Life Force and, t herefore, at the beginning of 
study the Life Force is exercised by means of technique. It 
makes no sense to exercise the Life }'orec separately from 
technique from the very beginning of study, for then there is 
nothing upon which to test it. When the discipline of the Life 
I,'orce has attained maturity, then one can proceed to the Heart. 
Yct whether this progress occurs quickly o r slowly depends on 
one's inborn abilities. The wondrous unfolding of the H eart is 
easy to comprehend - yet it is difficult to reta in freedom in 
every c hanging situation by means of onc's own awareness. 
Swordsmanshi p is an art which is concerned wi th life and 
death. It is easy to give up life and die, yet it is dirneult not to 
perceive life and death as a duality . However, he who docs not 
percei ve life !\Jld df'ltt h as a duality will attain Ii he-ration without 
dillil'ulty.' 

One asked: 'If that is the way things are, then can a Zcn monk 
who has overcome t he concepts of life and death attain libera
tion as it is dcfmed by the art. of swordsmanship?' He answered: 
"I'bf' )::'oa l of thc cxcrf'isc is difrf'rent. The monk hates the "yell' 
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of rcbirth and li,·cs in anticipation of his total extinction. He has 
estranged himself from life and death by binding his Heart to 
death from the beginning. Therefore, when he finds himself 
surrounded by several opponents, even if form should turn to 
dust he will immediately render his thoughts motionless. He 
rejects the demands of life. The only thing that he docs not do 
is hate death. But to say that life and death form a unity for 
the Holy One is dirrerent from this attitude. To surrender to 
life while alive and to death at dying is not to divide the Heart. 
Fulfil its Way by following what is just! In this way docs one 
aUain liberation.' 

One asked: 'It is one point of view to confront life and death 
without preference or aversion. Yet when a person rejects the 
demands of life, does he not act freely? ' 

He replied: '.From the beginning, he turns his Heart else
where. Total extinction is the most important thing for that 
person, the demands of life do not interest him; for him on ly 
death is positive. For precisely this reason, he does not succeed 
in freeing himself from the demands of life. Life and death are 
not perceived as a duality in the doctrine of the Holy One where 
ill lifc onc fulfils the Way of life and in death one fulfils the Way 
of death . Consciousness is not stirred in the slightest and the 
thoughts are motionless. Therefore, one is free in life and free in 
death. In cont.rast, that other person (the Zen monk) sees 
nothing but illusion and deception in the creation, nothing but 
dream and pretence in the world of man. And thus he believes 
that to fu lHl the \ray of life means to cling to life and to surro
cate in its activities. That is obv ious in the way in which he 
conducts his daily business. He remains aloof from literature, 
he rejects (the ranks of) lord and subject as being useless, 
makes no distinction between punishment and reward, takes 
110 military precautions, and regards the worship and govern
ment of the Holy Men as child 's play. And what meaning should 
the art of the sword and spear have for him who rejects and 
discards these things for their banality? When death befalls 
him he does not hold on to life. He simply knows that the entire 
world is a tra nsfiguration of the Heart.' 

One asked: 'But what about the fact that since ancient times 
swordsmen ha ve joined with Zen monks and have learned their 
most profound ."('('r<'ts·?' 



1'wo 1'el/gll, pursue one of their kind 
Si;cteenth·cellt'llry sword hilt, Lnuvre 
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He answered: 'It is not true that Zen monks have transmitted 
the secrets of the art of swordsmanship. Only when the Heart is 
balanced will a pcrson bc able to measure up to things com
pletely. On the other hand, a person will suffer from life if he 
loves it and clings to it. ]f a person is roused and agitated in all 
the fibres of his H eart, as in the Caves of the Three Worlds, 58 

then it only shows that his relationship to life is wrong. Those 
people of whom you speak had turned their wills to this art for 
many years, indulged in no rest, exerted their Life Force, and 
mastered the technique, yet the Heart had not opcned in 
victory and defeat. They spent years and months being angry 
and indignant. Then they joined with a Zen monk and were 
taught the Principle of life and death . When they heard that 
all things of this world are merely transfigurations of the Heart, 
their Hearts opened up immediately and their spirits were 
calmed. They released themselves from their former goals and 
thus became free . They had created the prerequisites for that 
aet by having exerted their Life :Force for many years and 
proving themselves in technique. That cannot be attained over
night. It is exactly the same with en lightenment under the 
stick of a Zen master : enlightenment does not fa ll from the sky. 
He who is not yet mature in the art may follow the famous and 
wise bonzes and hc will still not gain enl ightenment!' 

II 

'Although mastery in all arts from juggling balls to balancing 
plates atop stocks is attained through practical exercise, its 
highest excellence is brought about by means of the Life 
Force. The infmity of heaven and earth, the brightness of the 
sun and the moon, the coming and going of heat and cold with 
the change of lhe four seasons, the birth and death of all th ings 
in the world - all of these phenomena are nothing more than the 
interplay of yin and yang. 'l'heir secrets cannot be completely 
revealed through words. All things of this world are rooted in 
them, they acquire life by means of their Life Force. The Life 
Force is the origin of life. If the Life Force detaches itself from 
its form (i.e. its bearer), then death occurs. Life and death are 
simply fluctuations of this Life Force. If one understands the 
origin of life, then one also knows the ultimate meaning of death. 
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If one has comprehended the \ray o f life and dcath , then 
darkness and light, god and demon become one. It relates thus 
to the position in which I presently find myself: if it is in life, 
then I am free in it, if it is in death, then I am also free in it. 
The Buddhist lives in fear of the cycle of rebirth. therefore He 
dismisses the creation as deception and illusion , he denounces 
thinking and avoids knowledge, and he becomes the Buddha 
himself by returning to the void where there is no coming o r 
going. The fear of the cycle of rebirth is not a part of the doctrine 
of the Holy One, which tcaches that a person simply returns by 
way of each repeated aet of metamorphosis to a state of dis
solution. If one disciplines the Life Force, knowledge of the 
Hcart will come of its own accord. 

'Although the Principle of life and death is easily recognized , 
to worry about it even neetingly is to have an Errant Heart. 
Since this Errant Heart moves arbitrarily, the spirit agonizes 
and does Hot know that it carries a great burden about with it.' 

One asked: 'The most profound meaning docs not reveal itself 
merely in being heard from others. Yet I would like to hear in 
general something about practice.' 

He answered: 'The \ray cannot be seen or heard. What can 
be seen and heard of it are merely its traces. The ability to 
recognize what lies beh ind the traces is called intuition. If 
learning is not intuitive comprehension, then it is uscless.Even 
though the art of swordsmanship is only a limited artist ic skill , 
it is still within the wondrous province o f the Heart, and h e who 
penetrates to its innermost essence brings himself in harmony 
with the \ray. Although intuition has been denied to me thus 
fRr, I have heard some things in a roundabout way. I will 
relate these to you now. Take what r say with a grain of salt 
and do not take it literally! Thus; It is the Life Force that 
determines form by means of the Heart . Therefore, the functions 
of the entire body are completely regulated by the Lifc Force . 
The non-matcrial portion of the Life Force is called the Heart. 
It bears thc Divine Principle within it and is superior to this 
Life Force. Origi nally, the Heart is without form or sound , 
without colour or scent; it acquires funct ion only by means of 
the Life Force. That wh ich penetrates the higher and lower 
realms is the Life Forcc. Every thought, no mattcr how in
Sign ificant, falls within the province of the Life Fore('. 
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'The movement of the Heart which is caused by its encounter 
with things is called emotion (jo) . The transiency of observations 
is called thought (nen). If the Heart moves in accordance with 
its perceptions and follows the Divinc Laws of its nature, then 
illumination will pervade all of its activity, and the Life Force 
will not move arbitrarily. To usc an example: it is like a boat 
which, following the current, is driven downstream. Although it 
is moving, the boat is nevertheless completely still and shows 
no trace of movement. That is called being " motionless in 
motion" . Ordinary men have not yet pierced through their 
illusions of life and death. Darkness is constantly upon them 
and kecps illumination from them. Therefore, unless actually 
ex periencing happiness or rage, joy or grief, they are foolish 
and empty-headed and as if filled with dirty water. Yet the 
slightest movement of a single thought is sufficient, and that 
which lies in darkness arises, passions and drives are thrown 
into great confusion, and one's self overwhelms the conscience 
(ryoshin). It is like a boat toiling against the flood: the waves 
rise high , t he boat is in motion, one is inwardly restless. When 
the Life Force is in confused and wild motion , reactions are not 
free. The art of swordsmanship is a matter of victory and defeat. 
ft is important to eut through the roots o f one's illusions about 
lire and death right at the outset of studies. Yet these roots 
eannot all be cut through at oncc. Therefore a person must be 
pers istent in order to recognize the Principle of life and death , 
he must discipline the Life Forcc, cxert the l1eart, and prove 
himself in the tech nique of combat. By practising to complete 
exhaustion , a person attains maturity in techn ique and the 
Life Force becomes quiet. 

'When he has comprehended the Principle of life and death 
within his Heart, therc will no longer be any doubts or mistakes. 
If nothing more inhibits the illumination as one singlemindedly 
proceeds along this path, this will also render thoughts motion. 
less . If thoughts arc t hereby rendered motionless, then t he 
illumination will also extend to the Life Force, and it will be 
li vely and agile and in turn take hold of the Heart, which will 
now act without inhibition or restriction. Then freely and 
without hindrance, the Heart will dictate the appropriate form. 
When the Heart obeys its feelings and its reactions are qu ick, 
it is like the moonbeams which appear immediately when a door 
is opcned, the tone that arises as soon as an object is stru('k. 
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'The ability to react is proven in battle. If one 's self is free 
from thoughts, then the form oUers no point of attack. If it does 
oUer a point of attack, then it is the result of thoughts which 
manifest in the form. If the form allows no point of attack, then 
there is nothing that could counter it. This is called " having 
neither a self nor an opponent". If t here is a self, then there is 
also an opponent. Since there is no self, then it is as though the 
good and evil, the right and wrong of him who is encountered 
were reflccted in a mirror down to his most minute thought. 
It is not reflected in one's self, it is simply a counter-reflection 
of whatever comes. It is as with a man of utmost virtue of whom 
wrong cannot lay hold. Herein lies t he man'{'\ of naturalness, 
The desire to reHeet another from onc's self is a thought. And 
because this thought hinders t he self, the Life Force is also 
inhibited and its reactions are not free, A person who does not 
contemplate the wondrous dictate of aimlessness, or does not 
consciously beha,'e according to it, resembles a god in his 
movements. He is called a person who has ('olllprehenrled linrl 
penetrated the art of swordsmanship. 

'Unfortunate ly, we Tcngu ha\'e 10llg noses, beaks, and willl,.."tS. 
And since that hinders us ill attaining enlightenment in the 
other arts, and beeause we do not stlcceed in freeing' the reactions 
of our Hearts, we have from the very beginning' set our wills 
exclusivcly upon this one path. This is the area in which we 
educate our Hearts and disciplinc our Life Force. Yet. we dis
regard the fact that other things also hold great meaning for us, 
and even though we may see or hear thcm, we overlook them 
with our eyes open wide. 1\01' do we attach much sign ificance 
to them! Thus, wc are certainly highly skilled in this single art 
and have attained enlightenment in it, yct by greater standards 
we arc of no use for anything else, Our enlightenment is only 
partial. It is ru:; if a lamp were set in a box and only one side 
opened. On the open side it is bright, but no light appears on the 
other sides. That weak light which falls elsewhere is only 
indirect light. So it is with us, and therefore we do not succeed 
in comprehending the totality. At first one merely perceives a 
small open ing. If by using one's power one enlarges the opeLling, 
then after a time, and through the power of training, the opening 
will grow large and the illuminated area will also become large. 
If one were to train with earth and heaven and all things of this 
world as one does with a sword, and were to destroy this box, 
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then the whole wide world would be filled with light, and the 
reactions of the Heart would be unhindered and free. Then, 
even if such powerful opponents as wealth, nobility, poverty, 
low hirth, misfortune and need, trouble and pain, were to close 
in upon us from every direction, then our thoughts would 1I0t 
be moved even in the slightest, and opponents would be repulsed 
as flies by a fan. They would all lie prostrate before us, and none 
would be able to raise their heads again . When we reach that 
po int, then our noses will shrink as well, and evell without 
wings we will possess the freedom of flight. 

' Because a man who has mastered olle single art aet;; con
tinually from his Heart , he already has caught a glimmer of 
the Principle (of the Way). Yet because his will is primarily 
directed towards this art of his, he remains trapped ill it, and 
it is not possible for him to enter UpOIl the Wa~·. 1-:\·en though 
he may at times 100'e scholarship too, since hc has made the 
art the master, and demoted the doctrine of thc 'Yay to the 
vassal, he will be incapable of relating to grea ter contexts any
thing which he hears about the art's profound Principle, whit·h 
he has made servant to the art. How call it then benel1t his 
Heart? Only when a p erson who practises an art comprehends 
this, will the art which he practises day after day benel1t his 
Heart and renal to him the secret of his true being. In this way 
he will also achie\'e frecdom in his art. 

'It is difficult, however, to rid oneself of any particular thought 
to which one has clung from the very beginning. If through 
scholarship and art together h e at least frees his Heart from the 
prison fashioned by selfishness (8hhMn), then nothing in the 
entire world will be able to set his self i n motion , he will react 
unhindered and freely. A Heart imprisoned by itself need not 
always be directed towards such things as gold and silver, 
money and possessions, love and desires, t ricks and illusions, 
nor need it be cvil. If only a single thought even slightly takes 
hold somewhere, then the Heart is trapped by itself. If the 
thought takes only 11 slight hold , then the Heart too is only 
slightly hindered, but if' it takes hold strongly, then the lIeart is 
severely hindered. Someone who has s ucceeded in mastering an 
art knows ycry well that a Heart ensnared by itself is detri· 
mental to the practice of his art. hut he docs not attempt to 
relate this iu more general terms to the reactions of his Heart. 
]<:\·cn in exerc ising the Heart it is so: to he su re. the Prineipl(' is 
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easily and quickly recognized, yet if even a single thought. casts 
shadows one cannot actually practise it. It is one's self that 
exercises the Heart, and it is likewise one's self that practises 
the art. Yet it is not true that there exist two Hearts. One must 
never forget that! 

'Now there are many who are mature in the art, whose Life 
Force is harmonious, who know from experience what is of 
profit to them in battle, who no longer have doubts or make 
mistakes, whose spirit is peaceful and who have' attained 
liberation. Although their wondrous actions are, so to speak, 
divine in nature, they have not yet thrown off every support. 
In this they resemble the boatman who runs along the gunwale, 
or the roofer who climbs the tower and lays his tiles. Such 
people are called experienced weapons artists.' 

One asked: 'What must one do then to advance one's study of the 
Way through the practice of an art'?' 

He answered: 'The Heart is nothing but natural potential 
(sei) and emotion (jo). The natural potential is the Divine 
Principle of the Heart, it is still and motionless and possesses 
neither colour nor form. It only becomes wrong or right, good 
or evil through the movement of the emotions. Through the 
fluctuations of one's feelings, one acquires insight into the 
wondrous dominion of the Heart, one understands the dis
tinction between the Divine Principle and human desires. This 
is called knowledge. Now what sort of a thing is the knowledge 
of this matter? Knowledge is what we call divine illumination, 
infallible and unassailable because it has been endowed with an 
inborn, secret awareness. It is not the cleverness of imperfect 
knowledge. The cleverness of imperfect knowledge arises from 
the realm of the consciousness. Consciousness is the perceptions 
of the Heart. Although in its original nature consciousness also 
possessed divine illumination. it is influenced by good or evil 
feelings, and this is the form in whic~ it becomes manifest, and 
therefore the consciousness also exhibits right and wrong. good 
and evil. By assuming appearance in this way, it reinforces 
good and evil feelings and thereby gives rise to a cleverness 
which is trapped in one's self. This is called imperfect know
ledge. 

'Inborn, divinely clear knowledge is independent of good and 
evil feelings. It is pure and pristine. Where its Principle shines 
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there is no entrapment by one's self. Therefore , it is neither good 
nor (',·il. only pure. If the consciousness follows this path and 
no longer submits to the deceits of self-entrapment, then it 
will successfully restrain the emotions and will not be ensnared 
by them, and it will take care that they obey the Divine Laws 
of the Heart. And if the emotions follow the Heart, and if thc 
Heart no longer clin~ to goodness and evil and is free from the 
stirrings of fear, then the consciousness will attain harmony 
with divine illumination, and knowledge will begin functioning. 
When that stage has been reached, then no trace of the COIl

sciousness will be found. We call that no-consciousness (lilt/i). 
'Yet when it encourages feelings and desires and thcrehy 

resorts to tricks and deception and does not maintain its 
totality in its various transformations, then the self shackles 
the Heart and obstructs the Heart's illumination. 'fhat is called 
an .Errant Heart (Illojin). Since most people have made feelings 
-and passions master of the Heart, they are held in perpetual 
motion by this }~rrant Heart and do not know what w plagues 
their spirit. 

'Knowledge sweeps aside the mistakes of the Errant Heart, 
the Heart's Di .... ine Prineiplc is aC'knowledged and its light 
allowed to break through. By following his Dh'inc Laws, a 
person no longer resorts to the dceeptiol'ls of imperfect know
ledge, he allows things to be things and no longer permits 
himself to he held fast hy th{"m. Hc immediat.ely yields to 
events as they occur, has no desires, and does not hate. Thus, 
he eRn contemplate peacefully through thc ('ntire day. Sin('c 
he is not trapped in the self, he causes the Heart no adversities. 
Although he labours the entire day in his activities, his spirit is 
not plagued. He entrusts himself to fatc and doubts or mistakes 
no long-er exist as to what is right. The Heart is full of what is 
right and the will is infallible. He does not resort to tricks or 
deceptions in order to a\'oid harm, nor is he satisfied with 
imperfect knowledge only to gain profit. In life he submit<; to 
life and fulfils its Way, and in death he submits to death and 
does not worry about what is to come. Although heann and 
earth may change and mm"e, it will not deflect this Heart and 
though all the things of this world may overlay it, that will not 
confuse this Heart. His thinking is not rigid, nor his action 
dependent. '1'0 know the Heart and care for the Life Force, to 
stand completely fa<;t and not to bow, to neglect nothing, to be 
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completely still without conJlict or submission - if the will is so 
disciplined right from the beginning of study, then even idle 
chatter will become a means for exercising the Heart. 

'In principle there is neither great nor small; not even the 
secret of swordsmanship is an exception. Access to that art is 
gained through practice, and once a person has gained access to 
an art, this will help and benefit and be of great advantage to 
him in recognizing his Heart in his daily activities. Through the 
insipid one attains the profound, from the base the lofty -
since ancient times that has been the method of advancing the 
study of the Way through an art, by practising the latter and 
gaining the former. When a person is over fifty, hands and feet 
no longer obey correctly, or if a person is sick or his profession 
does not allow him the free time, then he cannot devote himself 
to the technique (of swordsmanship). If a person's a warrior by 
profession but he does not practise it from the Heart, then he 
will not be content in it. Yet even when hands and feet no 
longer obey or the mind is too preoccupied - if a person desires 
to work towards unifying the Heart, then, as already explained, 
he concentrates his will and disciplines the immutability of the 
Heart. When the Principle of the totality of life and death is 
thereby revealed, and all things of this world are no longer a 
hindrance, then cven though a person may be chained to his 
bed or be a fireman by profession - he must continue to exercise 
the Heart by means of the Heart's contemplations and the 
perceptions of the eyes and cars as he would practise with a 
sword. 

'But if a person has the time, he goes to a Ma.o;;ter of the art 
and disciplines himself in the technique of the art, and learns its 
Principle. Then if he faces an opponent, he fences as best he is 
able and looks death cheerfully in the eye. What could then 
trouble that person? A warrior must only take care that his will 
remains unbroken. By appearance there are certainly old and 
young persons, strong and weak persons, thc sick and the pre
occupied, but that is all the work of heaven and not something 
that a person could achieve or influence through his own power. 
If one only possesses a resolute will, not even the gods and 
demons of heaven and earth can take it away. One therefore 
accords to heaven the concerns of external circumstances, but 
as regards one's self, one carries through one's own will. The 
ordinary man worries about heaven's deeds, hut is negligent 
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about his own. \re cannot measure the deeds of heaven with our 
intellect. He is a fool who worries about the insufll ciency of his 
intellect and thereby plagues his spirit!' 

One asked: '1 ha\-e man y sons, yet they are still you ng. How 
could they practise t he art of swordsmanship?' 

H e spoke: ' In ancient times they had to irrigate and sweep, 
answer and respond. 59 Then they practised the Six Arts, and 
after t.hat they began advanced training in which they proved 
t heir H earts. E\'en the sages of the K 'ung Tzu school were all 
)lasters of the Six Arts, and many of them had learned the 
tcachings of the \ray. Someone who is still young in years and 
does not possess the power to penetrate to the Principle of the 
matter does not place his imperfect knowledge in the fore
ground. Instead, he obeys the words of the Master and, what is 
his proper and su itable activity, he concerns himself with 
t.echn ique, trains in hand· and footwork, strengthens his 
physique, and, in addition, disciplines his Life Force and 
educates his H eart, and thereby penetrates its secret. It must 
be so . That is the order in whieh one's practice must proceed. 
A person does not use a young tree with two leaves as a support, 
rather he must give the tree some support and take care that it 
does not bend! One must from one's earliest youth keep the will 
from leaning toward.,> what is wrong. If the will does not lean 
towards wltat is wrong, one will not act wrongly, not even while 
playing. If the H eart is not wrong, one will not inflict harm 
upon that which is right . H.are lire men who perform their 
duty between heaven and earth. Since men inflict harm t hrough 
wrongness, they violate their natUl'e and do not perform their 
duty. 

'Man's H eart is not originally ev il, it is only that from the 
beginning of his life man continually uses wrongness to serve 
his development. By doing so its odour permeates him without 
his knowledge, he inflicts harm upon his nature and is ensnared 
by evil. The roots of ev il are human passions. Since the ord inary 
man only directs his H eart towards that which profits him, he 
docs not notice if that which profits him is wrong, and he doe~ 
not notice if that which does not profit him is right. H e does not 
eve n know how to distinguish bctween right and wrong; how 
then should hc recognize what derives from them? Therefore, 
knowledge suppresses the arbitrary mo\·cment of man's drives, 
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one recognizes by means of this knowledge the wondrous 
dominion of the Di"ine Principle in the human Heart, examines 
what derives from right and wrong, drives away the wrongness 
of his Errant Heart and inflicts no harm upon his inborn, 
original being, nothing more than that. It is neither ascendance 
to heaven nor descendance into the earth. 1f wrongncss is only 
slightly avoided, the Divinc Principle will appear only partially, 
if it is avoidcd to a grcat extent, the Principle will be greatly 
apparent. One must examine this in one's own Heart. It is 
exactly the same in swordsmanship. From the beginning of his 
study, a person does not contemplate various thoughts, rather 
he behaves spontaneously and acquires technique naturally, 
and he prevails over harshness with gentleness. Yet if a person 
declarcs tcchnique unnecessary, foolish, and inane, and his 
Life Force becomes sluggish, then he does not understand the 
foundations, and , therefore, will not attain his goals in this or in 
later life.' 

III 

One asked: 'W hat does it mean " to be motionless in motion and 
in stillness not still" ?' 

He answered: 'Man is a creature of movement. It is impossible 
for him not to movc. Yet a man who possesses these character
istics may, to be sure, be very busy with his day-to-day activities. 
rn spite of this, he does not allow his Heart to be set in motion 
by things; his Heart is balanced and still, free from desires and 
not held captive by his self. In terms of swordsmanship this 
means: If a man is confronted by a superior enemy force, even 
though he may dispense his cuts to the right and to the left, 
his spirit will remain completely still in respect to life and death 
and his thoughts unmoved by the superior enemy's power. This 
is called " motionless in motion" . Have you never seen someone 
ride a horsc? Although thc horse may gallop to the east or the 
west, the Heart of the good horseman remains still and balanced, 
the rider appears still and motionless_ To thc observer, horse 
and rider seem to be made from a single mould. Since the r ider 
merely guides the horse 's moods, he docs not violate the nature 
of t he horse. Although the horseman in the saddle is lord over 
t.he horse, the horse behaves in harmony with him. Without 
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being forced it runs of its own accord . The horse forgets the 
rider and the rider forgets the horse; they form a spiritual 
unity and are no longer two distinct entities. One could say of 
this situation that there is "no rider in the saddle and no horse 
under the saddle" . That is a comprehensible and easily per
ceived image for motionless motion. A rider who is not mature 
in his art will violate the nature of the horse, and, therefore, his 
self will not attain stillness. Since the horse and the self are 
continually separate and in conflict with one another, the head 
and limbs of the rider toss about with the horse's gait, and his 
Heart is disturbed. The horse also toils hard and tires. 

' In a book about horses, there is the following poem composed 
by a horse: 

At first he whips me, 
But should I care to go, 
He restrains me 
And holds fast to the reins 
So that I cannot take a step. 

In this poem the author has placed himself in the position of 
the horse and given expression to the horse's feelings. Y ct what 
is said here is not limited to dealings with horses. A person 
must also have a (balanced) Heart such as this in his relations 
with men! If a person violates the nature of things in general and 
grants priority to his own limited awareness, then his self is 
constantly disturbed, and this is distressing even to other men. 

'Now what is the meaning of "being not still in stillness" ?' 
\\'hen a person feels neither happiness nor anger, neither sad· 
ness nor joy, then his Heart is completely empty and troubled 
by absolutely nothing; it adapts to things out of this state of 
complete stillness and lack of desire, and masters the things -
in this state nothing limits its function. To be still and motion
less: therein lies the Heart's identity. I ts function lies in its 
being in motion and in its doing justice to things. Its essence 
lies in its stillness, its claim to the Principle of things, and its 
clarity. Its function lies in its movement, its obeying the Laws 
of heaven, and in its doing justice to all phenomena of this 
world. Essence and function have one source. Hence, that is 
what is meant to be conveyed by the phrase "motionless in 
motion and in stillness not still ". In terms of swordsmanship 
this means: A person confronts the enemy with his sword or 
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spear ill hand. If in this act he is impartial, without hatc or 
fear, without thinking " should J do this or rathcr that?" and 
from this frame of mind adjusts to the approaching opponent, 
then that person's reactions will be unhindered and free. 

'Although the form moves, the Heart does not lose its 
essence, which is stillness, and although the person is still, the 
Heart's function, which is movement, is not interfered with. 
That person is like a mirror, for he is still and without cloudiness 
and as he is exposed to thc phenomena of this world he reflects 
them in himself as they confront him and returns their renec· 
lioll . Yet when thcy have passed by him he docs not hold on to 
their image. It is exactly like the image of the moon in the 
water. The clarity of the Heart is of this nature . In times of 
motion the ordinary man is swept away by the motion, and 
thereby loses himself, and in times of still ness he becomes 
sluggish and empty and does not do justice to his fUllction.' 

'What meaning has the image of the moon in the water?' He 
rcplied: 'Although the various schools interpret it differently, 
it is basically the comparison of spontaneous natural reactions 
with the reflection of the moon in the water. Therc is a poem 
by the former emperor about the Pond of Hirosawa that reads: 

The moon casts its reflection unwittingly 
Upon waters which havc no desire to hold it 
In the Pond of Hirosawa. 60 

'One can undcrstand frolll the m.caning of this imperial 
poem what it is to react spontaneously and naturally. It is 
exactly the samc with the full moon . It is a single sphere in the 
heavens, yct each and every body of water has a moon in it. 
The moon does not divide up its light and lend it to the bodies 
of water. If therc is no watcr, there is also no reflection. And 
yet it is also not true that the moon only acquires the ability 
to be reflected with the water's prescnce. For the moon therc 
is no gain or loss whether it is rcllected in all watcr simultan· 
eously or in none at a ll. Kor does it carc about thc size of the 
body of watcr. One can comprehend here the wondrous action 
of the Heart. In this image the clarity or cloudiness of the water 
is not relevant. The essential thing, however, is that the moon 
possesses form and colour, while thc Heart does not. One 
resorts to thC" moon, which docs possess form and colour and is 
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easily recognized, and uses it as an image for something which 
does not possess form and colour. Of course that is true of all 
images. In the search for meaning, however, one should not 
take examples literally! ' 

One asked: ' In many schools there is the concept of zanshin. I 
do not understand it. What i s the meaning of this zanshin?' 

H e answered: ' It means nothing more than having a tranquil 
H eart and no longer allowing oneself to be overpowered by 
things. If the Heart is tranquil, t hen reactions are clear. It is 
no different in daily life. Even if, as people say, the self were to 
plunge with a single bound to the depths of hell, it remains the 
original self. The person remains unhindered and free to the 
front and rear, to the right and left. He is involved whole
heartedly and does not hesitate. nu t s hould the Heart hesitate, 
t houghts will scatter as well. It simply means that the Heart is 
not clear and that the person's actions do not spring from the 
whole Heart. He therefore thrusts and cuts away blindly . 
Clarity, however, grows from the motionlessness of the Heart and 
only then do the cuts and thrusts fly well-aimed towards a goal. 

'All of these things are diIHcult to formulate in words. Yet 
it is highly dangerous for them to be incorrectly understood. 

'In many schools there is the concept of sen. This is also a 
word conceived to aid the beginner in developing an active Life 
Force and avoiding a s luggish Life Force. If a person's Heart is 
motionless he will never lose control of himself. Whenever Ii 

vigorous Life Force fill s the body, the person leaves his self 
behind. This does not mean that in fencing a person sets his 
heart on victory. The basic concern in swordsmanship is simply 
to develop a lively Life Force and eradicate a dormant Life 
Force. Even such set phrases as " wait during attack and attack 
while waiting" paraphrase natural reactions; a name has simply 
been given to the phenomenon in passing for t he benefit of the 
beginner. That is also the reason for saying "no motion while 
moving and no stillness while being still" . If one does not discuss 
with the beginner the reactions of the Life Force and its rigidity 
or flexibility, then he has nothing to hold on to. Therefore , each 
of these things has been given a name to teach them. Yet if a 
person gives a name to something and then holds fast to that 
name, he will miss the real meaning. nut if no name is given 
then he floats about ill empty space and does not attain 
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awareness. He who has not grasped the real meaning of the objects 
represented by the words "rabbit" or " horn" will not under
stand those things simply on the merit of the words. This is 
true of all things. He who is capable of comprehending the true 
meaning understands immediately what he sees and hears. 

'As we discussed earlier, the movement and stillness of the 
entire body are a consequence of the Life Force. Accordingly, 
the Heart is the soul (the non-material, spiritual part) of the 
Life Force. The Life Force consists of the clearness and cloudiness 
of the yin and yang. That which is clear in the Life Foree is 
lively and brings about its buoyancy; that which is clouded in 
it is inhibited and brings about its heaviness. Form corresponds 
to the Life Force. For this reason, it is important in swordsman
ship to educate the Life Force. If the Life Force is lively, one 
reacts easily, is quick. But if it is clouded, one hesitates and 
reacts sluggishly. Although strength and health are, therefore, 
highly valued in the Life Force, if it uses only a part of its 
strength and is not balanced, it will become unsteady, and its 
function will not be realized. The actions of him who relies upon 
it will be meaningless and ineffective. Yet, although balance is 
extremely important in the function (of the Life Force ), if 
strength and health do not abide in it, then that balance will be 
destroyed and strength transformed into weakness. \oYeakness 
and suppleness are two different things. Suppleness denotes a 
lively Life Force and is effective. Weakness merely denotes a 
lack of strength and is ineffective. There is also a difference 
between tranquillity and indolence. Tranquillity is not in
consistent with a lively Life Force, but indolence is nearly the 
same as a dead Life Force. If a person is rigid, it is a resu lt of the 
Life Force and cannot be separated from it. There is a rigidity 
which arises from the thinking process and there is the case 
in which the yin-Life Force itself is rigid. Now since both types 
extend into the domain of t he Life Force, they inhibit quick 
reactions. A rigid Life Force, therefore, means slow reactions. 
If a person is quick in his technical reactions and his Life Force 
is ready, then he is permeated with the yang and unanchored, 
light and dry. He is like a brittle leaf blown by the wind. He 
who is damp and inhibited is weighted down by the natural 
heaviness of a clouded Life Force and is slow in his reactions. 
The Life Force of a person who has become inflexible is un
evenly distributed, it has assumed the form of heavy chains, 
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it has come to a standstill and does not move. For this reason 
it reacts extraordinarily slowly. It is like water which has frozen 
and docs not melt. Here, as well, there is a rigidity which develops 
out of the thinking process and one which develops out of the 
Life j,'orcc itself. Yet that which is called thinking is the Life 
Force. What is known is called thought; what is unknown is 
called Life Force. That will be understood if it is recognized 
within oneself. 

'He will be unhindered in his reactions in whom rigidity and 
suppleness How into one another without force. This is not only 
true in the art of swordsmanship, it applies to scholarship as 
well. When a person has reached the stage at which the rigidity 
and suppleness of the Life Force flow into one another without 
force, then he will comprehend the wondrous rule of the Heart, 
which is without a trace and cannot be fashioned in words. 
Thcll, if a person practises the art of swordsmanship through 
his Life Force he will recognize what the Heart illuminates. If 
one practises scholarship through the Heart, then one 
recognizes the transforma.tions and wondrous rure of the Life 
Force. However, if one understands their Principle only in 
theory and has never experienced them physically through 
practice, then Life Force and Heart relllain mere rumour and do 
not become realities. The awareness of the Heart of an adherent 
of swordsmanship, who has disciplined his Life Force only in 
so far as it affects his reactions in swordplay, wil1 remain 
restricted to that single area. This person is unable to realize 
the potential which this awareness has for universal validity. 
Heart and Life Force are basically one. When a person has 
grasped this essential meaning and aftirmed it for himself then 
it will benefit him even though he has not achieved technical 
mastery, because in doing so he has at least done justice to one 
side of the matter. 

' In the attainment of the ultimate secrets, the various 
schools have a single goa1. Yet in their educational theories they 
adhere to the instructional guidelines of their founde~ and 
lead out of the door through which I believe one must enter. 
Consequent1y, they grow enamoured of the landscape along 
their paths, and many stay there and consider it right. Thus, 
one sees them making a great uproar over the most insignificant 
educational theories and arguing among themselves over what 
is right and what is wrong. Yet, there can be no argument over 
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whether the essential matters of swordsmanship arc right or 
wrong. The landscapes along the way are merely appearances 
fashioned within the framework of the consciousness . Originally 
there arc neither two nor three of them. Only when distinctions 
arc made do there arise the qualities of good and evil, wrong and 
right, rigid and supple. long and short. Such details could be 
discussed without end. The idea that "no Olle else knows what I 
know" is foolish. What is clear to me is clear to other men as 
well. How could I have a singular knowledge and th\! rest of the 
world be ignorant? Therefore, it is superfluous to hide anything. 
1t is exactly the same in scholarship. Lao Tzu. Buddha, Chuang 
Tzu, Lieh Tzu, Ch'ao 1o'u, 61 and H sii Yu 62 arc all agreed in their 
concept of a H eart that is no longer ensnared by the self and is 
free of desires. Therefore. they do not entangle the Heart in the 
most insignilleant and selfi sh thoughts. Only the landscapes 
which they have seen along the path are dirrcrent. And for this 
reason alone did a schism oceul' and dirrerent schools arise. The 
way of the Holy One has the heavens above it and the earth 
below it and omits neither mountain nor stream nor plain. 
Even the dirferent intellects of man and woman arc a part of 
it. and that is something one must know and be aware of in 
one's actions! There is no man on earth who docs not possess 
humanity and justice, nOllc who docs not possess filial piety, 
brotherly love, loyalty, and credibility. Although he may be a 
disciple of the Buddha from India, he enjoys the blessings of the 
Hol y One and bathes in humunity and justice - one cannot say 
otherwise! This realization, however, is dillieult to utta in by 
way of the landscapes of the various schools The H oly Olle had 
seell the heights of the Great Source from which heaven and 
earth and all things of this world derive. The adhercnl'i of the 
various schools have merely established splinter groups of the 
Doetrine of the Holy One; they cannot ever fl'sist the one Great 
\ray!' 

Oue asked: 'Clearness and cloudiness make up yin and yang. 
\Vhy use only the clearness and avoid the cloudiness?' 

He answered: 'Cloudiness is used as well. Yet in swordsman
shi p, quick reactions arc valued most highly. These arc not 
possible without yin and yang, but a person uses only that 
part which is clear and not the heaviness of that part which is 
cloudy. Fire and not water is u.'ied t.o dry something that. is wet; 
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that depends upon the function of each of the two clements. 
In t he same way, the cleverness or foolishness of the Heart 
springs from the clearness or cloudiness of the Life Force. That 
part of the Life Force which is clouded hinders the inborn intel
lect, i.e. the inborn, natural cleverness. In its original state the 
H eart is empty and bright and not dark. It is only because a 
clouded Life Force overshadows the clarity of the Heart that the 
Heart exhibits foolishness, stupidity and dull-witted ness. To be 
foolish is to grope about in darkness and not comprehend the 
Principle. To be dull-witted is to be inhibited and slow. A 
clouded Life Force is very heavy, a person is held fast in its 
sediment, thoughts remain stuck in it and err in its darkness, 
the person cannot free himself from that which sets him in 
motion. He is capable neither of self-determination nor of 
following other men, he is constantly anxious and never attains 
stillness - that is called being stupid. The character of an 
ordinary person exhibits a thousand inconsistencies and ten 
thousand contradictions, but they are all nothing more than the 
shallowness or depth, the strength or weakness of the clouded 
Life Force. The Heart is the soul of the Life Force. Where the 
Life Force is, this soul is as well; where no Life Force is, it is 
also lacking. 

'This is the same relationship as exists between a man and the 
boat that he boards and sails across the water. If the wind is 
strong and the waves are high, then the boat follows the wind, 
is tossed about by t he waves and does not know where it is 
goi ng. The man sits in the boat and is full of anxiety. It is the 
same situation as when the clouded Life Force moves wildly, 
causing the Heart to find no rest. Only when the wind has stopped 
and the waves have calmed, does the passenger regain his peace. 
The wild motion of the clouded Life Force alone wears down 
man's Heart and endangers his body. It" origin is the wild storm 
that blows up from the caverns of desire. Desires are also an 
aspect of the clouded Life Force. If a person suffers from over
sensitivity and is possessed by strong passions, then it is 
because the yin-Life Force has become rigid and gained 
dominance. If a person's Heart is confused and does not fi nd 
the way to itself, then the stability t hat comes from the yang
Life Force is lacking. The Life Force of the fearful person is 
meagre and does not fill the body, and the Life Force of him 
who is undecided in his Heart is weak and has not attained peace. 
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That, too, resembles stupidity. These are all illnesses of a 
clouded Life Force. 

'Yet in him who is intelligent and honest, yin and yang are 
harmonious and without deficiencies or error. In him who is 
intelligent but does not behave honestly, the Life Force of the 
pure yang has the upper hand, but his yin qualities are weak. In 
him who behaves honestly but is not intelligent, the yin qualities 
have the upper hand, but the Life Force of the pure yang is 
weak. One could discuss without end the yang in the yin and the 
yin in the yang, their abundance and deficiency or shallowness 
and depth, inner strength and weakness, and the thousand con
tradictions and ten thousand discrepancies. If one continues to 
categorize and scrutinize details, one will find nothing in th is 
world which does not manifest the errect of the clearness or 
cloudiness of the yin and yang. From the greatness of heaven and 
earth to the smallest things like fleas and lice, you find that if all 
things are not filled with a Life Force of balanced yin and yang, 
then they cannot properly perform the function which their form 
dictates. I have only provided a brief sketch here.' 

' What is the method by which a person can exercise t his Life 
Force?' He replied: 'A person must only avoid the cloudiness in 
it. Because of the dynamic changes that it undergoes, the Life 
Force in which yin and yang are balanced is the source of 
heaven and earth and all things. The cloudiness is the sediment 
of t he yin-Life Force. This sediment lies fast and does not live. 
I t moves only with the help of the yang. Accordingly, the actions 
of the yang become heavy and slow. It is the same as when mud 
is thrown into clear water, suddenly making it cloudy. Once the 
water has become cloudy, nothing can be cleaned in it. On the 
contrary, if this cloudy water is poured over an object, the object 
is soiled. Thus knowledge means nothing more than avoiding 
t he cloudiness of the Life Force by means of its clearness. If 
the cloudiness of the Life Force is avoided, then the Life Force 
will come to life, the singularity of the Heart will become 
apparent, and even an Errant Heart will again become the 
original Heart, which does not mean, however, that these are 
two different Hearts. 

'Although the yin and the yang were originally a single 
Life Foree, as soon as they separated from one another, 
their actions brought forth the diversities of the thousand 
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discrepancies and ten thousand contradictions. To be sure, if 
a person recognizes the diversity of their effects but does not 
know that the yin and the yang had one source, then the \ray 
is not yet clear to him. Likewise, if a person knows that they 
had onc source but does not know that their effects are different, 
then he cannot yet practise the Wa y. E ach person must examine 
this in his own Heart and truly exert himself; it cannot be 
thoroughly assimilated merely by talking about it! And it is 
only because the Tengu here atop the trees have not seen this 
in their Hearts and understood it, that I discuss it in terms of 
examples from the world of reality. 

'The life of the Heart in the Life Foree is like a fi sh swimming 
in the water. The fish is as free as the water i s deep. If large 
fi sh do not have depth , they cannot swim about. And if the 
water dries up , then the fish become desperate: if t he water 
disappears, then they die. The Heart is as free as the Life Force 
is strong and health y. If the Life Force is insufficient, then the 
H eart atrophies, and if the Life Force is exhausted, the Heart 
retreats into a void. Thus, fish arc terrified when the water 
begins t o move, and the Heart becomes anxious if the Life 
Force begins to move. 

'Kot only in battle, but in all things, one can submit to either 
heaven or fatc. In swordsmanship, onc 's unceasing concern is 
the Principle of victory and defeat, and in the world of man, a 
person holds fast to the natural , customary obligations and docs 
not employ selfish tricks. He is independent in action and in 
thought does not cling to the imagination. This is called "sub
mitting to H eaven" . To fulfil one's human obligations is to 
submit to heaven. It is similar to the efforts of the farmer in 
tilling his land: He ploughs and sows and hoes and thereby 
fulfil s the Way upon which he has entered. nut he submits to 
Heaven in thi ngs which human power cannot influence, such as 
flood and drought and storm. However, should a person put 
his faith in heaven without having first fulfillcd his human 
obliga tions, then he is not following the Divine Way. Simply to 
wait for the natural course of things is to submit to fate. Y ct 
onc may say to a person who temporarily errs and is undecided, 
"Resign yourself to fate!'" 

One askcd : 'The Heart has neither form nor colour, neither 
sound nor scent, its wondrous rille is divine and incompre-
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hensible. How, t hen, can a person exercise the Heart? ' 
He answered in this manner: 'A person cannot reach the 

Heart through words. All that he can do is regulate an excess 
or insufficiency in the movement of the seven emotions 6:1 or in 
the conscious awareness of his reactions, avoid thc confused 
movement of selfish thoughts and bring himself to obey the 
Divine Laws of his OWII nature. H ow a person manages to do 
tl:ese things depends on the realizations of his intuiti ve know
ledge (nJOchi "nO hakken). Now what is meant by intuiti ve 
knowledge? '''hen the light of the Heart illuminates justice and 
injusticc, right and wrong, and wondrously permeates hcaven 
and earth and the gods, this is called knowledge (chi). The 
ordinary person's awareness is inhibited by the confused move
ment of a clouded Life Force, therefore his enlightenment is 
only partial. That which he might discover through a narrow 
slit of the smallest order is called intuitive knowledge (r!JOchi). 
To know about justice with the whole soul, to recognize in
justice, to be aware of the sincerity of others, and to feel 
uncomfortable when onc has done evil oneself - that is it! 
Whcn the emotions move, then a sensiti ve and sympathetic 
Heart will develop. Whcn a person loves his parcnts and cares 
for his children and is kind to his siblings, and cannot be 
otherwise, that is called having a conscience. If one trusts in 
one's intuitive knowledge and follows it, and if one fosters one's 
conscicnce and docs not bring harm to it through selfish thoughts, 
t hen the confused movement of a clouded Life Force can ealm 
itself of its own accord and nothing will appear except the 
clarity of the Divine Princi ple. Selfish thoughts arise from a 
Heart which strives only for advantages. If this striv ing for 
advantages becomes a person's main concern, then he no 
longcr notices whether it brings harm to other people. In the 
end, it will come to the point that he commits disgraceful deeds, 
pursues a life of vice and brings ruin upon himself. To discipline 
the Heart and to discipline the Life Force a re not two differcnt 
things. Therefore, in his discourse on the care of a dynamic and 
strong Life Force, i\I eng Tzu said that a person need not follow 
any particular course in nurturing the Life Force as long as he 
has the firm will to do so.' 64 

One askcd: 'How i s it that t he Buddhists denounce the con~ 
seiousness as something evil?' 
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He answered: ' I am not familiar with the practices of 
the Buddhist Doctrine. The consciousness is basically a 
function of knowledge (cld) and cannot be labelled as bad. 

' It is only bad if it supports the passions, withdraws from 
its original context, and becomes a person 's main concern. 
Consciousness is like the common soldier: If the commander is 
not in charge of the situation, if he is incompetent and weak and 
possesses no authority, then the soldiers do not carry out his 
orders, but instead put thcmselves first, follow their own plans, 
work at their own discretion, and thereby destroy the harmony 
of the camp. Due to their lack of discipline, the order of the 
battle becomes confused, and in the end follows the disaster of 
their defeat. When the situation has reachcd this point, it is no 
longer possible for the commandcr to intcrvene. Since ancient 
times the saying has been true that no one can bring back under 
control an army which has risen against its commander. If the 
consciousness makes itself the main concern, if it supports 
feelings and desires and moves in a confused way, then even 
though a person knows that this is not right, he will find it 
difficult to bring his consciousness under control. Yet that does 
not mean that the consciousness itself is to blame. If the 
commander is clever and valiant and his orders and decisions 
arc clear, then the soldiers obey the orders of the commander 
and do not act at their own discretion. They carry out his 
directives and decisively defeat the enemy, the order of battle 
remains closed, and the enemy cannot defeat it. And since he 
thereby properly channels the efforts of the sold iers, the 
commander wins great merit. Similarly, the consciousness 
follows the light of the Heart, the intellect obeys the Divine 
Laws of its own nature. And since consciousness is not so 
selfish as to make itself the central concern, it allows knowledge 
to operatc, and it lends assistance to the government of t he 
State. \rhy, then, should the consciousness be denounced as 
evil? \rhen the Holy One says, " Have no consciousness! " 6$ 
he means this: if consciousness docs not make itself the central 
concern, the intellect fully obeys the Divine Laws of its own 
nature and shows no sign of consciousness. And therefore he 
says, " Have no consciousness! '" 

One asked: 'Has there also bcen a tradition of the art of swords
manship in Chintt si nce ancient times? ' 
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To that he said.: 'enti l now I haw' not secn any of thcir 
writings. Yet it is eyident that in olden times, in Japan as weI[ 
as in China, there was considr rablc yalue placed upon the 
strength and buoyancy of the Life Foree, that no notice was 
taken of life and death, and that people fought one another as 
hard as they could. It is apparent e\'crywherc in the writings of 
Chuang Tzu, in the chapter entitled "Joy of Fencing" ('T ut'lt 
Chien" ) and elsewhere. 68 There is actually a discourse on the 
breeding of a fighting cock in the chapter cntitled " T 'a Silent'. 
What is said there corresponds completely to the essencc of 
swordsmanship. 87 Hu t Chuang 'Tzu did not mention the art of 
swordsmanship speeiflcally. He simply wrote about the mastery 
of disciplining t he Life Foree. In principle, that is the same 
thing. The words of an enlightened man have validity for all 
things of this world. For the person who concentrates on them, 
all th ings become scholarship or swordsmanship. If one looks at 
J apancse writings on the ancient art of thr sword, one will see 
that there are no discourses on t he higher values of the art. It is 
clear t hat a person practised the art of acting freely and 
quickly. In these writings, the Tengu are often depicted a." 
guardians of the art. If you think about it , swordsmen all 
shared an inborn dauntlessness, and there was nothing to be 
said about it. It seems that they simply practised their art a nd 
disciplined their Life Force, and thereby nurtured their inhorn 
dauntlessness. For this reason there was nothing to discuss. 
Although our generation has become "cry learned and now 
discusses the Principle of the secret of swordsmanship from the 
\·ery beginning of studies, we han only been entrusted with it 
by t.he ancient>;, in reality we have not even come dose to t he 
ancient>;_ .\nd it is no different with scholarship!' 

One asked: 'The art of swordsmanship is the wondrous rule of 
the Heart. But why is it t reated so seerctin'ly'( 

He replied : 'The Principle is the Principle of hca\-en and earth. 
Then why should there hr no onc llIHlrr h CfI.YCIl who knows what 
I know? If it is treated with Set'feey, then it is done only for the 
sake of thc beginner_ If it. is not treated with set'rccy. then the 
beginner has no trust ill it. It is simply a pedagogic trick_ 
Therefore, any secrc('y is in('ssential, is not the heMt of t he 
matter. The beginner has 110 ~bility to dis('riminatej he aecrpts 
hlimHy. undC'rstands ineorrectl~·. and nllfllrall~' C'onsiders what 
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he understands to be truth. If he passes it on to others in this 
form, then this too is dangerous. Therefore, it seems, he is 
taught only those things that he can understand. If a person has 
penetrated to the heart of the matter, then he shares it with the 
beginner in detail and hides nothing even if he should belong to 
another school. To handle things with secrecy is often a strategic 
trick. To teach an inexperienced person by keeping some things 
secret from him may also be the art of helping him achieve the 
bold state of mind so that he may one day be victorious. It is 
not desirable to have an outsider observe this, misunderstand 
its meaning, consider it imperfect, and wildly eritiei1.e it. For 
that reason, too, there must be secrecy! It should not be de
nounced blindly! Although in all things there is no more 
secrecy as regards the right \Yay, it could be disadvantageous 
if a person were to divulge something. Thus, each thing, 
according to its individual nature, may also have its secrets. 
In principle there is no difference between the affairs of swords
manship and worldly things. In the affairs of swordsmanship a 
person is concerned with his Heart and learns to discriminate 
precisely between what is right and wrong, true and false 
about it. He then practises this in daily life, and if he is 
fortunate enough to reach the stage where what is wrong can 
no longer defeat what is right, then that alone can be a great 
gain! 

'It is essential that the H eart be clear and unhindered. It is 
essential that the Life Force be strong and constant. Heart and 
Life Force are basically one. To make it clearer: they arc like 
flame and kindling. The flame does not decide whether it will be 
large or small. If, however, t here is not sufficient firewood then 
the flame will not possess great strength. If the wood is damp, 
the flame will not burn brightly. All the functions or the humaH 
body are called forth by the Life Force. Therefore, a person 
whose Life Force is strong will not become ill, wind and cold, 
heat and dampness will be nothing to him. A person whose Life 
Force is weak, however, is susceptible and receptive to evil 
influences. If the Life Force is sick, the Heart suffers pain and 
the body is s ickly. A medical work says, "The hundred illnesses 
all spring from the Life Force" . H e who does not know about the 
changes which the Life Force undergoes 111so docs not know the 
origin of illnesses. Therefore, it is of utmost importance that a 
person develop a strong and livcly Life Force. 
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'There is a Way for developing a strong and lively Life Force. 
If the Heart is not ciear, the Life Force will stray from the ,ray 
and begin to move erratically. If the movement of the Life 
Force is confused, it will lose its dominance over strength and 
decisiveness and, through imperfect knowledge, block the light 
of the Heart. And if the Heart is dark and the Life Force moves 
erratically, then, though the Life Force of his blood may be 
lively, a person's actions will nevertheless not be free. The Life 
Force of the blood is s hort-lived and without roots, and the 
results of its motion are inettectual. All of these things can be 
examined and recognized in swordsmanship. Therefore, the 
beginner must first fulfil his human obligations, such as filial 
piety and brotherly love, and free himself from human desires. 
If human desires no longer move arbitrari ly, then the Life 
Force is collected and unhindered. It is strong and decisive and 
eftectively sustains the light of the Heart. If the Life Force is not 
strong, then the person is indecisive about things. He takes 
refuge from this indecisiveness in imperfect knowledge and 
obscures the illumination of the Heart. That is called: "going 
astray". 

' It is exactly the same in swordsmanship. Its essence consists 
of calmness of spirit and harmony of the Life Force, the spon
taneity of reactions, and the natural pursuit of techn ique. Yet 
he who does not develop a strong and lively Life Force at the 
very beginning, who docs not sweep aside imperfect knowledge 
and exert his superiority over the opponent, and he who does 
not possess a temperament able to bring down a wall of iron , 
he will not succeed in attaining mastery and penetrating to the 
essence of spontaneous behaviour and naturalness. What he 
considers spontaneity is emptiness and what he considers 
balance is sluggishness. Ye~, that is not true only of swordsman
ship. Whether one practises the art of archery, horsemanship 
or any of the other arts that one desires, if one does not first 
have nn unbending will and develop a strong and lively Life 
Force, then nothing will come of these eHorts. In its pristine 
state, the Life Force is strong and lively and is the source of life. 
Only man neglects its care. And because he inflicts harm upon 
it through imperfect knowledge, it becomes unsettled and weak 
and does not fulfil its function. 

'This is true of all things of th is world. As I discussed earlier, 
the Life Force determines the functions of the entire body by 
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way of the Heart. That should be examined and seen in one's 
own body. If a person simply reads it or hears it from other 
people but does not prO"e it in his own body, then the Principle 
remains mere theory and does not become functional, for that is 
only possible through practice. This is an examplc of what is 
called: "the scholarship of obscure theory". In scholarship, in 
thc arts, and ill all things it is thus: if a person hears of their 
Principle, then examines all that he has heard in his own body 
and recognizes it in his Heart, only then does he attain thc 
perfect knowledge of that which is right and wrong about things, 
that which is casy and what is difficult. That is called practice.' 

IV 

One asked: 'In the art of the spear there are traditional methods 
of handling the straight spear, the spear with a cross-shaped 
blade, the spear with a hook-shaped blade, the spear that is 
sheathed, and still others.68 Which one of these is the most 
advantageous?' 

He answered: ' What a stupid question! It is the spear with 
which one thrusts. Dut what helps a person attain freedom in 
thrusting is his own self and not the weapon. Now, whether a 
person uses a sickle, a spear whose shaft is hooked, or a sheathed 
spear - relying upon the experience of those who have preceded 
him, he takes care to utilize all of the advantages of every typc, 
perfectly to master all the possible ways of handling each 
weapon, and thus to attain freedom in the use of each. Now, he 
who studies the theoretical principles of each type will, because 
hc has practised with his specialized weapon from the very 
beginning, be able to handle this weapon to which he is 
accustomed to a greater adyantage than any other weapon. 
Yet when he progresses and ultimately finds the way to himself, 
then even a cudgel beeomes a spear in his hands. Although 
schools may henceforth assemble their studcnts and teach 
them that in order to be yictorious one must proceed in this 
fashion with a spear that has a cross-formed blade, and in that 
fashion with a straight spear or with a sheathed spear, and that 
one must handle a hooked-blade in this or that way - I , in any 
case, teach my student'i to do justice to another weapon. I 
explain to them nothing more than the benefits of the weapon 
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of their own self. For if thcy have not mastered that, then it is 
useless for thcm to wicld the weapon of their particular school. 
It may be a great mistake for a person to consider only the 
weapon to be the essential thing and to think of nothing else 
but that the spear with a cross-shaped blade is something that 
is uscless onee it has pierced the opponent, and that the hooked
blade spear is something that will stop the shaft of a straight
blade spear! Despite that, however, a person must first and 
foremost master this knowledge. That is essential! If he mis
understands it, then he will fall victim to the mistakes of the 
beginner. But for those who no longer need to be initiated into 
the basics, I will briefly describe the art of collecting the Life 
Force. That is something that even children can understand!69 

'First, lie flat on your back and relax the shoulders, relax 
the chest and shoulders both right and left, extend the arms 
and legs comfortably, lay the hands Oil the free area beside the 
navel, relax completely and dispel all thoughts. Do not allow 
the H eart to be distracted by anything, release any tension in 
the Life Force, draw it down to yourself, let it fill the entire 
body down to the fingertips. :\ow count, as in the breath
counting meditation of the Zen Illonks, your inhaling breaths 
and exhaling breaths. At the start of this exercise the inhaling 
and exhaling will be vigorous. When, after a whilt-, the breaths 
calm down, then the Life Force is enlivened and it will seem as 
if it could fill hefl\"en nml earth. Therc i ... no holding the breath, 
no exertin g the Life Force. This exercise enli\"c!!s the Life FOT('e 
by allowing it to fill one's inside. He who is suHering from 
tension at the time will surely feel pain in the area between the 
chest and the stomach, the seat of this illness. This pain is 
caused by the mO\'cmellt of II tense and rigid Life Force and 
arises from the latter's desire to establish harmony. The stoma('h 
will rumble. At this point one often heeomes afrflid of the sick 
fecling ill the stomach and stops exercising. Then it is not 
possible to regain that state of relaxation and abundance of Life 
Furce which existed lit the begiwling of the exercise, aud one 
must gently apply pressure to and rub the stomach. )Iassaging 
too strongly will stimulate the undesirable mo\·ing l .ife Force 
and one will become less pea('('fui tlHl.Il eW'r. It is unusual for 
severe attacks to result. 

' It is generally true that if one places one's hand for a long 
time upon any spot on the hody, the Life Force will collect 
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at t his spot. Therefore t he hand is not u sually laid upon a s pot 
where the Life Force a lready is, but on a spot where it is not 
yet present. A person with illnesses cen t red i n his back will most 
assuredly feel p ain there. Then h e must sim ply p revent his 
Life Force from congesting. The way to do t his is to relax the 
chest and shoulders. When they have been relaxed by extending 
both shoulders away from one another, then t he Life Force will 
flow freely. This is t he a rt of using the body to help rclease 
tcnsion from the Life Force. If the Life Force ccases to circulatc, 
t he Heart will also stop, and if the Heart is tensed, the Life 
Force is also t ensed; H eart and Life Force are a unity. The 
primary purpose of t his exercise is to break up congestion in t he 
Li fe Force and , t hereby, to b alance out its inconsistencies . 

'To g ive an example : it is like a person r emoving a s warm of 
ants that covers his ent ire body, cleansing the body, donning 
new clothes and relax ing in a beautiful spot. In S hinto there 
is what is called Inner Cleanliness and Outer Cleanliness. Inner 
Cleanliness means to cleanse t he H eart and free it f rom the dirt 
of selfish thoughts and unbridled fantas ies, to return to o ne's 
true s tate of desirelessness and selflessness, and to nurture one's 
original, inborn, heavenly nature. Outer Cleanl iness means to 
keep thc body c lean, bring order to one's c lothes and lodging, 
properly c hannel thc Life Force, and to reinforce Inner Clean
liness by not allowing t he undesirable Li fe Force of the Outside 
to invade the Inside. Outside and Inside are basically o ne and 
t he same. Without Inner Cleanliness there is no Outer Clean
liness . Heart and Life F orce are basically a un ity. By circulating 
t hrough the body, t he Life Force allows t he Hcart to function. 
Thc Heart is its soul. Since it has no form, i t i s superior to this 
Life }'orce. If one d isciplines the Life Force, t he Heart will 
become peaceful of its own accord , yet if t he Li fe Force moves 
ind iscriminately, it will cause t.he Heart pa in. An example: if a 
ship sa ils forth smoothl y, the passengers are calm, but if the 
waves rise and the s hip i s endangered, t hey are not calm. At t he 
beginning of one's study, one must undertake first to dissolve 
the congestion in t he Life Force and thereby still the H eart , 
to enliven the Li fe Force and t hereby liberate the Heart. 

' I have told o f an exercise fo r collccting t he eonfuscd and 
agitated Life Force while lying prone, for releasing t he un
balanced Life Force a nd making it peaceful. If one practises 
t his exereise fo r five to seycil or ten t.o twent.y days, onc will 
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spontaneously experience a feeling of bliss. Out of this bliss
fulness onc will practise the art more and more intensively. 
If the Life Force is collected, it cannot fail to be enlivened. 
One will no longer suffer the misguidance of a sluggish Life 
Force. Since the Life Force fills the entire body, by even 
slightly enlivening the Heart, the Life Force is also enlivened. 

'Now, when a person arises at midday, he assumes an appro
priate posture, enlivens the Life Force and lets it fill his entire 
body. As with Nio-Zazen of t he Shozan schooJ,7° one should 
remain seated for some time and collect one's Life Force. But 
while doing so, it is not absolutely necessary to light incense, 
remain for a specified length of time or to sit in a meditative 
posture. By sitting in one's usual posture, one assumes a proper 
attitude and enlivens the Life Force, nothing more than that. 
Since it is done for only a short time, it can be done several 
times during the day in hours of leisure. This behaviour 
strengthens one's constitution, allows the blood to flow freely 
and without congestion, assures the ever-presence of the Life 
Force, and prevents illness from arising of itself. But if a 
person does not assume the proper attitude, the Life Force will 
not achieve balance. 

'The same is true for the standing exercise. It is all the same 
whether one sits facing another person, whether one is con
fronted with a problem oris pursuing an activity. If the chest and 
shou lders are relaxed, the Life Foree will achieve balance and be 
free of congestion, one must concentrate on filling the entire 
body with it right to the fingertips. Whether a person is singing 
letting his voice ring out. is eating his rice, drinking his tea or 
walking along a road, if he continually strives to achieve this 
state, then in time it will become a permanent condition and he 
will enliven his Lifc Forcc in a thoroughly natural way. And if 
it has become, so to speak, a permanent condition, then . his 
reactions to unexpected incidents will also be quick. If a person 
is sluggish, the Life Force atrophies and functions only slowly. 
Apathy and negligence are very similar to one another, but arc 
still different things. That is something one will discover on 
one's own. If even the young, uneducated beginner guides his 
Heart in this way, the effort costs him no strain and the result<; 
are easily realized. 

'The following is true for children's games, the tea ccremony, 
ball games, and for the entire range of the arts: if the Life Force 
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is not balanced and lively, stillness and movement will have no 
form , the flow of the movements of the hands and the feet will 
lack beauty, and reactions will be inhibited. If a person suddenly 
remembers to practise this in the moment he takes up his 
weapon, he then can indeed r enew his Life Force and rely upon 
his physical conditioning and technique to compose himself. 
Yet because hc behaves completely consciously when he docs 
this, the Life Force is unsteady and irresolute and performs 
with difficulty when the person is confronted by the unexpected. 
Yet if a person uses and exercises his Heart consistently, then' 
he will spontaneously react with propriety even at the most 
crucial moment. A p erson must simply keep his Li fe Force 
lively at all times and not allow it to faU into sluggish ways. A 
sluggish Life Force is a dormant Life Force, and a dormant Life 
Force lacks its non-material component . Thus, it docs not 
perform its function properly, and, what is more, it oftcn 
brings forth fear which causes a person to avoid th ings . On the 
other hand, if t he Life Force fills the en tire body and forms a 
living union with the H eart , then t here is no fright, there is no 
fear, and a person can handle even a suddcn change in t he 
situation with case. Dut a n unstable Life Force is rootless ~tnd 

lacks vitality. It Illay not seem t o be so, but it is. 
'In ancient t imes a Zen monk instructed a boy and sa id , 

" \Yhenever you go past a place of which you are afraid, you 
must tense the musclcs in your stomach as you pass it by, 
then thc fear will disappear" . That is good advice. A tensed 
stomach area draws the Life Force downwards and coll ects it 
in the lower port ion of the body, and after a short time it fills 
out a ll of the inner space and becomes strong. Fear and fright 
arise because the Life Force is gone from below and has settled 
in the upper areas of the body. 

'One can observe that ordinary people often walk as t hey do 
beeause they have shifted their centre of grav ity upwards, 
and because they maintain thcir balance with t heir heads or 
rub their limbs against one another. A pcrsOIl who walks 
correctly has no movcment above t hc hips. Because he walks 
with his legs, his body is qu iet, his inner organs do not rub 
arrainst one another, and his bodv docs not tire. Th is can b e o . 
observed in the walk of a scdan -chair bearer. I f t he Life Force 
of a person who approaches bearing a sword or a spear is clouded 
and unhalanced. he will not S lH'('('('rl in wnlkill~ with his legs. 
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If a person, following the mo'·ements of his head, rubs his 
limbs against one another, he will damage his body. The Life 
Force is aroused, and the Heart is not tranquil. When grasping a 
sword, the right hand is forward, when grasping a spear, then 
it is the left. While standing a person keeps ready the foot with 
which he will take his first step. One must constantly discipline 
oneself in all things. Whether a person is walking along a road, 
sitting, sleeping or talking with somebody, he must be attentive 
to this. 

'In observing the foot movements of the sarugaku dancers, 
one notices that they keep all of their toes bent, thereby keeping 
ready the foot with which they will takc their next step, and they 
walk by leading with the heel. This is more than a peculiarity 
of style particular to their class. By keeping ready the foot 
with which they will take their next step, they are free in the 
use of their feet. Thus, the Life Force of the dancer flows back 
into his self and is not diverted by his partner. It is exactly the 
same with the foot and body movements of a ball player. When 
a good sarugaku dancer enters the stage from the rear, he does 
not trip and fall. That is because his Life Force is vibrant and 
fills his entire body, he is coUected and hel~'\"Y low in his body and 
light abo,·e, and his movement is balanced; his voicc resounds 
because he breathes from below thc navel upwards. When a 
poor dancer enters the stage, he trips and falls e\"en O\"er the 
smallest obstacle. That is because hc - not being hea,"y or 
anchored below, having an unbalanced and sluggish Life 
Force - breathes from the upper part of the chest, his centre 
of gravity is high and below is nothing. \\"hcne,·er a good singer 
drops his voice to the tone 'ry(), his stomach below his na,'el 
swells powerfully with air. 

'Through constant self-examination, all of these things can 
be recognized. Thus, he who is light below and moves his centre 
of gravity upwards, will tire quiekly when he walks. That is 
true not only for the examples presented here. If a person 
concentrates upon every perception of the eyes and the cars and 
examines each one, then he will understand that he must be 
concerned with all things between hea\'en and earth. Xo one 
can ever say that the world has nothing more to teach him. 
For there is always something that is superior to him and he 
strh·es towards that. ~Ian will never reach the realm where 
there exists nothing slIp('rior towards whi('h he could strive. It 
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says in a work about strategy " If you accompany your master 
on a march, you should contemplate the abundance of blessings 
which the earth oUers all around you in the mountains and 
ri vers". A famous army commander of ancient times observed 
the work of the farmers and provincials and devoted his heart to 
it, and there are many people who have attained absolute 
perfection in this as in other arts. Do not limit yourself to 
strategy! If a persoll continually directs his Heart towards all 
things of this world , he will share generously in its abundance. 
But the person who is foolish and empty is as good as dead. 
Things offer themsel ves to him, bu t he docs not reach out to them.' 

One asked: 'Strategy is the art of intentionally mislead ing 
people. Does that not mean that to fulfil oneself in this way is to 
encourage our imperfect knowledge and to inflict injury upon 
the Heart?' 

H e spoke: 'When the nobleman uses it, then it is a means of 
preserving the peace of the empire. When t he ordinary person 
uses it, he causes himself harm by it, and it may become a 
means of inflicting pain upon others. Yet that is true o f all 
things. If a person directs his will upon the Way before anything 
else and does not allow himself to be led astray by a selfish 
Heart, then he may even acquire the art of thieves and robbers 
and it will be a great help to him in defending himself against 
t hieves and robbers, without ever weakening his desire to follow 
the right Way. However, if the will places the greatest import
ance on emotions, desires, profit, and evil deeds, and a person 
pu rsues his study with these things in mind, then even the works 
of saints a nd sages will serve to encourage imperfect know
ledge. Therefore, a person must first guide his will along the 
proper path and then, without letting himself be diverted from 
it, take up a ll things of this world in the course of his study. 

'If a person were to stud y the strategic arts without sub
ordinating hi ... self to the right \Yay, then he would find great 
joy in the words fame and profit, his spirit would be swayed b y 
t hem, and, by emphasizing the artifices that spring from im
perfect kuowledge, he would without fail make the mistake of 
considering this to be the \ray of the warrior. H e who stud ies 
swordsmanship and masters it, but then uses it to become a 
successful highwayman and considers that to be the \ray of the 
hero, will hring injury to his hody through t he art. But that is 
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not the fault of the art; the wrong will is responsible for it. 
'Benkei and Kumasaka were equal as Masters of swordsman

ship. They were both men of animal strength, equally endowed 
with intelligence and cleverness. Benkei used these gifts to 
fight loyally for his master, while Kumasaka used them to 
pursue his thieving ways. Therefore, no single plan makes up 
the Way of the warrior. What does make up the Way o f the 
warrior is that he uses s uch a plan to prove his loyalty in battle. 
The fact that Benkei struck his master Yoshi tsunc with a cane 
at the border station of Ataka in the province o f J\:aga is not 
loyal in itself.11 That by doing so h e helped his master out of 
trouble, that was loyal. The act is judged by the results; it is 
foolish to judge it only by the action. 

'Strategy is the art of calling up a number of soldiers and 
making necessary preparations, of not allowing the e nemy to 
destroy one's own camp, but rather of using surprise troops and 
destroying the e nemy through clever planning. H e who becomes 
an enemy of goodness by employing evil is a b andit. Can one 
a fford , however, to make no preparations and to proceed 
without a plan , to fight illogically, to fall into the plans o f the 
enemy, and to allow one's own loyal soldiers to bleed for the 
sake of a bandit? If I am a l\las ter of the art of planning, then 
I fi rst make my preparations and do not become the victim of 
the e nemy's plans. Yet if J am not a Master ot this art, I a m the 
victim of the e nemy. How could wc gct along without this art? 

'There are many things to consider in this art of planning, 
to be sure, but it will only succeed if it does not run counter t o 
humaneness. A plan which runs counter to humaneness remains 
ineffectual , no matter how cleverly it is conceived. Xo matter 
how often a doctor may read his books nor how well he may 
know his cures, if he does not know the actual causes o f the 
illness and simply dispenses his medici ne at random, then 
instead of bringing abou t a cure he will only c reate more ill
nesses. The knowledge of the Held commander exists i n his 
knowledge of humaneness. If a field commander is not trust
worthy, just, and does not love people, then h e a lso does not 
know about humaneness . If there is no humaneness at work 
then his plan will only bring disaste r - the past and the present 
teach this clearly enough. It is like the docto!' who randoml y 
dispenses his medicine and by doing so simply c reates more 
illnesses . If thf' enemy storms forth , hilt I know mysdf to he in 
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harmony with the \\'ay, then humaneness on my part is like a 
suit of metal armour. Why then should J fea r the plan of t he 
enemy·? If, on the other h and, the enemy is i n h armon y with 
the Way and no humaneness is a t work on my side, then m y 
own plans will remain inerreetual. Therefore, it is absolutely 
essential that the field commander possess humaneness . 

' What warriors study today are only the traces of the 
strategic art of famou s commanders, the dregs of the ancients. 
But a commander is m{'usurecl according to t his: that he learns 
from the dregs of the aneients and extracts c lear liquid from 
them. In the infantry, a w arrior i s measured b y how he 
performs his duty, and , according to this duty, whether h e 
does the right thin g at the r ight moment. Company leader. 
escort , scout, courier - they each have their particular du ty. 
The ad \'a nce guard, f1ank t roops, rcar guard, and reserve troops 
- they eaeh hu\'c their own rules for handling ra ised spear, 
lowered spear, and for retreat. If one does not know these rules, 
one cannot respond properly. Troops arc o fte n completely 
annihilated on accoun t of one s mall mistake in an attack on a 
fortress or in d efence of a fort ress, in it sneak attack , in a night 
attac k, or night- time iln·as ion. '1'0 be in such it situation and 
not know what to do is more dangerous than to attempt 
crossing a wide stream wi t hou t being able to swim.' 

One asked : ' If r deceive the e nemy by mea ns o f it plan, then 
the e nemy can also trick m e wi t h the help of a plan. But how 
can it be that I alone possess knowledge and t he entire rest of 
the world is ignoran tF 

He answered: 'What you speak of, in truth , is t he usual way 
in which the a ncients are imitated. The go and chessplayers have 
had their established Illon~s since ancient times, and although 
it may appea r t ha t one can do no more t han to learn them 
thorough ly, the master player i s s uccessful in arriving a t n ew 
combinat ions not included in them. To imi tate the es tablished 
go moves and copy the ancient chess combinations is t o l earn a 
plan. Yet once these ha ve been l earned, t hen the player develops 
addi t ional. new stratf'g ies from them and therehy decides t he 
uuteome of till' gam('. This is how it is with all things in this 
world: they II rc not always imita tions, e\'en t hough they may 
appear to be so . And it is the same with strat.egic planning. 
E fH'h ('omma ndcr, H('cord in,g to his own tnknt.s, lWts at the 
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proper moment on the basis of his knowledge of the ancients' 
plans, and, as regards the art of using surprise troops, if the 
situation demands them, then thc proper orders will issue forth 
from the commander's inncr being. The good commanders of 
ancient times obsernd thc activity of fishermen, woodcutters, 
and farmers, immediately learned them, and created a new art 
from them, which they often uscd in their campaigns. If a 
person continually focuses his awarcness 011 it, he will recognize 
that e\'erything which he sees or hears contributes to the art of 
planning. Y ct, if he first docs not know the plans of the ancients, 
then his subsequent study will haH' no firm foundation. It is 
exactly the same in scholarship. If a person does not equip 
himself with what has been passed down from ancient times, 
then he will not be able to comprehend the \Yay, which itself 
is not apprehensible. By foreH'r approaching all things with 
his lIeart, a person Inakes enrything which hc sees alld hears a 
mean,,, of exercising his Hcart, and in an emergency he will be 
able to gin himself completely to the situation at hand. In 
battle, if the greater power is on the side of the enemy, then it is 
diOicult to maintain one's freedom as in a one· to-one confronta
tion. It is essential to ponder continually the knowledge pa.'ised 
down from the ancients and develop laws from it, to train the 
soldiers thoroughly, and take care that stratcgy develops freely 
at the same time. 

' Wc may be prospering today by rca!'>on of the l.'OHcealed 
\'irtue of our forefathers. Yet should ('Yen a single thought 
cause a person to stray ollly slightly from the Way, there arise 
the most di,-erse confusions of the Heart . and in the end that 
pCrsOIl enters the world of the Ten,!!u. exhausts the concealed 
"irtue of his forefathers. and disaster follows faster than an 
arrow nies. }o'ear this and guard ~'ourst'lf from it! '1'0 belong to 
the world of the 'l'en/:ru is boldl~' to display 011('\ limited know
ledge and despise men , to rejoice in the confusion of men and 
thereby create a world of good and e\'i l, profit and loss; it is not 
to understand what it meAns to rcjoil'c in nothingness, to mnkr 
desi re!'> one's main concern, and not to rellet't upon oneself. lie 
who deelares himself one (of the Tcngu) will he called good, and 
he who does not deelare himself onc will he called e,-il. One 
lea\'cs thc world's eonceptions of good and e,-i1 outside the 
stockade walls of one's own selfishness, hatcs that, lo\'es this, 
is angry or RIlIH),\-ed 8ml the Henrt is ne\-cr calm. The Buddhist 
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calls this: "Drink hot water three times a day and set your 
body on fire". The pain of this heat throws a person into the 
most varied states of motion, causes him to commit evil deeds, 
and brings harm upon others. 

'You must certainly discipline your Heart and collect your 
Life Force, leave behind you the world of demons, go out into 
the world of mankind, and aspire to the Way. Because you have 
long snouts and beaks and wings, you consider yourselves 
superior to men and lead the ignorant by the nose. But your 
long snouts, pointed beaks and light wings only bring pain to 
the H eart and injury to people. In scholarsh ip as in swords
manship it is only a matter of knowing oneself. If one knows 
oneself, then the Inner Being is clear and one is consciously 
attentive to oneself. Therefore, when that point has been 
reached, one can have no enemy. Only when a person commits 
an error out of ignorance, is it not his own fault but a fault that 
rests with heaven. He who does not know himself also does not 
know mankind. He whose Heart, trapped within himself, leads 
him to deceive and defeat another will himself be struck down 
by his victim directly in the weak spot that is his Heart trapped 
within itself. H e who attacks another out of greed will find his 
greed set in motion, and he will himself be struck down by his 
victim directly in the weak spot that is this motion. He who 
suppresses others through force will be struck down by those 
persons in the very spot where the force exhibits its inherent weak
ness. This is equally true for scholarship as for swordsmanship. 

'Only IH~ who thoroughly knows himself nnd is free from 
greed is not vulnerable. He cannot be broken by force nor 
moved by greed nor deceived by tricks. Although 1 have con
templated this and have always been aware of myself, I am st.ill 
110t free from the lower emotions. The only thing I havc even 
sl ightly transcended is "drinking hot water" . I am still a 
Tengu. One day I may well go out into the world of men and 
comprehend the Way. H ere I haw only presented to ~·ou a 
little of what I han heard myself: 

With that. he concluded his speech. Grass and trees trembled. 
the mountains roared, and thc valleys echoed in reply. A wind 
rose and blew in my face - I opened my eyes and realized tlmt. 
it had all been a dremn. What hnd appeared to me to be a 
mOllntain was a screell. With a 1){)IIJH:iing heart. T fnullo m~·sf'lf 
Iyin)! ill my bedroolll. 
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I n Conciusi()!t 

I had a guest. He criticized this book and said, 'What you 
discuss there makes the Principle clear and is satisfactory. 
Yet in your discussion about the changes which the Life Force 
undergoes, you do not explain how one acquires an appropriate 
technique. It is useful to those who are old, sick and prcoccupied 
for strengthening their wills. nut it is inadequate for someone 
who practises swordsmanship. ' 

I replied, '1 am not a swordsman. How cou ld I wish to lead a 
person in that realm? I have merely loved the art of swordsman
ship since my youth and have had close acquai ntance with 
men of the art. J have attempted to draw knowledge from their 
technique, examined t.he changcs of m y own Life Force and 
cured its weaknesses. I have heard about their Principle and 
striven for enlightenment of the Heart. And whenever from time 
to time I found agreement in my Heart, I recorded it, and only 
my youthful naivety has caused me to present it publicly. I 
sincerely beg of you, my friend, to attribute it to my youth fu l 
naivety. At t he same time, I feared t.he abuse of the experts 
that my many words might engender. So as not to give up 
com pletely, I have put the words in the mouths of the Tcngu 
and t hus made it seem that they were not to be taken seriously. 
H ow could I alone have ever claimed as the t ru th a little volume 
entitled "('onversations Heard in R. Dream"?' 
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APPENDIX I 

Japanese Names 
forSlVorJsmanship 
throughout Histor~ 

The phenomenon most often called 'swordsmanship' in this work 
has manifested many contradictions and variations in character. 
Accordingly, the Japanese have frequent ly changed its name 
during the course of their history. At times they favoured 
one generally accepted name and at others used sC"cral names 
at the same time. 72 Although the word keJ~do appeared very 
early in China,73 it only came into use in Japan during the 
Tokugawa Period (1603-1R67) and into common usage in the 
)leiji Period (I N68-1912). The name lachikaki.74 appears in the 
Niho/lsllUk!~ (720), yolo (l.:alaJul wo J/lochi-yu)15 in the Ryo ItO 
Gige (883), anngekktn in the KaUiiso (751).1& Later appeared the 
words lachiuchi (Hcian, Kamakura, and Jluromaehi Periods) 
and hyo/io lojulsu, folio, kenpo, and kenjut8u , all in use con
currently.?? Of these several names, gekken and kenjutsu were 
preferred duting the time from t he mid-Tokugawa Period to th{" 
end of the l\leiji Period. The usage of the name J.:endO was 
considerably more limited. Another 'l'okugawan name was 
hyoh(j-.~liigeki. The term I.:tJmlO has been preferred since the 
M('iji Period, the reason being perhaps that swordsmanship had 
progressively lost its purely military aims following thc Toku
gawa Pcriod and assumed the dual character of a ' Way' leading 
to the individual's personal character development and of a 
sport, and to this end the sharp blade was replaced by the 
bamboo shaft (shiJUd). The name krntiij was also retained, 
howe,'er, for the swordsmanship which was practised exclusively 
as It sport. This term has hePIl in official usage sincc 1 !l2(i. 7 8 



APPENDIX 2. 

Important Schools 
of 

Sworasmansbip 

One of the first schools wh ich can be dated with some certainty 79 

is the SHI ;\TO-I!Yli or T E::\'S IlI N-SIIODF.N-S III NTO-RYC . The 
trad it ion of this school is closely related to Shinto thought, as its 
name clearly indicates. Its founder lishino (lizasa) Ch6isai 
came from the province of Shimosa, t he village I izasa (Iishino) 
in Katori , and during his youth had been in the service of the 
shogun Ashikaga Yoshimasa (H36- flO ). He laler returned to 
his home and endeavoured to penetrate the divine secrets of 
swordsmanship through the practice of j'atori-j ingii. 80 H e 
attained enlightenment after prolonged and unrelenting 
study, 81 and on this basis founded his school, from which many 
other schools developed such as the Slil:\"TO- ltY l; (1I0KI" D EN

UYU), the AIUMA+In'L', t he I(; J[l U-RYI " and others. It is not 
possible to provide t.he exact dates of thcse events, if their 
historic authenticity is indeed accepted. The founding o f the 
school can well be placed in the mid-fifteenth century si nce 
Iisaza Chosai died in 1488 or 1-I-R9 . It is also impossible for us to 
determine t he exact goa ls and tcchniques of the S IlI ~TO- IIYt: 

since contemporary sources are rare. It was not until the 
Tokugawa Period that extensive modifications (the writings of 
the school arc apocryphal) Icd to the establishment of a detailed 
regimcntntion. That is also true of the above-named sub
schools. 82 

The forefather of the SIIIN T UO- It YC (also BOKUO ";l'\ -ItYli or 
KAS IIIMA S III NT O-UYL') is Tsukaware llokuden (1-1-90- ]571 ). 
He learned the traditions of Choisai's S III :\"TO-II Y( · from his 
father and oldcr brother but was apparently dissatisfied with it 
in thAt form since he is said to have joined the KAGf':-InT under 
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Kamiizumi Hidetsuna for a t ime. Xonc of this, however, can 
be clearly determined. 83 

At the height of his fame Rokuden travelled through the 
land with great pomp. In Kyoto, the famous shoguns Ashikaga 
Yoshiteru (1536-65), H osokawa Yl'isai (1534-1610), and 
Kitabatake Tomonori (1528- 76) were his students. Bokuden 
distinguished himself in numerous duels and battles. Also 
famous is his last pocm from the Bokuden I kuIlSli8 8f ( B ol.:udClt 
H yakushil), a collection of waka, in which he deals with topics 
from the interrelationship between swordsmanship and the 
professional warrior. It reads: 

A H eart devoted 
to study - when technique 
goes astray 
so must the Heart, 
lead on by technique's folly.8 5 

The AltlMA·RYC 86 also belongs to the group of schools that 
derived from the SIIIl\TO-ItYU of Iisaza Choisai. It was founded 
by Arima Genshin (dates unknown), a student of Matsumoto 
J\lasanohu (1468- 152.,), whose importance to the development 
of ancient swordsmanship is as a transmitter of the kashima 
tradition and student of Choisai, although he never founded his 
own school; Yamada calls his movement KASHIMA S III N·RVl!.87 

The A ltl MA·n v u then merged into the TAKEMORHIYl' during the 
mid-Tokugawa Period. 88 

Another school modelled upon the SIIINTO-RYU is the ICHlU

Il.Yl!1It (IC lII lHIA S III NTO-RYU) of l\lorooka Ichiu (dates un
known) during the Bunroku Era (1592-6). He was probably 
a student of 'l'sukawara Bokuden. His life is surrounded by 
legends, often making a distinction between fiction and historic 
truth impossible. 90 Among his students were Iwama Oguma, 
Tsuehiko Doronosuke, and Negishi Tokaku, to whom is sup· 
posedly attributed the MIJIl\-I:VU. n 

The SlIINTO i\!CNEN·RYU of Fukui Yoshihira is also a school 
of the SIIIl\TO-Ryt; tradition, founded relatively late (era of 
H oreiki , 1751- 64). 

The following are some of the basic movements that belong 
to the traditional line of t he CIIUJO-UYU,92 the second of the 
four early schools o f the Muromaehi Period: TOMlTA-RYU, 

II ASI-;CAWA-ItY\.T, KANK\L\KI-RYlI, TOnA-HYP, ITTO-IlVU, 
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:\IKAlDo-nYu, and GA:\-UYl". The dates of Chlijo Xagahide, the 
founder of the C'JiuJO-RYlJ, arc not known. He was actiyc 
during the lifetime of the shogun Ashikaga Yoshimitsu (1358-
1408), who had supposedly called upon Chiiji5 to become his 
teacher. The founding of the school is placed in the era of Dei 
(139-l-H28).1I3 The Ka.njo-shoow and other works indicate that 
Nagahide studied swordsmanship with the monk Jion of 
Jufukuji in Kamakura, yet the latter's existence is doubtful. 94 

Although Nngahide had numerous students and many new 
schools arose from his, the direct lineage of the C'lIL'JO-R\T is not 
entirely clear. The traditional opinion based on the Kanjij 
shoow is that it proceeded by way of Kai Buzen no Kami and 
Ohashi Kangeyuzaemon, but Yamada casts doubt on this. 9~ 

Various members of the Tomita family of Eehizen have bern 
credited with the founding of the TOMITA-IC\T: i6 Tomit.a 
KurOeffion Naga' ie, a contemporary of the shogun Ashikaga 
Yoshimasa (U36-90), his son Kage'ie, his grandson Kagemasa , 
and his great-grandson Shigemasa (156+- 1625). Naga 'ie 
supposedly learned Chlijo swordsmansh ip from Ohashi 
Kangeyuzaemon, and from that time the tradition continued 
in the family without interruption. According to Yamada. 
Shigemasa first gave the school its name. He was very famous 
and bore with great pleasure - he was Echigo no Kami - the 
epithet 'Myojin Echigo', the famous man (from) Echigo. 

The TODA-ItYU 97 is certainly vcry closely connected with the 
TOMITA-\tYU, but here too it is dimcult to identify its founders 
and perpetuatorsj i8 Yamada's facts are contradictory. Its 
founding has been attributed to Todn (Tomita) Seigen, the 
brother of Tomita Kagemasa, and Toda Echigo no Kami 
Tsunayoshi. Yamazaki Sakon Shogen (GorOcmon) is considered 
by Sh6shi Muncmitsu to be the perpetuator of the TOMITA-I!'T 

and by Yamada to be the perpetuator of the TOIM-II\T." The 
dates of his life are unknown. 

Information regarding the HASEGA WA-HYt' and the KAK'E1IIAKl

ItYl, IOO is also scarce. Hasegawa Soki (dates unknown) is said 
to have been a student of Tomita Gorozaemon, he was active 
during the lifetime of Toyotomi Hidctsugu (1568- 95). The 
school was founded during t he era of Tensho (1573-92). 

The KAr>EMAKE-UYU was fou nded by Kanemaki Jisai Michiie 
(dates unknown) in the era of Keicho (1596-1615). He studied 
with Tomita Kagemasa and lived during the early Tokugawa 
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Period. He enjoyed the same high regard as that of Hasegawa 
Soki and Yamazaki Rokurozaemon, whose schools were known 
as 'TOMITA 1'\0 SA:-lKE' - the 'Three Houses of Tomita Tradition'. 

One school that gave rise to many sub-schools was the 
ITTO_RYL 101 It can be traced from Ito Ittosai Kagehisa, a 
prominent personality whose main accomplishments also 
occurred during the early Tokugawa Period. Sources (Honcho 
Bugei-shOden, Shinsen Bujutsu-ryuso-ro"''U, Gekken-.rodan, and 
others) provide contradictory information concerning his 
lineage, lifetime, and activities. He may have been born in 
1550 or 1560, supposedly lived more than ninety years and 
came from Omi, Kaga, or lzu. lOt He entered the school of 
Kanemaki Jisai (1), wandered through all of Japan, had 
numerous duels, many students, and is attributed great suc
cesses. It is not known when he founded his own school. Yamada. 
places him in the cra of Keicho (J596-1615).103 Towards the 
end of his life, in the mid-seventeenth century, he supposedly 
returned to the province of Shimosa where he died. 

Ito IttiSsai's most important students and successors were: 
Ono JirOemon Tadaaki, (Mikogami Tenzen Tadaaki),I04 

died 1628, Ittosai's student, follower of Tokugawa Ieyasu 
(1542- 1616) and teacher of TOkugawa Hidetada (157R- I6:32). 
Tadaaki or his son Tadatsune (died 1665) is presumed to be the 
founder of thc OXO-HA ITl'O-Ji\'l: (era of Kanbun, 1661- 73); 

Ito Tenzen Tadanari106 (dates unknown) is the younger 
brother of Taadaki, founder of the ITO-If A l'ITO-R\T (also 
CHI;YA-HA ... , after the Sino-Japanese reading of the name 
Tadanari) in the era of H5ei (170-J.-.-ll); 

Kofujita Kangejuzaemon 1'oshinao,106 student of Itt6sai 
and founder of the YUISIIIN ITTO-ltYt:; 

Kaji Shin'emon 1\1asanao,107 died 1681 , student of Ono 
Tadatsune, founder of the KAJI-tlA I'ITO-RYU (era of 'fenwa, 
1681-84);108 

Terada GorOemon Muneari (1744-1825), founder of the 
TE~SHlN-I'ITO-RYU (era of Kansei, 1789--1801);1011 

Henmi Tashiro Yoshitoshi (1746-]838), founder of the 
KOGEN-l'ITO-aYU,110 who began studying swordsmanship under 
Sakurai Nagamasa; 

Chiba Shusaku Narismasa (1794---1855), founder of the 
HOKUSHIN-I'ITO-RYU (era of Tenpo, 1830- 44);111 

Ishiyama Sonroku (182R- ] 904). 
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The following arc also in the tradition of the CTlL'JO-tn.T: 

Matsuyama !\fondo, founder of the XIKAI})O-RYU (era of 
Keich6, 1596-1615);112 and 

Sasaki Sh6jiro, founder of the GAN-RYe (era of Keich6, 
]596-]615), whose historical authenticity is questionable. l1S 

Those are the most important schools of the CHliJO tradition. 
Legends also surround the origins of the KAGE-RYli,IU the 

third of the great early schools of swordsmanship. Aizu Hyuga 
no Kaml Ikb (H52-1588?), a descendant of the Murakami
Genji family Kitabatake, is credited with being its founder. At 
the age of thirty-six he left his home in Ise to travel throughout 
the country, settling at last in Udo, in the province of Hyiiga. 
It is here that he is said to have experienced divine revelation 
and founded his school during the era of Tenbun (1532- 55).lHi 
The tradition of the KAGE-IOT came by way of his son Aizu 
Koshichiro and Kamiizumi l\lusashi no Karoi Hidetsugu to 
Hidctsugu's son Kamiizumi l\Iusashi no Kami Kobutsuna (Ise 
no Kami Hidetsuna, about 1520- 77), who eventually founded 
his own school, the famous SHIX-KAGE-lnT,116 based on the 
KAGE-It\T of the era of Eiroku (1558- 70). Nobutsuna is one of 
the greatest personalities in the history of Japanese swords
manship. He participated in many of the battles which charac
terized his time. The component of his name 'nobu' (sinojap. 
shin) was honorarily bestowed upon him by Takeda Shingen 
(1521 _73).117 His art enjoyed such great renown that in 1571 
he was even commissioned to perform it before Ogimachi 
'fenno {1517- 93}, who loved swordsmanship and granted him 
noble rank.lI8 The SHIN-KAGE-ltYl' became one of the repre
sentative schools of the Tokugawa Period, and as Japanese 
swordsmanship par (;xcellence it even reached China - the 
U:u-pei-chih of the Ming-Chinese Mao Yl.i.an-i placed the date 
in the year 1561.11~ Nobutsuna had many famous students and 
successors, some of whom founded their own schools based on 
the SIlIN-KAOE-ItYU. The most important of these are: 

Shingo Izu no I(ami Muneharu (dates unknown), who had 
many students but never founded his own movement, and 

Yagyu Tajima no Kami Muneyoshi120 (1527- 1606), who was 
originally an adherent of the CtiUJO-RYU. In his now famous 
meeting with Kamiizumi Nobutsuna he recognized the 
superiority of the SHIN-KAGE-ltyU and, based upon it, eventually 
founded the YAGYIl STIll\-KAGI':-ItYl: (1565). Due to the close 
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relationship which he and his son Muncnori (1571 - 16"'6) had 
with Ieyasu Tokugawa, this school became the resident school 
of the Tokugawa shoguns together with the lITO-UYU" of Ito 
lttosai, and won great influence and popularity because of this 
official recognition. This school, which survives into the 
present, In was continued by l\[unenori's sons Yagyu Mitsuyoshi 
(1607- 50), Yagyu Munefuyu (1613-75), and others such as 
Araki l\lataemon (1601 - 38). A distinction is made between the 
YAGYl: SIIL\"'KAGE-HYU" (Yagyu. IHuneyoshi) and the YACYL:
ltYl", a modified and expanded form, originating with either 
l\Iunenori or Mitsuyoshi.122 

The YAG\T (SIIIN-KAG!~)-!tn' developed a particularly 
obyious and close relationship with Zen Buddhism_ Yagyu 
l\lunenori, who is accredited with a deep spirituality, maintained 
a friendship with Takuan Soho (1573-1645), the famous Zen 
abbot and adherent of swordsmanship, who in turn had 
influence with the shoguns Ieyasu and Hidetada,123 He is the 
author of the Pudi5chi-shinmyoroku, a work on swordsmanship 
written to l\lunenori, in which he interpreted the art completely 
in the context of Zen and set forth elearly the spiritual relation
sh ip between these two methods of self-realization_itf 

:Marume Kurando (1540- ] 029 or 1(34), also known as 
Marumc Kurando no Suke 'fessa i, together with Shingo 
Muneharu, Yagyil l\Iuneyoshi and H ikita Bungoro (see below), 
are called Shin-Kage-shitenno (Four Patron Saints of the 
SHIN-KAGE-nyu), It is not certain when l\larume Kurando was 
legitimately named by Kamiizumi Nobutsuna as a disciple of the 
SIIl~-KAGE-ItYt;, probably during the era of Eiroku (1558--70). 
His school, whose fou nding Yamada places in the era of 'l'ensho 
(l573-92), is known by two names: TA ISHA-nYU or SlIINKAN
It\"\'_ Okuyama Saemon Daifu Tadanobu (dates unknown), his 
student and successor, reformed the school and gave it the 
name SHINKAN-ItYU,125 

Hikita Bungo (Bungoro) Kagekane (died 10051 in China) is 
the founder of the HIKITA (KAGE)-ItYU. He is known for his 
refusal to fence before Kanpaku Toyotomi Hidetsugu (1568-95) 
because he believed that swordsmanship was not a game but, 
on the contrary, a matter of life and death, His school, founded 
during the era of '1'ensho (1573-92), was carried on by Yamada 
Fugessai and Nakai Shinpachi, 'l'era7.awa Hanbei, and Suga 
humi.u6 
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Okuyama Magojiro (Kinshige, Kyugasai, 1525--1602) was 
also a student of Kamiizumi Nobutsuna. Based on the latter's 
tradition, he established the S HIN-KAGE-RYU, also called the 
OKUYAMA-RYl' , during the era of Tensho (1578-92). He was 
highly respected by Tokugawa Ieyasu to whom he revealed the 
secret teachings of his schoo1. 127 

Tsukawara Bokuden, founder of the SIII:"To-un; (see p. 95), 
was also a follower of Nobutsuna's SItIN-KAGF.-R\T for a time 
and is, therefore, also considered one of its perpetuators. 

The fourth basic school of swordsmanship is the :"EX- Il\T. It 
is said to have been established during the era of 'fenbull 
(1532- 55) by the former monk Uesaka Yasuhisa of the Rinzai 
sect. Yamada prdcrs to identify it with the ) I .... XIWA XEN-U\T , 

whose origins arc not clear but whose iflter cxistencc is 
nrifiable.128 

The development of the MAN IWA NEN-Il\T is traced to the 
Zen monk Jion or Nen Osha (Soma Shiro Yoshimoto, twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries).ut Among his students was Higuchi 
Taro Kaneshige, from whose time the tradition cont inued 
with6ut interruption. The facts "ary ('olH'erning the agent who 
moved the seat of the family and the school to Maniwa in the 
area of Tago, the province of Kozuke, and thus gave rise to the 
name MANIWA NEN-RYU: Higuchi Sadakatsu (era of Keicho, 
]596-1615) and Higuchi Takash ige (1500) are named. Its 
daughter schools exist into the present. 130 

In addition to the movements spawned by the four main 
schools, theN' were numerous schools which arose during the 
Tokugawa Period that had more or less distinctive characters. 
This development was not limited entirely to the early or middle 
Tokugawa Period, but continued into the later years as well. 
The majority of thc schools did indeed arise in the time between 
1600 and 1700, particularly during the years of Keicho, Kanei , 
Kanbun, and Genroku. 131 The 1I1l"TO-n\T first appeared in the 
Meiji Period, but as a derivative of the ITTO-IlYl·. 131 

The N ITEN- ICIII- ln T goes bnck to Miyamoto l\lusashi (Niten) 
(1584-16-15), whose name dominated swordsmanship during the 
early Tokugawa Period. Niten is his Buddhist name (hogO).133 
The development of this man, known not only as a master 
swordsman but also as a painter and sculptor, reflects the entire 
development of the Japanese art of the sword from its exclusively 
warrior and battle-oriented origins to the high spiritualism it 
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reached under the influence of Zen Buddhism and Con
fucianism. 

Many facts concerning the life of Miyamoto l\Iusnshi are 
unclear. He was supposedly born in 158·~ (Tenshe. ]2) in the 
village of Miyamoto in the county Yoshino of Mimasaka, 
although some sources place him elsewhere. 13" He is a descend
ant of the Akamatsu lineage. In the foreword t.o his Gm'in //0 lllio 
he reports that he had felt drawn towards swordsmanship enn 
in his early youth - his father had also been famous for his skill 
with the sword. t ar. In order fully to realize his talents, 
:Miyamoto ~lusashi wandered through the country after fighting 
in the battle of Sekigahara (1600) (not definite). According to 
his own statement, he call take credit for having lost none of his 
numerous duels. l3S This prompted his question whether yictory 
alone could be the ultimate goal of swordsmanship. It wa." 
probably during those years of tranl when he denloped his 
double-sword technique which gan the name ~ITO-I!\'l'. or 
Two-Sword School, to his school. Yamada places the founding 
of the school in the era of Keich6 (lSH6--161S).137 His fame 
grew after the duel with the feared master of the G.\X-JtyC, 

Sasaki Sh6jiro (not historically verifiable), whom he killed with 
a single stroke of his wooden sword. In 163.40 he entered the 
service of Ogasawara 'fadazane; in 16..J.O he became a disciple 
of Hosokawa Tadatoshi in Kumamoto where he stayed until 
his death. While in seclusion there in the year 1634, he pro
duced his testament as a master of swordsmanship. the Gon'n 
no siLO, which in five volumes presents his view of the essence 
and principles of his school and of swordsmanship in general. 
Shortly before his death he entrusted it to his student Terao 
Katsunobu. Terao Nobuyuki obtained an early version of the 
Gorin no sho, the Hyo.hij.sanjug(J-ga-jo.138 

The successor school of the l'\ln;N-IClil-RYl.! of Miyamoto 
Musashi is the AOKI-HYL', also called t he XITO-TETSGJIK-RYl: or 
simply the TETS .... JIK-UyU of Aoki Kanae'ie Tctsujinsai.13 i 

MGSASJII-RY U and E~lItYO-ltyUUO are names for Miyamoto 
Musashi's movement that arose before its ultimate designation 
NITEN-ICHI-RYl' . Although they could claim their own adherents, 
they never actually developed distinctly individual traditions. 

There are divergent opinions as to whether the S III NKATATO

lIYl: is an entirely independent school as is, for example, the 
SITES-IeRI-nYU, or whether it may have derived from other 
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schools. It was founded by Iua Zesuiken )Iitsuaki (Hideaki) 
(164S- 1713) during the era of GCllroku (1688- 170-l.). He appears 
to have adopted elements from "arious schools (S!II:\"TO-U\T, 

HOKSHIKTO-RYU, YAG\T-RYU, ITrO-U\T). According to Yamada 
it is a direct derivation of the SHJ:\"To-nYl: , but this is un
certain. lu The tradition of the SHl:\"I(ATATO-lI\T continues into 
the present. Among its students was :Matsuura Sei7.an (1760-
J 8-1.1) who distinguished himself as historiographer of the 
sehool.u2 

Togo Shigekura was the founder of the JWE:\"-II\T (J56J -
1643). He was a follower of the Shimazu clan in Satsuma, and 
supposedly built his school on the precepts of the Soto monk 
Zenkichi. As a highly educated man, he excelled in other areas 
besides weapons artistry. The school denloped techniques 
(e.g. the so-called tatek;ucili)143 particularly befitting the sports
like character it assumed during the Tokugawa Period due to 
the lack of real opportunities for battlc. It is said to h8\"e 
remained relatively um-hanged into thc period of the )[eiji 
Restoration. l44 

Finally, thc KYOSHl:\"-~IF:ICIll-ll'TIU should be mentioned. 
This school, whose derivatives continue into the present, was 
established during the era of Kansei (1789- ]801) by Momoi 
Haehirozaemon Kaoyoshi, and brought together elements of the 
TODA-, I'M'O-, YACYl;·, and HOBII ' CHI-IIYL It was carried on by 
:llomoi Shunzo Naoichi, who was called to instruct at the 
military school (Kobusho), founded in lR5.J. and who had 
numerous students. 

Countless additional namcs and schools could be added to 
the list, of course, but will not be mentioned here since nothing 
substantial can be said about many of them. The Yarious 
schools and traditions which have been dealt with, however, 
suffice to demonstrate how complex and Yaricd is the picture of 
Japanese swordsmanship, despite the tendency in recent times 
to standardize and cate~rizc them. c_l!. in the standardized 
police-/lt/wo_ 
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List of Abbreviations 

HS Bujulsu-soslw, T okyo, ] 925. 

ESWS Erh-shih-wu-shih, Hong Kong, 1959. 
KST (Shintei Zollo) Kokmhi-taikti, Tokyo, 196.J.rt. 
;\IN M Qnumento Nipponica, Tokyo, 1938 ff. 
MOAG ANtteilungen der Gesellsclwftfiir Natur- u'ltd 

V61kerkunde OstasienR, Tokyo, 1953ff. 
:-<uz Nihon Bwlo-zens!tii, Tokyo, 1966f. 
:\,KDT N1'/wn K otenbwngaku-takai, T okyo, 1959rr. 
l'WAG Nachrichten der Gesellscltaft jur Natul'- Ulld 

Volkerkunde Ostasiens, H amburg. 
!"TSZ Nihon Tetsugakushiso-unshii, Tokyo, ] 955- 7. 
OE Orielf,8 E xtrernus, Harnburg-Wicsbaden, 1 95M£. 
SOIlJ Sekai ])ai-hyakka-jitell, T okyo, 19G·Hr. 

Sppy 8 su-pu pei-yao, Shanghai, 1927- 36. 
TASJ T ruwwcMons oj the Asiatic S ociety of J apan, Tokyo. 
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Notes 

See H orst H ammitzsch, 'Geschichte J apans', in Abl'iss del' 
Geschichte Aussereuropaischer K ultuTl1I II, :Munich-Vienna , 
196+, p. 2+2. and J. Edward K idder, All-Japan - J apan VOl' 

dem Buddhi.tJnus, Cologne, n.d ., pp. ]03f, 117. I n addition, 
:Max Loehr, ' Vorgeschichte Japans', in Abriss der Vorge
schichte, Munich- Vien na, ] 957, p. 141. 

2 In contrast to the spear, which has decided ly phallic 
symbolic value, it seems that the cult of the sword was 
independent of the phallic cult and a later form of the 
cult (in the broadest sense) of the prehistoric J apanese. 
See Post Wheeler, The S acred S criptures of the J apanese, 
New York, ] 952, pp. 395ff (,The Cult of t he Sword'). 

:1 NihollSlwki, KST, vol. l a, p. H ; KariFlorenz, Niliollgi, 
Tokyo, 1901, p. 42 . 

.J. Nilw1!slwki, KST, vol. l a, p. 69; Florenz, p. 185. 
5 Nilwnslwki, KST, vol. l a, p . .J.5 ; Florenz, Nihollgi, pp. 123, 

129H, 135. 
6 Sec Sato Kan' ichi, Nilwn nu token, Tokyo, 1963, p. 6. 
7 Nilwnslwki, KST, vol. l a, p. 13H ; takeki-wa::n hito 11; 

.\-ugita'llwu. 
8 NUwnslwki, KST, vol. la, p. 168. 

n K a.1Jli so, NKHT, vol. 69, p. 73f. 
10 NihollSlwki, I{ST, vol. Ib, p. ·~03. 

11 Sun \Yu , also Sun-tzu, from Ch'j and \Yu Ch'i, a lso \Yu-tzu, 
from Wei; usually combined into Sun 'Yu; Ch'un fh ' iu and 
Chan Kuo Periods. 'fhey were so famous that the name 
Sun \Y u has become generally synonymous for the art of 
strategy. 
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] 2 Among other great strategist~ and military experts whose 
works were still consulted during the Tokugawa Period 
(e.g. Xaganuma Muneyoshi) are Szu·ma Fa, Wei Liao-tzu, 
Huang Shih-kung, and T'ai Kung-wang (Lii Shang). See 
Yamada J irokichi, N ilIOn K endo-shi (henceforth: Yamada), 
Tokyo, 1960, p . 15. 

13 For more on these uprisin~ see Hammitz~ch, 'Geschichte 
Japans', pp. 256fr. 

].J. See Hammitzsch, 'Geschichte Japans', pp. 26·HI. 
15 See.Imamura Yoshio (ed.), xuz, vol. 2, pp. Ian. 
16 lleil.:e-mUlwg(dol'l·, XKBT, vol. 32, p. 310; XUZ, vol. 2, p . ]4. 

11 Helji-mO/wgatari, YlihOdo Bunko, vol. 14, p . 263. 
18 HogeJHIltJnogat(l1'i, ::\,KIlT, \"01. 31, passage quoted in 

Yamada, p. 15. 
]9 The Gikeiki, which N'ports this episode, originated in the 

fifteenth century and has only limited value as a source. 
Compare Helen Craig-McCullough, r oshitsune, Stanford, 
]966, pp. 6, 52f; Gikeiki, XKUT, vol. 31, pp. 5 1 rr. 

20 :r\agayoshi Sabura, Nihon BushidO-sM (henceforth: 
Xagayoshi), Tokyo, 1932, pp. 52f. 

21 Five Zen monasteries in both Kamakura and Kyato which 
were founded undcr thc patronage of the Haja regents and 
subject to a specific hierarchical system. See George 
Sansom, A Hi.~tory of Japa,'l 1334-1615, London, 1961, 
pp. 159f; and 'l'amamura Takeji, GQ;:an-bungaku, Tokyo, 
1962. 

22 .For more on the concept of loyalty (chu) see Nagayoshi, 
pp. 6rr, 41. 

23 Sec Martin Ramming, 'Die Verschworung des Yui 
Schosetsu', in SiJlo-Japonica., Feslscln-ijI. A'lldre Wel/ell/eyer 
;:um 80. Geburtstag, Leipzig, 1956. 

2-1- For greater detail on the alliance betwecn the bushi and 
Confucianism see Xagayoshi, pp. H9- 98, and Horst 
Hammitzseh, 'Kangaku und Kokugaku ', 111:-<, vol. II, 
1939. pp. Hr. 

25 So that the Tokugawas could maintain more effcctive 
control over them, from 1685 the daimyo were compelled 
alternately to spend one year on their fief and one year in 
F.do; during their absence, they had to leave behind them 
their closest relatives as hostages. See llammitzsch, 
'Gesehichte Japans', p. 281. 
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26 Sec here Martin Hamming, 'Die wirtschaftliche Lage der 
Samurai am Ende der Tokugawaperiode', in Mitreilungen 
der Deutschen Gesellsclwft jur Natur- und Volkerkullde 
Oslasiens, vol. 22, part A, Tokyo, 1928, and 'ZuO! Ronin
problem in der Tokugawa-Zeit (1603- 1868)', in Sitzungs
beTic/lie deT Deu18chen Akademie deT Wissellscliajten zu. 
Berti-n, Klasse fur Sprachen, Literatur Ulld KUlIst, 1955, 
no. ·k In addition, Shinji Yoshimoto, Edo-jidai 110 Buke 110 

Seikatsu, Tokyo, 1962. 
27 Sce Nagayoshi, pp_ 229f. 
28 Figurcs vary greatly. According to Echi Shigeru (Kokushi

firen) there were a total of more than 300, according to 
:>':BZ more than 700 (including the lai schools), of which 
approximately 120 appeared under different names 
(NUZ, vol. 1, pp. ~1fr). Yamada presents a list of 425 
schools, of which again several appear under various names 
(Yamada, pp. 541-76). 

29 See here Horst Hammitzsch, 'Zum Begrifi "Weg" in 
Rahmen der japanischen Kiinste', NOAG, vol. 82, 1957, 
pp. Mr. 

30 Such excesses should not, however, be seen as too closely 
related to the art of swordsmanship. They had existed 
earlier and were primarily due to the social structure. See 
Henry L . Joly and lnada Hogitaro, The Sword and Same, 
London, 1962, pp. 117fr. 

31 The Kenen·hitsuroku is an (unpublished) military writing: 
of Ogyu Sorai (1666-1728), quoted in Yamada, p. 166. 

32 Police-kendo is a standardized form constructed with 
elements from various schools. Compare the table in 
Yamada, pp. 359f. 

33 :-;TSZ, vol. 15.' pp. 211-50. 
34 BS, pp. 313- 4-2. 
35 See Koku$lw-somokuroku, vol. 5, p. 816, ref. 1'engu

geijUu,'U-Ton. 
36 Daisetsu Suzuki, Zen und die Kultur Japwis, Hamburg, 

1958, pp. 4.2ff. Due to its extremely wide distribution 
throughout Europe, this book may have authoritatively 
formed the views concerning the relationship between 
swordsmanship and Zen Buddhism. Thus, for example, 
Eugen Herrigel in his chapter on swordsmanship in Zen 
in der Kunst des Bogell.<.:chifs.<.:ens, Munich, 1955, pp. RJ - 93. 
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Also see, however, Reibun Yuki, 'Ken-Zen als Einheit', 
in Karlfried Graf von Durekhei m, Japan Ulld die Kultur 
der Stille, Weilheim/Obb., 1949. 

37 See here H orst H ammitzseh, 'Zum Begriff " \\-eg" im 
Hahmen der J apanisehen K iinste', l'OAG, vol. 82, 1957, 
pp. sff. 

38 Fung Yu-Ian, IrislfJry oj Chinese Philosophy, Princeton, 
1953, vol. II , pp. 610-1l. 

39 Fung Yu-Ian , A Short HistonJ ojChinese Philosophy, New 
York , 1966, p. 318. 

40 Suzuki, Zen und die Kuitur' J apalls, p. 56: 'According to one 
author .. .. ' 

4-1 Fung Yu-Ian, Il istory of Chinese Philosophy, vol. II, p. 54-l. 
·~2 SPPY , Lun Yii, vol. VJI, eh. 8; Trans. \Yilhelm. 
43 SI'PY , Lun Yii, vol. X lX, ch. 12 . 

.+-1. Compare here a passage in the Gilceiki, where it is reported 
how those initiated into a certain military writing ascended 
to heaven or rode through the air on a bamboo canc. 
Helen Craig-McCullough, Yoshitsune, p. 97; Gikeiki, 
"KBT, vol. 37, p. 82. 

-1.5 'fobu: province Musashi, i.e. its eastern portion. 'fhe a rea 
of'l'oshima was incorporated into Tokyo in 1932. 

-1.6 Kanda Hakuryushi (also H akury6shi ; dates unknown) was 
a famous military expert of the 'fokugawa Period. H e 
wrote the works Shichislw-rigm·shij, Buke-mei.~ii (W alam
bunmi) Slwke-meisii, and others. 

·'7 With respect to the philosophical and psychological 
concepts: here the attempt was, in general, to give each 
individual J apanese concept a specific translation. For 
stylistic reasons, howe ver, the author of the 1'engn
geijutsu.rrm often uses synonymous terms from the Vft!it 

but not always precise Japanese vocabulary, and it seemed 
neither possible nor necessary to translate each dirrerently. 
The German translator, in such cases, translated these 
concepts with the same German word and, if it was not a 
matter of essential concepts, incorporated them into the 
translation wi thout particular notation, in accordance 
with his best knowledge and conscience. 

48 Liu I (J ap. rikugei). According to the Chou Li (quotcd 
l'z'u-hai, p. 158) these are ceremony, music, archery, 
horsemanship, script, mathematics. Also part of the 
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Liu I (or liu-citing ), however, are I -chillg, Li-cld, Fuel!
ching, S hih-ching, S hu-ching, and Ch'un-c!t' iu. For m ore 
on the grouping of ceremony, poetic wri tings (li terature), 
scholarship, arithmet ic, the doctrine of yin and yang, 
and historical writings, as well as the di vision of the arts 
in J apa nese culture, see Hammitzsch, ' Zum BegriCf " \reg" 
im Hahmcn d er j apanischen Kiinste' , NOAG, vol. 82, 1957, 

p. 5, note 1. 
49 Also Ushiwaka; the name which Yoshitsune bore in his 

youth (yomyo, osana-na). 
50 This episode appears in, among other sources, the Heiji

mOlloga tari , see Introduction, p. 3 and note 17. See also 
Craig-McCullough, Y oshitsune, pp. 37f. Deta iled informa
tion on t he Tcngu i s given b y M. \Y. de Visser, 'The 
Tengu', TASJ, vol. 36, no. 2, 1908, pp. 25- 99. De Visser 
attributes mastery in handling t he s word to the Tengu 
beginning wi th t he thirteenth century (Heiji-mollogatari, 
in this same Yoshitsune episode). During this period the 
Tcngu were depicted as beings into which arrogant Bud
dhist priests were transformed as punishment (learned 
priests were actually transformed into greater T engu and 
those with limited learning into lesser T engu; de Visser, p. 
53, see Gcnpei-seisuiki), they appear as Yamabushi and thus 
as masters of the sword , but at the samc time retain all the 
bad characteristics of cvil demons. Thus, t he author's 
reference to Tcngu traditions is not at all far r emoved from 
thc Buddhist concept o f swordsmanship. 

51 For m ore o n the sources for this event see C ra ig-~leCullough, 

Y oshitsune, pp. -I-3f. 
52 S m Tuan (Jap. 8hitan), the four essential fundamental 

virtues of Confucianism. The di vision goes back t o Meneius 
and includes jen (J ap. jin*) - brotherly love, humanity; 
i (J ap. gil - justice, integrity; Ii (J ap. rei ) - correct b ehavi 
our, propriety; ehih. (J ap. ehi) - wisdom, knowledge. 

5:3 1'(1 Hsiieh , sppy (Szu-shu Chi-eltu), p. la; James Legge, T he 
Chinese Classics, Hong Kong, 1960, vol. 1, p. 356. 

54 Chung Yung, Sppy (Szu-.~hu Chi-ehu), p. l a ; Legge, T he 
Chinese Classic8, vol. I , p. 3R3. 

55 This episode originates in Tzu Lu 's biography in the 
S hih-cld; Tzu Lu, t he valiant disciple o f Confucius. died 

.. Kammer tmnscriht'.~ this :lS nill (s('{' (ootno l<' , p. 19, (Tr.)). 
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in battle with the words: ''fhe nobleman does not remove 
his cap even in death.' He tried to rebutton the strap on 
his cap which his opponent had cut through. See Shih-chi, 
SPPY, ch. 67, p. 5a. 

56 Kufii .~uru; for morc on the meaning of the concept kufi'i 
see Oscar Benl and Horst Hammit1.sch , Jopanisclie 
Geisianvelt, Baden-Baden, 1956, pp. 155rf. 

57 SPPY, Lun l'11, vol. VII , p. S; s ppy (S:..u-slm Chi-ellU), ch . . J, 

p. 2ab; Legge, The Chinese CI(/8sic,~, vol, 1, p. 197. Transla
tion by llichard Wilhelm, KIUlgjittRf , Gf'Rpriiche, Stuttgartf 
Hamburg, n.d., p. 83. 

5f! Jap. Sangai, Skrt, tmi/okya or t-ri/oko. 
1. yokkai (Skrt, kamadhatu); encompasses the six heavens 
of man and the infernal regions, 
2. shikikaf (Skrt. riipadhalu); encompasses the world of 
forms. 
3. mushikikai (Skrt. ariipadhatu); encompasses the world 
of the pure spirit. 
See William Edward Soothill, A D;ctionary of ChineRe 
Buddhist Terms, London, 1937, p. 70. 

59 The passage refers to Lun I'u XIX, 12; S I'I'\" eh. 19, 
p 3a; Legge, The Chinese Classics, vol. 1, p. 3"'3. 

60 A pond in the Saga district of the city of Kyoto, famous 
for its beautiful setting and a popular place for viewing 
the moon. 

61 Ch'ao Fu, a recluse under the mythical emperor Yao. When 
he was offered the throne, he washed out his ears to 
cleanse them from the defilement of this temptation. 

62 Hsu Yu, a recluse and friend of Ch'ao Fu. He was also 
otfered the throne, and, like eh'ao }'u, washed out his 
ears and then would not allow his oxen by the stream in 
which he had cleansed himself. 

63 In Buddhism: joy, anger, anxiety, pleasure, hate, love, 
desire. 

64 'The will is first and chief, and the passion-nature is 
subordinate to it. Therefore I say -l\laintain firm the will, 
and do no violence to the passion-nature.' (Trans. Legge); 
SPPY, eh. III, p. 6a; Legge, The Chinese Classics, vol. II, 
p.188. 

65 S PPY, Lun Yii, vol. IX, eh. 4; S PPY, eh. 9, p. 1b; Legge, 
ChiJlese Classics, voL 1, p. 217. There the concept is 
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ex plained as 'hHing no prejud iced opinion' (Legge, \Y ilhelm, 
and ot hers) . 

66 s ppy , Chuallg-t:u, eh. 80 ; SI' PY, ch . 10, pp. la,ft ; James 
Legge, The Tu ts aI Taoism , Xew York , 1959, pp. 626- 31. 
It is the episode in which Chuang- tzu explains to King 
Wen of Chao the ' swords' of t he son of hca\'en, t he feudal 
lord, and t he common man. Yet one a lso observes here the 
mystical associa tion of the 'swords' of the heavenly SOli 

and t.he feudal lord with cosmic powers and the Confucian 
virtues_ 

67 SPI'Y, Chuang-cu, vol. XIX, eh . 8; SPPY, eh. 7, p. 5 b; 
Legge, T1Je TeJ.:ts (!f' TaQislII, p. -1-51. The passage also 
appears in Lieh-t:.u, vol. 11, eh. 20 ; SI'I'Y , eh. 2, p. 2:-!b; 
Richard Wilhelm, Liii D.~i, Da.\· W ahre Buell I'OIl! Quellemleu 
l.'rgrulld, .Jena, 1921, p. 27. There the p assage reads: 

Gi Siau D si prepared a fighting c ock f or King Suan of 
the house of Dschou. After t en days the king asked: 
'Can the c ock fight yet'! ' He s aid : 'N'ot yet , he is still 
conceited, proud , and angry. ' After another ten days 
he asked agai n. He said : 'Not yet , he g oes after every 
sound a nd shadow.' After another t en days he asked 
again. H e said: 'N'ot yet , he still looks about him 
too much and is conceited abou t his power.' After 
another t en days he asked again. He said: 'Now he is 
ready_ When the other cocks crow, he no longer t akes 
notice of them.' The cock looked as though h c were 
made of wood_ His bearing was perfeet. Ot her cocks 
did not dare to take him on, they turned tail and 
ran away. 

68 For morc detail on these individual spear forms, see 
Roald 1\1. Knutsen, J apanese P olearms, London, 1968. 

69 For the following see the chapter 'Hara als Ubung' in: 
Karlfried G mf von Durkheim, Ham., Die Erdmitte des 
ilfl.'TlSclum, Munich, ] 956, pp. 137~69. 

70 The Zen m onk Shozan (1578--1655) from the family o f 
Suzuki in l\Iikawa participated in the battle of Sekigahara 
and la ter j oined the holy order. For more on za:;en see 
Heinrich Dumoulin, Zen, Geschichle u'lld Gestalt , Bern , 
1959, pp. 162- 5. 
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71 In order to divert all suspicion from his lord Yoshitsunc, 
who had dressed as an escaped slave, Benkei, dressed as 
a wandering monk, struck Yoshitsune with a cane and thus 
to outer appearances became guilty of a breach of loyalty. 
For the sources of this event see Craig-.McCullough, 
r ushitsune, pp. 57ff. 

72 The data are based on (Dai Z6tei) K okushi-duijiten. Tokyo, 
1927; Kokushi-jiten, Tokyo, HJ.J.2; SD UJ 196·k 

73 Ch'ien f1an- shu, I-wen chill, ESWS, vol. I , p. ·1-37a. 
7-1- N1'/w!l-s!lOki (Sujin Tenno), KST, vol. la, p. 168. 

75 Ryo no Cige, CUIlOO-ryO, KST, vol. 22, p. 185. 

76 Kaijliso, N.KUT, yol. 69, pp. 73r. 

77 For more information regarding the (partially contradic
tory) dating here, sec in detail the works mentioned above 
in note 72. 

7S In the revised Cakko-laisokyoju-yomoku (Curriculum for 
Physical Education in Schools). 

79 The four 'basic schools' are usually called: Shinto-, Chi'ijo-, 
Kage-, and Nen-ryi'i. 

so Katori-jingLI in the city of Katori, county of Katori, of 
the Chiba Prefecture (Shimosa). The deity wor.:;hipped 
there was the militant Iwainush i no Mikoto. For the signif
icance of this shrine to the history of early swordsmanship, 
and also that of Kashima-jingu in the province Hitachi 
(prefecture Ibaraki ), sec NBZ, vol. 2, pp. 2J35.ff., and 
Yamada, pp. 27rr. 

Rl Instruction by divinities, fabulous beings and mysterious 
monks is typical for the early schools of swordsmanship. 
Thus, Iizasa is also said to have been taught (indirectly) 
by a kappa (a mythical creature who lived in rivers, Tr.), 
a lthough this was eventually overshadowed by subsequent 
Shinto instruction. See Yamada, p. 2S. 

82 For more on the Shinto-ryu see Yamada, pp. 27f; NBZ, 
vol. 2, pp. 235([; for school manuscripts see NBZ, vol. 2, 
pp . 250-337. 

fiB Yamada, p. 62; NBZ, vol. 2, p . 2·~O. 
8-1- The nokuden Iku1tshO is included III the NUZ, vol. 2, 

pp.314-27. 
85 See Yamada, p. 66; NUZ, vol. 2, p. 326. 

R6 Yamada, p. 112 ; NUZ, vol. 2, p. 243. 
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Ri See Yamada, pp. 29rt, 3:3. On the identity of :\Jatsumoto 
Masanobu see Yamada, p. 29, and :':IlZ, \'01. 2, p. 2 ·~3. 

88 Yamada, pp. 112 and 5~2 , also gives Arima 'l'okisada as the 
founder and the era of Keicho (1596-1615) as the period 
of the school's founding. 

89 Yamada, pp. 72rr; :':I\Z, vol. 2, pp. 2Hrr. 
90 A comparison of the relevant sources ( Buge;~shOden, 

S ounld) is: presented in the NI\Z, vol. 2, pr. 2Hrr. 
91 Yamada, p. 95£. Shinda Asakatsu i s also named a<; the 

founder. If Negishi was the student of Moroaka, then the 
founding date of the school (Tcnsho, 1573-92; Yamada, 
p. 571) is questionable. 

92 Yamada, pp. 25fr. 
93 Yamada, pp. 562. 
!H Yamada, p. 25. A detailed explanation of the Jion problem 

is also presented here. 
95 Yamada, p. 27. 
96 Yamada, pp. 7sH. 
97 Yamada, p. 80. 
9R See Yamada, pp. RO, 86; discussion see p. 86. 
99 Compare SKHJ , vol. 7, p. 645. 

100 Yamada does not elaborate on these two schools. 
101 Yamada, pp. 106-11 : NBZ, vol. 2, pp. 27- 32. A detailed 

table of his students and successors is also given here. 
102 Other places are also mentioned. Compare KIIZ, vol. 2 , 

p.30. 
103 Yamada, p. 542. 
104 Yamada, pp. ]89-93,545 ; NIlZ, vol. 2, p. 32. 
105 Yamada, pp. ]93-6, 542; N I:lZ, vol. 2, pp. 32f. 
106 Yamada, p. 111; NUZ, vol. 2, p. 34. 
107 Yamada, p . 197; NBZ, vol. 2, p. 35. 
108 Yamada, pp. 197re, 566. 
109 Yamada, pp. 200-7, 564. 
110 Yamada, pp. 286f; N EZ. vol. 2, pp. 41-4, tables. 
111 Yamada, pp. 207f, 570; NllZ, vol. 2, pp. 85-40, tables. 
112 Yamada, pr. 112f, 567. 
113 Yamada, pp. ] ]9, 548. 
114 Yamada, pp. 38f. 
115 According to Yamada, p . 546, in the eraofTenbun, 1532- 55. 
11 6 Yamada, pp. 39-52, 553, founded in the era of Eiroku, 

1M8- TD. 
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11 7 Yamada, p. 39. 
11 8 Yamada, p. 388. 
11 9 Yamada, pp. 38, 389f. 
120 Yamada, pp. 5~7; ;\'I)Z, vol. 1, pp. 36-·~1. 

121 K IIZ, vol. 1, pp. 51f, tables. 
122 K g. by Yamada, pp. 172- 88, as well as Shoshi Muncmitsu 

(S UIIJ). ;\,BZ does not make a distinction. 
12ll For morc on YagYli Munenori sec N UZ, vol. 1, pp. 41, 44; 

on 'l'akuan see Yamada, p. 173. School manuscripts of the 
YagYLi Shin-Kage-rYl' appear in NUZ, vol. 1, pp. 31- 179. 

12 ·~ 'l'akuan Soho is also the aut hor of another manuscript on 
swordsmanship, the l'aiaki. Fud6chi and l'aiaki are 
included in /Jujutsu-8Os/w, p. 210 and p. 222. Partial 
translation of the Fufi6Chi in: Suzuki, Zen and J apanese 
Culture, London, 1959. 

]25 Yamada, pp. 97r; ;\,IlZ, vol. 1, p. 19X. 
126 Yamada, pp. 101 - 5. 
127 Yamada, pp. 9srr. 
12R Yamada, p. Ill8. 
129 KIlZ, vol. 2, p. 480. On the possibility of such early instruc

tion , see Introduction, p. 3. 
11m School manuscripts and genealogical table in N IlZ, vol. 2, 

pp . . ' flSf, SlR. 

131 Sce Yamada, pp. 541- 76, and above p. SO. 

132 Yamada, p. 572. 
133 NilZ, vol. 1, pp. ·J07- Hl. Yamada, pp. 11 3- 32. 
1::J4 See Yamada, p. 114. 
]35 Miyamoto Musashi, Gorin 1/.0 .~,/.O, Tokyo, ]963, K BZ. 

vol. 1, p. '+66. 
136 Ibid. 
]37 Yamada, p. 566. 
13R A work in thirty-five articles on various aspects of swords

manship and strategy. Date and origin uncertain. See a lso 
K amikoTadashi,Comm. , NUZ, vol. 1, p.410; Yamada, p. ]31. 

139 Yamada, pp. u3f. 
140 Yamada, pp. 211 - 5, 5136. 
141 Yamada. pp. 2Rsrr. 
142 N BZ, vol. 1, pp. 23~7. 
143 NIlZ. vol. 2, p. 345. The strikes werc made against a trce 

trunk of specific dimensions. Illustration in KIlZ, vol. 2, 
p.474. 
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H ·l ;\ liZ, yol. 2, pp. a:JD- -'H. Yamada. p. !H and 556. He names 
Sctoguchi Bizen as the founder, gi\'es manuscript variants, 
but otherwise says " cry little about t his school. Togo 
and Setoguchi are related clans (;\BZ, vol. 2, p. 34.9), 
perhaps the foundcrs are iden tical. In other rcspects, 
however, many qucstions regarding thc Jigcn-ryu remain 
unanswered. For its most important traditional manu
scripts, see :\I\Z, vol. 2. pp. :]5R-·~60. 

1-'5 Yamada, pp. :Jo5f. 
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